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1.1 Introduction 
 

Complex behavioural tasks, from perception of sensory input and the control of 

motor output to cognitive functions such as learning and memory are dependant 

on the meticulous innumerable interconnections of neuronal networks in the brain. 

These neuronal networks are precisely developed during embryonic growth under 

specific guidance of imprinted mechanisms, which are triggered spatiotemporally. 

Development of the central nervous system particularly the cerebral cortex (also 

known as cerebral corticogenesis) requires both intrinsic and extrinsic factors 

[reviewed in 1, 2, 3]. Intrinsic factors include cell surface and secreted molecules 

that control the fate of neighbouring cells as well as transcription factors that 

regulate the abundance of transcripts at the nucleic acid level. On the other hand, 

extrinsic factors including nutrients, secreted factors and sensory stimuli also 

interact with intrinsic factors for proper differentiation and maturation of nerve 

cells. 

 

Complex regulatory elements as well as epigenetic factors are important intrinsic 

determinants of brain development. Molecular regulatory networks at 

chromosomal (chromosomal packaging or remodelling, histone acetylation and 

deacetylation) [5-7], DNA (transcription machinery and processes, chromatin 

insulation, DNA methylation) or RNA (mRNA processing and post-

transcriptional regulation) [5, 6, 8, 9] sequences and protein (regulation of 

translation, protein modifications and ubiquitination pathway) [5, 10] levels play a 

pivotal role in determining when, where and how a multipotent progenitor cell 

should proliferate, differentiate, migrate and settle at a designated position in the 

cortex. These molecular regulatory networks are further complicated by various 

recently discovered alternative and genome-wide processes such as natural 

antisense transcripts (NATs) [11] and microRNA (miRNA) regulations [12], 

nuclear-specific paraspeckle proteins and nuclear RNA retention [13, 14]. 

Questions arise on what is actually triggering these regulatory networks and when 

would these networks be turned off? As embryonic corticogenesis lays the 

foundation for dedicated postnatal cognitive, learning and memory functions, any 

perturbed crucial molecular networks could cause various levels of detrimental 

effects postnatal such as mental retardation.  
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Consequently, it is important to investigate any molecular markers at various 

stages of brain development. The expression profile of these markers is an 

important determinant of their roles spatiotemporally, thus leading to the quest of 

hunting for common regulator(s) and the mechanisms involved, where these 

markers are peculiar to a specific developmental stage. Since the emergence of 

virtually complete human and mouse genome sequences, extensive molecular 

investigation has been carried out throughout brain development [15-19]. 

However, many questions still remain unanswered, especially on what intrinsic 

factors are involved and how they regulate the timing of cell proliferation, 

differentiation and guidance of neuronal migration. Information remains scarce on 

how cells know where and when to stop and aggregate and what specialised 

neurones they should differentiate into? What are the factors that guide axonal 

tract growth and how do they know where to stop and with what target they 

should form synapses? The following sections briefly review some of the 

fundamental events during the development of the brain with special focus on the 

cerebral cortex.  

 

1.2 Development and anatomy of the brain 
 

The total mouse gestation period is about 20 days. The cerebral cortex is 

developed as a part of the central nervous system starting on gestational day (also 

known as embryonic day, E) 10. Prior to the development of the central nervous 

system, the developing notochord (Figure 1.1) induces the development of the 

neuroectoderm, which later develops into the primitive neural tube (E7.5-8) [20, 

21]. At this stage, a longitudinal groove on the neural plate deepens as the neural 

folds from both sides of the embryonic axis become elevated. Subsequently, these 

neural folds fuse together and transform the groove into a closed neural tube with 

broad cephalic and long caudal portions that eventually form the future brain and 

spinal cord, respectively (Figure 1.1).  
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At E8.5, the cephalic portion of the neural tube undergoes three dilatations giving 

rise to prosencephalon (primitive forebrain), mesencephalon (primitive midbrain) 

and rhombencephalon (primitive hindbrain) (Figure 1.2). Between E9-11, the 

neural tube undergoes further dilatations with the rostral part of the 

prosencephalon developing into two telencephalic hemispheres (future cerebrum), 

whereas the caudal part develops into the diencephalon (future thalamus and 

hypothalamus). The mesencephalon of the neural tube remains, but the 

rhombencephalon develops into two regions, namely, metencephalon (future 

cerebellum and pons) and myelencephalon (future medulla oblongata) (Figures 

1.2 and 1.3). The dilatation processes transform the three-vesicle stage neural tube 

into a five-vesicle stage neural tube. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Neural tube formation.  

1: Notochord, 2: Neural plate, 3: Ectoderm, 4: Neural grove, 5: Neural 
fold, 6: Neural tube, 7: Neurocoele, 8: Neural crest, 9: Anterior 
neuropore and 10: Posterior neuropore. The figure is modified from 
Cohen HS, 1999 [21]. 

  
                                          NOTE:   
    This figure is included on page 4 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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Figure 1.2 Neural tube at three- and five-vesicle stages. 

Transverse sections show dilatation of the cephalic portion of the neural 
tube at three-vesicle (left) (consisting of prosencephalon, mesencephalon 
and rhombencephalon) and five-vesicle (right) (consisting of 
telencephalon, diencephalon, mesencephalon, metencephalon and 
mylencephalon) stages. The figure is modified from Cohen HS, 1999 
[21]. 

 

 
From E11 and onwards, the five-vesicle stage neural tube develops into various 

important functional regions of an adult brain [20, 21]. At E12.5, the 

telencephalon starts to develop into the olfactory cortex, hippocampus and 

cerebral cortex that are involved in olfaction, learning, memory, cognitive 

functions and motor-sensory responses (Figure 1.3). Between E12 and E15.5, the 

diencephalon gives rise to the thalamus, hypothalamus, caudate putamen, 

ganglionic eminence and neurohypophysis (part of pituitary gland), which are 

involved in various functions ranging from hormonal regulation, sleep-wake cycle 

or circadian rhythm modulation to refinement of movement. Both telencephalon 

and diencephalon derivatives form the forebrain whereas mesencephalon develops 

into the midbrain (a part of the brain stem). The midbrain functions as a motor or 

sensory nerve relay centre associated with vision, hearing, eye movement and 

body movement. Together with the midbrain in the brain stem are the pons and 

medulla oblongata. The pons is a derivative of metencephalon (at E11.5) and 

  
                                          NOTE:   
    This figure is included on page 5 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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contains nerve tracts conducting signals among the cerebrum, thalamus, 

cerebellum and medulla oblongata. The medulla oblongata is a derivative of the 

myelencephalon (at E12), which is the caudal-most structure of the brain located 

in between the pons and the spinal cord. It houses various control centres for vital 

functions such as breathing and heartbeat. At E12.5, the metencephalon gives rise 

to the cerebellum, which is an important centre for body movement coordination. 

Development of all brain structures and the communication among them are 

precisely coordinated within such a short timeframe. The underlying mechanisms 

governing such complex events are influenced by spatiotemporally expressed 

genes/proteins as well as interactions between various molecular networks, which 

require further in-depth investigations. 

 

Both human and mouse brains undergo very similar developmental pathways and 

the corresponding timeline for the human brain in comparison to the mouse brain 

timeline is presented in Figure 1.3. Despite the similarity between the human and 

mouse brain, the surface anatomy of a human brain is very different from the 

mouse brain. The human brain has various gyri (ridges) and sulci (depressions or 

fissures) that increase the surface area as compared to the smooth surface of the 

mouse brain (Figure 1.4). The olfactory bulb, is another signatory difference 

between human and mouse brains. The murine olfactory bulb is located at the 

rostro-most region of the brain and is relatively large when compared to the 

cerebrum. In humans, the olfactory bulb is located at the inferior side (bottom) of 

the brain and is relatively small when compared to the cerebrum. Even the 

directional/anatomical planes or loci of the mouse brain differ from the human 

brain (Figure 1.4); therefore they may need to be perceived differently in different 

contexts.  
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Figure 1.4 Anatomy of the brain. 
(A) The dorsal (left) and lateral (right) views of the adult mouse brain 
show various brain regions. The block arrows show the rostral and caudal 
anatomical loci of the brain. These brain figures were obtained from The 
Mouse Brain Library website [22]. (B) The lateral view of the adult 
human brain (modified from Nadeau et al, 2004 [23]). 

 

 
 

  
                                          NOTE:   
    This figure is included on page 8 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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1.3 Cerebral corticogenesis 
 

Cerebral corticogenesis involves a series of events that are spatiotemporally 

regulated. This includes 1) proliferation of multipotent progenitors; 2) neuronal or 

glial fate determination; 3) migration of postmitotic cells; 4) cells aggregation and 

cytodifferentiation or morphogenesis (formation of dendrites and axonal tracts); 

5) gliogenesis and synaptogenesis and; 6) reorganisation, elimination and 

stabilisation of neuronal networks [21]. These events are meticulously 

implemented under the influence of various molecular factors at different levels of 

gene expression throughout cerebral corticogenesis.   

 

1.3.1 Proliferation of multipotent progenitors 
 

The cerebral cortex comprises of two main populations of neurones, namely 

glutamatergic- and excitatory-based projection neurones (pyramidal cells) and 

GABAergic- and inhibitory-based interneurones. The projection neurones are 

derived from the progenitor cells located in cortical ventricular zone (VZ) 

whereas most of the interneurones originate from progenitors located beyond 

cortical VZ especially the ventral telencephalon [24, 25], which migrated 

tangentially to reach their final position in the developing cortex. However, some 

interneurones are generated in the cortical VZ as reported in humans [26]. Other 

non-neuronal cortical components such as astrocytes are also derived from the 

cortical VZ progenitor cells, which are multipotent stem cells as demonstrated in 

retrovirus-based lineage studies and in vitro culture experiments [27-29]. On the 

other hand, non-neuronal oligodendrocytes are derived from the same stem cells 

located in the ventral telencephalon, which also give rise to the GABAergic 

interneurones [30, 31]. In contrast, many adult oligodendrocytes originate from 

cortical progenitors in the postnatal subventricular zone (SVZ) that retained 

proliferative capability as compared to the non-proliferative adult cortical VZ [32, 

33]. 

 

Before the neuronal fate determination takes place, the multipotent progenitor 

cells initially divide symmetrically (non-terminal) to expand the pool of early 

multipotent stem cells, with the plane of cell division perpendicular to the 

ventricular surface. In this mode of cell division, two identical daughter cells are 
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generated [34]. This non-terminal symmetric cell division is important for self-

renewal during the early expansion phase of neuronal development. Two other 

mode of divisions known as terminal symmetric cell division and asymmetric cell 

division further leads to cell differentiation and migration of neuronal cells out of 

the VZ. As neural induction endures, the nervous system becomes patterned along 

the rostro-caudal (RC) and dorso-ventral (DV) axes in response to gradients of 

signalling molecules from neighbouring tissues. Multipotent stem cells at the 

earliest stages of development will acquire positional identity first and express 

gene appropriate for their region of origin. This positional identity influences the 

type of neurones that arise from precursors in different parts of the nervous 

system; for example, the RC [35, 36] and DV positioning in the spinal cord [37] 

and the basal forebrain stem cells of the cerebral cortex [30]. 

 

Different modes of multipotent stem cells division are important to generate 

appropriate numbers of neurones in the correct spatial and temporal patterns. 

Therefore, it is critical to regulate the number of progenitor cells and this can be 

achieved by regulating the onset of differentiation, survival and/or proliferation of 

progenitors. Suppression of proneural factors that promote expression of neuronal 

differentiation factors, basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) genes, can delay cell cycle 

exit, thus differentiation. Negative regulators that constrain bHLH factor 

expression through the inhibition of proneural gene expressions as demonstrated 

in lateral inhibition of Notch signalling pathway [38], prevent neighbouring cells 

from differentiating at the same time, thus preventing the depletion of progenitors 

for later-born cell types. A second class of negative regulators consists of 

inhibitors of DNA binding (Id) proteins that encode for antagonistic basic domain 

lacking HLH factors that form non-functional dimers with E proteins and prevent 

DNA binding. Both Id1 and Id3 mutants demonstrated premature neuronal 

differentiation of progenitors and cell cycle exit [39].  

 

1.3.2 Differentiation of multipotent progenitors 
 

Both terminal symmetric and asymmetric cell divisions give rise to postmitotic 

cells that are ready for differentiation. Postmitotic cells are capable of specialising 

into neurone or glial cells. bHLH genes, coupled with other cyclin-dependent 

kinase (Cdk) inhibitors promote cell cycle exit [40] followed by cell 
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differentiation [41]. Proneural proteins control the expression of these bHLH 

genes during neuronal fate determination.  

 

Three proneural genes have been discovered in the mouse cerebral cortex, namely 

Neurogenin1 (Ngn1), Neurogenin2 (Ngn2) and Mash1. Ngn2 appears to be the 

most important proneural gene among the three as only Ngn2 mutants present a 

distinct corticogenesis defect [42, 43], and it is also involved in the regulation of 

Ngn1 and Mash1 in multipotent progenitors. Ngn2 and Mash1 double-mutant 

mice showed reduced corticogenesis due to the reduction of the size of the cortical 

plate as well as NeuroD expression, a marker for neuronal precursor cells. Other 

features include a reduced number of neurogenic progenitors due to affected Hes5 

in the Notch signalling pathway, resulting in compensatory increments of 

astrocytic progenitors or progenitors that remain bipotent. The findings from 

Ngn2 and Mash1 double mutant mice studies demonstrate the crucial role of 

proneural proteins in neural fate determination as well as the astrocytic fate 

through the pertubation of Notch signalling pathway in multipotent progenitors 

[43].  

 

In contrast to Ngn2, Ngn1 promotes neurogenesis and inhibit astrogenesis through 

distinct mechanisms [44]. Ngn1 promotes neurogenesis through conventional 

intact DNA binding activation of the neuronal differentiation gene, NeuroD, 

whereas promoting antiastrogliogenic activity by complex intracellular 

interactions with components of several signalling pathways, which require no 

DNA binding activities. Ngn1 has been shown to block the activity of Smad1 

downstream of BMP in the BMP-Smad signalling pathway, thus interfering with 

the activation of STAT1 and STAT3 by LIF/CNTF in the LIF-CNTF-JAK-STAT 

signalling pathway [44]. Both the BMP-Smad1 and LIF-CNTF-JAK-STAT 

signalling pathways are vital for astrocytes differentiation.  

 

The generic programme of neuronal differentiation (the programme regulating the 

acquisition of features common to all neurones; axonal and dendrite growth) as 

regulated by bHLH genes or other neurone differentiation genes is understudied. 

The best candidate neuronal differentiation gene, which also belongs to the bHLH 

class, is NeuroD1 [45]. NeuroD1 is sequentially expressed as neurones 

differentiate [46]. Other bHLH genes, that are sequentially expressed in 
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differentiating cortical neurones and are probably involved in their differentiation, 

include NeuroD2, Math2, Math3 and Nscl1 [47]. Other non-bHLH genes such as 

T-box genes, Tbr1 and Tbr2 [48, 49], also have the similar expression profiles and 

depend on Ngn1 and Ngn2 for their normal cortical expression [47]. However, all 

the bHLH and Tbr differentiation genes regulated by both Ngn1 and Ngn2 in the 

cortex are confined to cortical progenitors and neurones in the embryonic 

telencephalon and are not expressed by subcortical progenitors or neurones [47]. 

The definitive roles of these candidate genes remain unknown and evidence of 

molecular interactions or networks upstream and downstream of these genes are 

scarce and therefore warrant further investigations using global approaches such 

as large scale gene expression profiling.  

 

1.3.3 Neuronal migration 
 

After neuronal fate determination, differentiated neuronal cells migrate out of VZ 

towards the pial surface, the outermost layer of the cerebral cortex. The neuronal 

cells in the cerebral cortex adopt two types of migration, radial and tangential 

migration. There are two modes of radial migration; the glial independent 

nuclear/somal translocation and glial-dependent locomotion [50]. In a developing 

cerebral cortex of mouse, the first wave of postmitotic cells will hook their 

leading processes onto the pial surface at E11 and migrate by nuclear/somal 

translocation radially towards the dorsal region of the cortex. This migration 

mode causes the shortening of leading processes as the cells migrate towards the 

pial surface (Figure 1.5). The migration of the first postmitotic cells form the 

preplate, which is then split into a marginal zone (MZ) and subplate (SP) by the 

second postmitotic wave of cell migration (E13) via locomotion mode. The layer 

in between MZ and SP is known as cortical plate (CP). As the cerebral cortex 

widens dorsally, the later derived postmitotic cells migrate in an inside-out 

manner within the CP with assistance of glial cells (E14-E18) [51, 52]. These 

cells migrate past their predecessors to settle underneath the MZ. When these cells 

reach near to the pial surface, they may switch their mode of migration into 

nuclear/somal translocation. The migration processes peak between E15 and E16 

and give rise to a six-layered cerebral cortex. The SP layer in the brain 

degenerates after birth.  
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Figure 1.5 The development and organisation of the embryonic and adult 

neocortices into distinct neuronal layers.  
CP = cortical plates; E = embryonic day development; IZ = intermediate 
zone; MZ = marginal zone; PP = preplate; PS = pial surface; SP = 
subplate; vertical bars = glial cells; VZ = ventricular zone. The numbers 
in the adult stage cortex panel denote the distinct layers of neuronal 
organisation. This figure is modified from Gupta et al, 2002 [50]. 

 

 

There are also neuronal cells, which are tangentially migrated from outside the 

cerebral cortex during cortical development. These neuronal cells are mainly 

derived from the lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE) and medial ganglionic 

eminence (MGE) of the ventral forebrain (Figure 1.6). These tangentially 

migrated cells mainly form the interneurones of the developing cortex at the 

intermediate zone (IZ) and MZ. The tangential migration can be influenced by 

chemoattractants in the VZ as well as repellent signals expressed in the CP [51] 

before acquiring positional information that results in further migration into 

appropriate layers of the developing cortex. 

 

Molecular guidance of neuronal migration is also understudied. Mechanisms 

intrinsic to the migratory process related to the adhesion properties may dictate 

the cessation of migration and, therefore, establish the definitive location of the 

different neuroblasts [53]. To date, only a few genes have been extensively 

explored and shown to play a pivotal role in cytoskeleton organisation during 

neuronal migration. These well-described genes are Lis1 [54, 55], Dcx [56, 57] 

and Dab1 [58, 59]. The former two are involved in microtubule polymerisation 

while the latter is associated with the Reelin signalling pathway.   

  
                                          NOTE:   
   This figure is included on page 13 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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Figure 1.6 Tangential migration of interneurones. 

Interneurones arise in the ganglionic eminence (GE) and migrate into the 
neocortex through the intermediate zone (blue cells) and the marginal 
zone (pink cells). CP = cortical plate. VZ = ventricular zone. This figure 
is modified from Nadarajah & Parnavelas, 2002 [51].  

 
 

1.3.4 Cell aggregation, differentiation, axonogenesis 
and synaptogenesis 
 

Before neuronal cells undergo morphogenesis, they have to know when to stop 

migrating and with what other cells they have to aggregate together. Little is 

known on how neuronal cells are aggregated into nuclear or laminar 

arrangements. It has been postulated that cells featuring similar functions will 

aggregate together. This selective aggregation has been demonstrated in in vitro 

experiments using cells from different regions of the brain that are dissociated 

together and when mixed, preferentially re-aggregate with cells from the same 

origin [60]. The common recognition mechanism between cells as well as 

migration termination signals is yet to be determined. Once neuronal cells settle at 

their final destination, they start to differentiate morphologically, which is highly 

  
                                          NOTE:   
   This figure is included on page 14 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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dependent on the neuronal polarity (direction of impulse transmission). Both 

dendrites (postsynaptic end) and axons (presynaptic end) differ at ultrastructural 

level with ribosomes and Golgi elements preferentially present in dendrites but 

not the axon. Others biochemical differences between the two regions also further 

distinguish one from another [61]. The intrinsic factors that direct 

compartmentalisation of organelles are not known and microtubule organisation 

in neuronal processes has been speculated to account for the attributes.  

 

Both dendrites and axons navigate to their targets through the growth cone 

(enlarged tips of growing nerve extensions). Various factors mediated growth 

cone guidance. This includes cell adhesion molecules (N-CAM, L1 and 

Fasciclins), extracellular matrix molecules and related receptors (collagens, 

laminins or integrins), tyrosine kinase receptors and related ligands 

(neurotrophins, Eph-receptors and ephrins) [62], netrins, semaphorins and related 

receptors [63-65]. The growth cone navigation and guidance is a prime event prior 

to reaching any target neurones or tissues before the commencement of 

synaptogenesis.  

 

Three main mechanisms that complete the synapse formation are the induction, 

assembly and maturation of synapse. An important aspect of synaptogenesis 

induction is target recognition. This includes the ability of axons from different 

parts of the brain to grow into their respective target fields and synapse with the 

correct cell type where functional presynaptic boutons are formed. Secreted 

proteins or molecules demonstrated to have synaptogenic activity include 

neuronal activity-regulated pentraxin (Narp) that not only localises to synapses, 

but also binds to the extracellular domains of subunits of the !-amino-3-hydroxy-

5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid (AMPA)-type glutamate receptor [66]. 

Another molecule with synaptogenic activity is EphrinB, which also plays an 

important role during axonal growth cone guidance. This molecule promotes the 

clustering of subunits of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) type of glutamate 

receptor [67]. The EphrinB-mediated aggregation of EphB receptors leads to 

coaggregation of NMDA receptors during dendritic spine development [68] and 

maturation [69]. In contrast to the limited activities of Narp and Ephrin, other 

secreted proteins such as Wnts [70, 71], Fgfs [72], SynCAM [73, 74] and 

neuroligin (cell-adhesion proteins) [75] induce presynaptic differentiation and 
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result in more complete functional differentiation of the presynaptic active zone 

including regional axon and dendrite arborisation.  

 

Subsequent to induction is the molecular assembly of the synaptic junction for 

delivery of pre- and postsynaptic components. In presynaptic assembly, the 

vesicular delivery of proteins plays a critical role. These include small, clear-

centred vesicles, tubulovesicular structures and 80-nm dense core vesicles. The 

exact compositions within these morphologically distinct vesicle types are not 

known but they appear to be somewhat specified with different delivery priori to 

the plasma membrane [76-78]. Contrarily, assembly in postsynaptic appears to 

occur primarily by gradual accumulation of molecules [78, 79] such as calcium 

calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) and scaffolding proteins of the 

PSD-95 family followed by recruitment of NMDA-type and AMPA-type 

glutamate receptors which are independently regulated by interacting proteins 

[63].  

 

Formed synapses will expand in size (e.g. the bouton volume, number of synaptic 

vesicles, docked vesicles, active zone area, postsynaptic density area and spine 

head volume) and mature. These synaptic connections are subjected to 

rearrangement through either decrease of convergence onto target, segregation of 

inputs across targets or complete loss of projection to a target. These processes are 

believed to improve the overall effectiveness of synaptic networks. Intracellular 

signalling pathways are sensitive to the activity states of synapses, including 

ubiquitin-mediated degradation, not only to regulate the turnover of synaptic 

components but also to promote synapse elimination. However, synapse 

elimination is not a universal feature of neural development as it has not been 

observed in all systems and regions investigated [60]. 
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1.4 Central dogma of molecular biology 
 

Gene-to-protein expression involves different inter-connected hierarchical levels 

of regulation that govern the course of central dogma of molecular biology; from 

DNA to RNA to protein (Figure 1.7). The genomic sequence, chromatin structure 

and packaging, and RNA transcripts affect the way a gene is expressed. 

Regulation at the sequence level includes the recruitment and binding of 

transcriptional machineries to the promoter region and the initiation of 

transcription process whereas the packaging and remodelling of chromatin can 

affect the accessibility of these transcription factors to the promoter region. After 

transcription, mRNAs are processed into mature transcripts before being 

transported into the cytoplasm for translation. The translocation of transcribed 

mRNAs from the nucleus to the cytoplasm as well as the half-life of these 

mRNAs can affect the level of translation and eventually the level of functional 

protein in the cell.  

 

Since early 2000s, the information flow within the central dogma of molecular 

biology is professed as a more complex event than what was first perceived. Due 

to the growing importance of a new class of RNA known as noncoding RNA 

(ncRNA), it has been instituted as one of the most important elements within the 

central dogma. NcRNAs interact with the DNA, mRNA and protein in both 

reversible as well as irreversible manners to ultimately affect the level of targeted 

mRNAs or proteins in the cell (Figure 1.7). From the moment transcriptional 

machineries assemble themselves at promoter regions until the translation of 

mRNAs into proteins, all the involved processes are meticulously orchestrated 

partly by ncRNAs to ensure appropriate cellular spatial and temporal expression 

of functional proteins and RNAs.  
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Figure 1.7 Central dogma of molecular biology. 
(1) Transcription process: DNA information is copied into RNA. (2) 
RNA processing: splicing of introns, 5’ capping and 3’ polyadenylation 
of a pre-mRNA into a mature form mRNA (intronless). (3) mRNA 
translation: translating mRNA information to synthesise polypeptides that 
eventually form proteins. (4) DNA replication: DNA information is 
copied to ensure inheritance of genetic information. Information flow 
from (1) to (3) requires inter-connected regulation of various 
transcription and translation factors, which (5) ncRNAs play an important 
regulatory role (at DNA, RNA and protein levels) throughout the course 
of central dogma of molecular biology. This figure is modified from 
http://www.emc.maricopa.edu/ [80].  

 

 

1.4.1 Transcription factors 
 

Transcription factors are proteins with the capability of recognising and binding to 

specific DNA sequences within the genome. Upon binding to the specific DNA 

sequences generally known as promoter or enhancer regions, these factors either 

promote or block the recruitment of RNA polymerase to a TATA box or GC-rich 

region located upstream of a gene, thus activating or suppressing the transcription 

of DNA into mRNA or non-coding RNA. All transcription factors have one or 

more DNA binding domain(s) and usually require cofactors during regulation of 

gene expression.  

 

  
                                          NOTE:   
   This figure is included on page 18 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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Depending on the spatiotemporal development or functional state of cells, the 

transcription process is further fine-tuned by recruiting specific transcription 

activators to distal control element(s) known as enhancer regions (Figure 1.8). 

Many regulatory regions also employ a DNA-bending protein to facilitate DNA 

looping and hence interactions between transcription activators and the basal 

transcription machinery at the promoter region. The basal transcription machinery 

consists of general transcription factors and RNA polymerase II. The interactions 

between activators and the basal transcription machinery subsequently form the 

preinitiation complexes at the promoter region. The basal transcription machinery 

contains TATA-binding proteins, which recognise and bind the TATA box, thus 

positioning RNA polymerase II at the transcription start site and ‘kick-off’ the 

transcription process to synthesise RNA. It should be noted that the majority of 

promoters do not contain TATA boxes, but rather GC-rich regions, but still use 

the TATA-binding protein to aid in transcription without it binding to a TATA 

box. 

 

Examples of transcription factors that are expressed in the brain and regulate 

metazoan brain development and functions are discussed in Section 1.3. Some 

transcription factors are expressed in restricted areas within the neocortex during 

development such as Emx2, Pax6, Coup-tf1, Fgfs and Bmps [81, reviewed in 82, 

reviewed in 83]. These transcription factors play a crucial role in brain 

arealisation during development leading to different functional specialisation 

within the postnatal or adult brains. On the other hand, Sox4 and Sox11 that are 

involved in pan-neuronal gene expression regulation and glial cell differentiation 

have a more generalised expression during central nervous system development 

[84-86]. These transcription factors are found only in stipulated developmental 

stages of the brain and their onset or termination of expression are controlled by 

other regulatory networks consisting mainly of transcription factors [87].  
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Figure 1.8 Initiation of the transcription. 

Initiation of the transcription process starts with the assembly of 
preinitiation complexes. The complexes consist of transcription activators 
that recognise an enhancer region (A), general or basal transcription 
factors that recognise the TATA box (or GC-rich regions), and the RNA 
polymerase II (B). The interactions between transcription activators, 
basal transcription factors and RNA polymerase II are mediated by a 
group of mediator proteins. When the DNA loops out to facilitate the 
assembly of the basal transcription machinery, basal transcription factors 
recognise and bind to the TATA box (or GC-rich regions) and position 
RNA polymerase II at the transcription start site to initiate RNA synthesis 
(C). This figure is modified from http://www.smc.edu/ [88].  

 

 

1.4.2 Epigenetics 
 

The term epigenetic refers to the study of phenotypic changes of cells or tissues 

due to stable alteration of gene expression profiles without affecting the DNA 

sequence within the genome [89]. The changes can be passed on indefinitely in 

subsequent cell divisions or only for a limited number of generations. 

Developmental processes, environmental chemicals, ageing and diet can affect 

epigenetic mechanisms. Epigenetic changes affect the expression of specific 

genes and enable a group of homogenous totipotent stem cells to differentiate into 

  
                                          NOTE:   
   This figure is included on page 20 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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pluripotent stem cells and subsequently into a heterogenous and complex 

organism with different cell types and functions [90]. These processes require 

epigenetics reprogramming, which is observed throughout embryogenesis [7, 91]. 

Epigenetics changes play a critical role during embryonic development of the 

brain as well as being responsible for the dynamics of brain function and plasticity 

after birth [19, reviewed in 92].  

 

The mechanism of epigenetics reprogramming is usually mediated by DNA 

methylation or histone modifications. DNA methylation involves the transfer of a 

methyl group (an epigenetic factor found in dietary sources) to DNA at CpG 

dinucleotide sites (or CpG islands) to convert cytosine to 5-methylcytosine 

[reviewed in 93]. DNA methylation of cytosine within CpG islands near to 

promoters of genes may lead to inaccessibility of transcription complexes and 

therefore negatively regulate gene expression. It has been proposed that this 

mechanism plays a critical role in silencing unwanted elements especially 

transposable elements found throughout the genome thus preventing insertional 

inactivation or ectopic activation of genes due to transposition of mobile elements 

[94, 95]. In addition, epigenetic mechanisms are also mediated by histone 

modifications. DNA wraps around histone proteins to form a more compacted 

structure known as chromatin. These histone proteins contain flexible and charged 

tails, which are subjected to posttranslational modifications via methylation, 

acetylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination or ADP-ribosylation [reviewed in 5]. 

Postranslational modifications to histone proteins not only alter the extent to 

which DNA is wrapped, but can also cause a region of chromatin to undergo 

nuclear compartmentalisation, hence affecting the accessibility of transcription 

factors and other regulators to the DNA. Collectively, both DNA methylation and 

histone modifications cause chromatin remodeling and provide another level of 

gene expression regulation within the nuclear compartment. 
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1.4.3 Noncoding RNAs 
 

The human genome comprises of ~3 billion bases with less than 2% of them are 

genes encode for ~20,000 proteins. Until the last decade or so, the non-gene 

sequences were considered ‘junk’ or bearing no significant information pertaining 

to the development, biological function or complexity of human beings. A few 

years ago, the ENCyclopedia Of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project jointly 

carried out by hundreds of researchers worldwide has revealed that as high as 

90% of the re-analysed 30 million bases (1%) of the human genome sequences 

were actually transcribed. The landmark finding of the study suggested the 

previously termed ‘junk DNA’ has much more to offer, predominantly in its non-

protein coding RNA (also known as noncoding RNAs/ncRNAs). These 

noncoding RNAs have very different genomic and transcript features as compared 

to protein-coding RNAs or mRNAs. These noncoding RNAs are generally 

categorised into two large groups according to their size. Noncoding RNAs with 

200nt or less are known as ‘small RNAs’ whereas any noncoding RNAs greater 

than 200nt are known as ‘long noncoding RNAs’ (lncRNAs). Table 1.1 shows the 

type of small RNAs and lncRNAs and their general role in the cell.  

 

NcRNAs are abundantly expressed in the nucleus and cytoplasm of prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic cells. Their functional role, however, remains under-characterised. 

Only a few classes of well-studied ncRNAs such as miRNAs, siRNAs and 

piRNAs were reported to have spatiotemporal expressions in the mammalian 

system [96-99]. In this study, only miRNAs, siRNAs and lncRNAs are discussed. 
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Table 1.1: Type of noncoding RNAs. 

 
Noncoding RNAs Size Function/Descriptions  References 
    
microRNA (miRNA) 20-25nt Causes translational repression or mRNA 

degradation via RNA interference 
pathway. 

[12, 100] 

endogenous small 
interference RNA (endo-
siRNA) 

20-25nt Commonly found in plants and involved in 
transcriptional gene silencing and causes 
mRNA degradation. 

[101, 102] 

PIWI-interacting RNA 
(piRNA) 

26-31nt Transcriptional gene silencing of 
retrotransposons in germ line cells.  

[96, 103, 
104] 

transcription initiation 
RNA (tiRNA) 

~18nt Unknown function but targets the 
promoter region or transcription start site 
vicinity. 

[105] 

microRNA-offset RNA 
(moRNA) 

19-20nt Derived from either end of pre-miRNA 
with unknown function.  

[106, 107] 

splice-site RNA 
(spliRNA) 

17-18nt 3’ termini of spliRNAs are mapped 
precisely to splice donor sites and are 
believed to promote RNA polymerase II 
pausing and backtracking. 

[106] 

telomere specific small 
RNA (tel-sRNA) 

~24nt Dicer-independent, and 2!-O-methylated at 
the 3! terminus sRNA with specificity 
toward telomere G-rich strand. 

[108] 

trans-acting small 
interfering RNA 
(tasiRNA) 

21-24nt Represses gene expression via post-
transcriptional gene silencing in plants. 

[109] 

repeat associated small 
interfering RNA 
(rasiRNA) 

24-29nt Involved in the establishment and 
maintenance of heterochromatin structure 
and silencing of transposon and 
retrotransposon elements. 

[110, 111] 

cis-acting small 
interfering RNA 
(casiRNA) 

24nt Involved in chromatin modifications in 
plants. 

[112, 113] 

small-scan RNA 
(scnRNA) 

~28nt Involved in histone methylation leading to 
DNA elimination during cell conjugation 
in Tetrahymena thermophila. 

[114-116] 

small modulatory RNA 
(smRNA) 

~20nt Modulates transcription possibly via direct 
interaction with transcription factors. 

[117, 118] 

tiny non-coding RNA 
(tncRNA) 

~21nt Very similar to tasiRNA with unknown 
biogenesis and function. 

[118, 119] 

centromere repeat 
associated short 
interacting RNAs 
(crasiRNA) 

34-42nt Associated with the formation and 
maintenance of centromeric 
heterochromatin in vertebrates. 

[120] 

long noncoding RNA 
(lncRNA) 

>200nt Has a very diverse role in regulating gene 
expression at genomic, transcription, post-
transcription and translation levels during 
cellular development and disease 
progression. 

[121-123] 

cis natural antisense 
transcript (cis-NAT) 

>200nt Overlapping noncoding RNA, which is 
transcribed from the same genomic locus 
together with the sense transcript.  

[121-123] 

trans natural antisense 
transcript (trans-NAT) 

>200nt Overlapping noncoding RNA, which is 
transcribed from a genomic locus different 
from the genomic locus of the sense 
transcript. 

[121-123] 
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1.4.3.1 MicroRNAs, biogenesis and mechanism of action 

 

MicroRNA (miRNA) is a small RNA with ~22nt in length and play an important 

role in repressing cellular protein translation and transcription processes 

[reviewed in 12, reviewed in 118]. The first miRNA was discovered in 1993 

known as lin-4 RNA, which complements the 3’ UTRs of lin-14 and lin-28 

transcripts and negatively regulate the level of LIN-14 and LIN-28 proteins, thus 

affecting the developmental timing in Caenorhabditis elegans [124, 125]. The 

second miRNA, let-7, was discovered seven years later [126] involved in the 

regulation of lin-41 and hbl-1 genes, which are important for the transitional 

development of C. elegans larvae [127, 128]. The significance of miRNAs in 

organismal development is gaining more interest from scientists of various 

backgrounds and subsequently share the ‘fame’ of another small RNA class 

known as small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), which involve in RNA interfering 

(RNAi) pathway or related mechanisms in animals and plants [129, 130]. Since 

then, a huge amount of miRNAs have been discovered using high-throughput 

sequencing and bioinformatics approaches in arthropods, nematodes, animals and 

plants [reviewed in 12, 131, 132]. 

 

The biogenesis of miRNAs begins with the transcription of miRNA genes by 

RNA polymerase II into primary form miRNA (pri-miRNA) (Figure 1.9) 

[reviewed in 133]. Any secondary structures within the pri-miRNA that resemble 

a hairpin is first recognised by Pasha (also known as DGCR8) and then cropped 

by an RNase type III enzyme, Drosha, into a free form precursor miRNA (pre-

miRNA) [reviewed in 12, reviewed in 133, 134]. Pre-miRNA is transported into 

the cytoplasm via exportin-5 (Exp5) nuclear export receptor. In the cytoplasm, the 

pre-miRNA is diced by another type III RNase, Dicer, into ~22bp miRNA duplex 

containing the mature form miRNA in one strand and a passenger strand of no 

clear function in the other. The mature miRNA will serve as a guide for 

Argonaute 2 catalytic protein within the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) 

to target mRNA and initiate the RNA interfering mechanism whereas the 

passenger strand is commonly rapidly degraded. The degree of sequence 

complementary between the miRNA and the mRNA target site determine the type 

of molecular action performed by the RISC machinery; either repress translation 

or degrade the targeted mRNA (Figure 1.10). 
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Figure 1.9 Biogenesis of miRNAs. 
The production of a miRNA involves the processing of primary-miRNA 
(pri-miRNA) into the precursor (pre-miRNA) and mature forms miRNA. 
Artificial siRNA can enter the system in the form of siRNA duplex 
(equivalent to miRNA duplex) or as artificial pri-miRNAs (shRNA-mir). 
Only the main factors involved in the pathway are shown. Pol II = RNA 
polymerase II, Exp5 = Exportin-5, Ago2 = Argonaute 2 and RISC = 
RNA-induced silencing complex. This figure is adapted from Cullen BR, 
2005 [135].  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.10 The action of miRNAs. 
 (A) Extensive complementary between a miRNA and its target site 
within the coding or untranslated regions of an mRNA will normally lead 
to mRNA degradation. (B) Partial or short complementary segments 
between miRNAs and their target sites in the 3’ UTR causes translational 
repression. This figure is modified from Bartel DP, 2009 [100]. 

 

 

  
                                          NOTE:   
   This figure is included on page 25 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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Figure 1.11 The different types of miRNA binding site. 

(A-C) Canonical binding sites with 7-8mer of Watson-Crick pairing at 
the miRNA seed region. (D-E) Marginal binding sites with 6mer of 
Watson-Crick pairing at the miRNA seed region. (F-G) Atypical binding 
sites for miRNA involving seed regions as well as supplementary or 
compensatory binding of the sequences at the 3’ end. (H) Number of 
preferentially conserved mammalian sites matching a highly conserved 
miRNA [136]. The orange-hatched subsectors indicate the fraction of 
conserved sites with preferential conserved 3’-supplementary pairing. 
This figure is adapted from Bartel DP, 2009 [100]. 

 

 

The first 8nt of the 5’ end of the miRNA is defined as the seed region. This region 

plays a crucial role in establishing the binding site within the targeted mRNAs. 

The rest of the miRNA sequences toward the 3’ end will provide supplementary 

or compensatory binding and determine the course of actions carried out by the 

RISC machinery. The binding site is generally categorised into canonical, 

marginal and atypical sites featuring the contiguous Watson-Crick pairing of 6-

8nt (also known as 6-8mer pairing) of the seed region (Figures 1.11 A-E) 

[reviewed in 100]. Both pairings at the seed as well as at the supplementary 

regions will influence the efficacy of the pairing thus creating a functional site for 

initiating the RNA interference mechanism. At the seed region, a 7-8mer pairing 

site generally has a higher efficacy as compared to 6mer pairing. A supplementary 
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pairing of 3 or more pairs at the 3’ end will usually increase the efficacy of the 

canonical or marginal binding at the seed region whereas the efficacy of a 6mer 

pairing with a mismatch at the seed region can be improved by contiguous 

compensatory pairing of 4 or more pairs at the 3’ end [reviewed in 100, 137, 138]. 

When an extensive pairing occurs between a miRNA and its target mRNA, RISC 

machinery generally degrade the mRNA leading to no translation at all (Figure 

1.10). On the other hand, partial pairing between them leads to translational 

repression. Mechanisms underlying these choices of RISC activities, however, 

remain unknown and could depend on the physical characteristics of the miRNA-

target site pairing lies within the catalytic site of Argonaute 2 [reviewed in 100, 

139]. 

 

MiRNA expression has been implicated in various organisms and is commonly 

regulated in a spatiotemporal format. MiRNAs play an important role in the 

development of the central nervous system and they are localised at specific 

regions or cells within the brain. For example, Mir134 is localised to the 

synaptodendritic compartment of rat hippocampal neurones and has been 

associated with synaptic development, maturation or plasticity [140], Mir9 

regulates the patterning and neurogenesis at the midbrain-hindbrain boundary in 

zebrafish [141] and Mir124 triggers alternative pre-mRNA splicing in neuronal 

cells leading to neurodifferentiation in the mouse [142]. In addition, some 

miRNAs are associated with neurological disorders such as schizophrenia [143], 

Hungtington’s disease [144], glioblastoma [145] and Fragile X mental retardation 

[146]. Identification of various miRNAs in the central nervous system and their 

association to neurological disorders suggest that this class of small RNAs are 

crucial in the regulation of cellular development and function in the brain. 

 

1.4.3.2 Endogenous small interfering RNAs 
 

Both miRNAs and endogenous small interfering RNAs (endo-siRNAs) share a 

similar central biogenesis mechanism and are not distinguishable in terms of their 

chemical compositions as well as their mechanism of action. However, the most 

distinct difference between the two lies within their very similar biogenesis. 

Endo-siRNAs are produced when Dicer performs multiple cleavages on long 

double stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) to give rise to 20-25nt endo-siRNA duplexes in 
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the cytoplasm (Figure 1.12). Comparatively to miRNA, the endo-siRNA 

biogenesis does not require the formation of a hairpin/precursor structure as a 

result of Drosha and Pasha activities. Other distinguishable properties between 

miRNAs and endo-siRNAs include their origin within the genome, the number of 

small RNAs produced from each primary transcript/dsRNA pair, sequence 

conservation in related organisms and their mode of transcriptional/translational 

silencing (Table 1.2) [reviewed in 12]. 

 

Endo-siRNAs are commonly found in plants [147, reviewed in 148] and viruses 

[reviewed in 149] due to the present of dsRNAs. Both plants and viruses can 

synthesise dsRNAs via the activity of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) 

enzyme. The enzyme is, however, not found in the mammalian system. Therefore, 

the origins of mammalian endo-siRNAs have always been originated from the 

exogenous dsRNAs or transcripts with naturally occurring dsRNA regions within 

the cell such as mRNAs [102], sense-antisense transcript pairs, transposons and 

repetitive elements with inverted repeat sequences [reviewed in 12]. To date, 

mammalian endo-siRNAs have been discovered mainly in the germ cells [102, 

150] and embryonic stem cells [97]. Their role in the mammalian cells remains 

undercharacterised and is believed to play a part in the silencing of 

retrotransposons. However, their role is better defined in plants, fungi and ciliates 

where endo-siRNAs are not only involved in translational repression within the 

cytoplasm but also associated with DNA methylation [151], heterochromatin 

formation [152, 153] and DNA rearrangement [154], respectively. Endo-siRNAs 

within the mammalian cells may have similar mechanism of actions that are yet to 

be confirmed. 
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Figure 1.12 The biogenesis of endo-siRNAs. 

(1) Endo-siRNAs often derive from mRNAs, exogenous dsRNA, 
transposons and viruses and heterochromatic DNA. (2)-(4) Primary 
transcripts for endo-siRNAs, normally in long dsRNA pairs, are 
subjected to multiple cleavages by Dicer in the cytoplasm to form 
multiple siRNA duplexes. (5) Helicase enzyme unwound the endo-
siRNA duplex into single-stranded endo-siRNA, known as the mature 
form endo-siRNA. (6) Incorporation of mature endo-siRNAs into 
ribonucleoprotein complex known as RNA-induced silencing complex 
(RISC), thus initiate the RNA interference pathway. This figure is 
modified from Bartel DP, 2004 [12]. 
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Table 1.2: Differences between miRNAs and endo-siRNAs [reviewed in 12]. 
 

Properties miRNAs endo-siRNAs 
   
Origin in the 
genome 

Derived from genomic loci, which is 
different from the protein-coding 
gene such as intergenic regions.  

Often derived from mRNAs, 
exogenous dsRNA, transposons and 
viruses and heterochromatic DNA. 

Biogenesis Involved an intermediary precursor 
structures resemble a hairpin. The 
precursor structure is produced from 
the pri-miRNA transcript as a result 
of Drosha and Pasha activities within 
the nucleus.  

Do not require intermediary 
structures. Require dsRNA pairs as 
templates and Dicer to cleave them 
into endo-siRNA duplexes in the 
cytoplasm. 

Number of mature 
sRNA produced 

Each pre-miRNA generally produces 
one mature miRNA. 

One long dsRNA pair template 
produces many mature endo-siRNAs. 

Sequence 
conservation 

Generally conserved in related 
organisms. 

Rarely conserved in related 
organisms. 

Mode of 
interference 

Initiate ‘hetero-silencing’ mode. A 
miRNA silences the gene/mRNA that 
is very different from the 
gene/transcript of its own origin. 
Often leads to translational 
repression. 

Initiate ‘auto-silencing’ mode. An 
endo-siRNA silences the opposite 
strand of a dsRNA pairs from which it 
is derived due to high sequence 
complementary. Often leads to 
transcript degradation. 

   
 

 

1.4.3.3 Long noncoding RNAs 
 

Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) were first reported in mice based on the 

analysis of full-length cDNA libraries [155]. LncRNAs are generally greater than 

200nt and apparently have little or no protein-coding capacity. Majority of 

lncRNAs are 5’ capped, 3’ polyadenylated and spliced in a manner that is similar 

to protein-coding transcripts [155-157]. The noncoding transcripts have low 

sequence and genomic organisation conservation patterns as compared to protein-

coding genes [156, 157] indicating that lncRNAs are under greater selective 

pressure to undergo rapid evolution [158]. In addition, lncRNAs are localised in 

both the nucleus and cytoplasm, and are spatiotemporally expressed in a very low 

level in developing cells, tissues and organs, suggesting that they have functions 

affecting a wide spectrum of processes [159, 160].  
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A large proportion of lncRNAs complement other transcripts and form dsRNAs. 

They are known as natural antisense transcripts (NATs). There are two types of 

NATs, namely cis and trans, which are categorised based on their origins within 

the genome (Figure 1.13). Cis-NATs complement their sense transcripts (usually 

mRNAs), which are transcribed from the same genomic locus (often in the 

opposite strand) for the NATs. On the other hand, trans-NATs and their sense 

transcript counterparts are transcribed from two different loci within the genome. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 1.13 Natural antisense transcripts (NATs). 

Gene structures for sense and antisense transcripts, and overlapping 
between sense and (A) cis-NATs or (B) trans-NATs. This figure is 
modified from Okamura & Lai, 2008 [161]. 

 

 

Approximately 8-20% of well-defined human protein-coding genes have at least 

one overlapping NAT [121, 162]. These overlapping NATs especially the cis-

NATs form a part of the regulatory system for protein-coding gene expression. 

Both sense and overlapping NATs are regulated by independent promoters and 

are often simultaneously expressed [123, 163]. NATs are normally expressed in 

between <1 to 10 copies per cell and their origins vary from the intergenic regions 

to intronic or exonic regions of known genes (Figure 1.13) [164]. Due to their low 

expression level and unclear sequence or genomic organisation conservation, the 

biological function of NATs remains controversial. Differential regulation of 

  
                                          NOTE:   
   This figure is included on page 31 of the print copy of  
     the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
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NAT expression has been associated with various human disorders ranging from 

breast [165], colon [166] and renal [165] cancers to follicular B-cell lymphoma 

[167], !-thalassemia [168], Beckwith-Wiedermann syndrome [169], Alzheimer’s 

disease [170] and Fragile X-associated tremor and ataxia syndrome [171]. 

Although these NATs are related to the up- or downregulation as well as DNA 

methylation of their sense transcript/genomic locus counterparts, the underlying 

mechanisms that lead to these observations remain unknown.  

 

To date, only a limited number of NATs were characterised and have been shown 

to interact with the nuclear genome, proteins and mRNAs in the cell. For 

examples, embryonic ventral forebrain-2 (Evf-2), regulates gene expression of 

distal-less homeobox 2 (Dlx2) through transcriptional activation [172] whereas 

hox transcript antisense RNA (HOTAIR) from the homeobox C (HoxC) locus 

represses transcription, in trans, across 40 kilobases at the HoxD locus [173]. At 

chromatin level, potassium voltage-gated channel, subfamily Q, member 1 

overlapping transcript 1 (Kcnq1ot1) and antisense Igf2r RNA (Air) can both elicit 

chromatin modifications during development [174, 175]. The most classical 

example of functional NATs are the inactive X specific transcripts (Xist) and 

XIST antisense RNA (Tsix) ncRNAs, which are involved in X chromosome 

inactivation [176, 177]. Besides the interactions with the chromatin and 

transcriptional machineries, there is another NAT known as non-protein coding 

RNA, repressor of NFAT (NRON) that interacts with nuclear importin receptors 

and may regulate the nuclear trafficking of nuclear factor of activated T-cells 

(NFAT) proteins [178]. Although abundance of NATs was found in the 

cytoplasm, most of the previously characterised NATs have functional roles 

mainly in the nuclear compartment of the cells. The role of NATs within the 

cytoplasm remains understudied. It has been suggested that NATs can form 

partial or full overlapping dsRNA pairs with the sense transcripts in the cytoplasm 

and exert either 1) catalytic degradation of dsRNA pairs into smaller RNAs by 

Dicer enzyme, 2) the masking of miRNA target sites within the 3’ UTR of the 

sense transcripts, or 3) the mechanism to repress translation process. It has been 

shown that beta-site APP cleaving enzyme 1 (BACE1) NAT prevents the 

induction of miRNA-mediated translational repression or degradation of BACE1 

in the cytoplasm in vitro and this finding has been proposed as the underlying 

mechanism, which improves the stability of the highly expressed BACE1 mRNA 
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in Alzheimer’s patients [170]. With their diverse mechanism of actions, lncRNAs 

or NATs may contribute to the wide spectrum of gene expression dosages and 

subsequently influence the phenotypic outcomes at cellular or organismal level. 

Therefore, characterisation of lncRNAs, particularly the NATs involved in 

cellular processes or disease development may provide resourceful insight 

regarding causative/potential therapeutic targets for the treatment of complex 

neurological disorders.  

 

 1.4.4 Other factors 

 

The ability to export mRNAs into cytoplasm and maintain their integrity from 

degradation is the primary step to a successful translation in the cytoplasm. 

Sequence or structural variations such as different 3’ UTR lengths and alternative 

sites for polyadenylation (poly(A)) among mRNAs that code for the same protein 

could affect the process of protein translation. Different 3’ UTR lengths of 

mRNAs may harbour different regulatory motifs such as AU-rich elements and 

miRNA target sites leading to cell-specific regulation, different nuclear or 

cytoplasmic mRNA stability and translation rates [179, 180]. An mRNA with a 

shorter 3’ UTR length is potentially harbouring less target sites for miRNA as 

compared to any mRNA variants with a greater 3’ UTR length, therefore is less 

likely to undergo miRNA-mediated translational repression or mRNA 

degradation. In addition, AU-rich elements within the 3’ UTR play a crucial role 

in mRNA stability through activation of deadenylation, decapping or 3’!5’ 

decay processes [181]. The appropriate length of the poly(A) tail determines the 

identity of the mRNA and plays a critical role in nucleus-to-cytoplasm mRNA 

translocation [182]. Poly(A)-binding proteins target poly(A) tails and mediate the 

exportation of mRNA into cytoplasm, recruit translation factors and prevent 

mRNA degradation [183, 184]. In a rare case, dominant cataract 2 transcribed 

nuclear RNA (CTN-RNAs) transcribed from the mouse cationic amino acid 

transporter 2 (mCAT2) gene can be retained at the paraspeckles within the nuclear 

compartment due to the adenosine-to-inosine editing within the 3’ UTR of CTN-

RNA, resulting in the regulation of its protein-coding partner expression [13, 14]. 

Collectively, these features provide an additional level of post-transcriptional 

regulation leading to the expression of the ultimate product of gene expression. 
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1.5 Global transcriptome profiling 
1.5.1 Gene discovery and expression studies 
 

Transcriptome profiling involves the quantification of global transcript expression 

(both known and novel transcripts) in samples of normal or peculiar physiological 

states. The underlying mechanisms leading to the different physiological states 

could be dissected molecularly by identifying differentially expressed transcripts 

(DETs) between these samples. DETs in one sample or another will shed light on 

the causative or disrupted multilayer gene regulation networks essentially for the 

distinct physiological conditions. Various methods can be used to compare the 

gene expression profile between two samples including the subtractive cDNA 

library construction and screening, northern- or southern-blotting approaches, 

differential display and PCR-based analysis. These methods allow only qualitative 

comparison and some of them rely on the gene or transcript information for probe 

preparation, hence limit themselves as low throughput methods for targeted 

approach or as validation tools.  

 

To truly perform the global transcriptome profiling analysis in samples of interest, 

each transcript molecule present in the cell (or a group of cells) should be 

sampled, quantitated and compared. It is almost possible to achieve this aim 

especially by employing high-throughput technologies to generate information 

near to global representation of the original pool of transcripts. The discovery of 

the automated sequencing technologies and the latest next-generation sequencing 

platforms have enabled high-throughput expression profiling approaches such as 

large scale Expressed Sequenced Tags (ESTs) or full-length cDNA library 

sequencing, Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) and direct sequencing of 

the transcriptome. These methods do not require any prior knowledge of the 

transcripts and are very useful in discovering novel genes. The completion of 

various genome sequencing projects such as the human, mouse, Drosophila, 

Caenorhabditis elegans and other, provides an increasing amount of data for both 

functional and structural gene annotations, comparative genomics and 

transcriptomics, and evolutionary studies.  
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The application of automated next-generation sequencing technologies for global 

transcriptome profiling provides a powerful approach to discover novel as well as 

characterise known transcripts in samples of interest. This approach allows a 

global and unbiased analysis of a transcriptome and is best performed on SAGE 

cDNA libraries to provide extensive coverage or true representation of all the 

transcripts in the sample of interest [185-188]. However, the sequencing approach 

often requires more starting RNA materials, higher operational costs and more 

complex statistical/bioinformatics algorithms for downstream sequence analysis. 

In contrast to the sequencing approach, the utilisation of array-based technologies 

such as cDNA and oligonucleotide microarrays have gained their own reputation. 

The availability of gene information and related full-length cDNA clones has led 

to the employment of the hybridisation-based approach to profile the expression 

level of thousands of genes in parallel by measuring the intensity of signal emitted 

from each of the thousands spots fixed on a glass slide. Each spot represents a 

signature belonging to a known transcripts or gene. Although this method is 

limited to known transcripts/genes, the method can be customised to suit the 

needs for cost- and labour-effective routine screening of a set of transcripts/genes 

of interest across a large number of samples. Depending on the availability of 

suitable resources and desired outcomes for each gene expression 

profiling/discovery experiment, the right approach must be carefully evaluated 

and tailored to suit the requirements of each study.  

 

1.5.2 Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) 
 

Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) technique was first described by 

Velculescu et al in 1995 [187]. SAGE is a global expression profiling technique 

that quantitatively measures the level of both known as well as novel transcripts 

without the need of any prior knowledge about their sequences. The technique 

utilises 10-14bp unique sequences (known as tags) isolated from unique positions 

of transcripts, for example at the 3’ most NlaIII restriction enzyme site, to 

determine their level of expression. These tags can be concatenated to form long 

serial molecules of unique tags that can be cloned and sequenced. Quantification 

of the number of times a unique tag being sequenced or observed represents the 

level of expression for the corresponding transcript of which the tag was isolated.  
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Global expression profiling using SAGE technique involves multiple steps in 

library preparation (Figure 1.14). The technique has greater throughput and 

feasibility in data analysis compared to other conventional methods such as 

reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), subtractive 

hybridisation analysis, EST sequencing and hybridisation-blotting method. 

Besides, SAGE generates absolute expression data in digital format, which can be 

reanalysed together with other SAGE databases produced in different timepoints 

or by different laboratories from all around the world. Since the technique 

depends heavily on the number of sequences generated, the sensitivity and 

specificity of SAGE correlate positively with the amount of tags generated. It 

remains difficult to justify the amount of tags that need to be sequenced in various 

types of tissues in order to sample all the species of expressed transcripts 

especially lowly expressed and short-lived transcripts. Although it has been 

shown that the number of unique transcripts is approaching zero when the total 

sequenced tags near to ~600,000 [186], the sequencing process remains costly and 

time consuming especially when a few biological replicates have to be examined 

together.  

 

In addition to the cost and time involved, there are other challenges need to be 

considered when the SAGE technique is employed for transcriptomic profiling 

such as data preprocessing and analysis. Data preprocessing includes the 

extraction of tag sequences from sequencing files, exclusion of low quality tags 

due to sequencing errors, removal of duplicated ditags and anchoring enzymes or 

linker sequences. There are various SAGE analysis softwares available publicly 

for this purpose such as those provided at the SAGE Genie [189], SAGEmap 

[190], MD Anderson Cancer Center [191] and Melbourne Brain Genome Project 

sites [192]. Extracted tag sequences are usually clustered to generate unique tags 

with corresponding count numbers, which represent the expression level. Due to 

the fact that different sizes of SAGE libraries are often generated from different 

experimental replicates, there is a need for library size normalisation prior to 

statistical comparisons. Some of the limitations of the SAGE technique remain 

difficult to resolve such as tags generated from repetitive elements or from the 

same region of different transcript variants. These tags are usually difficult to 

annotate and wrongly clustered as the same unique tag. 
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Figure 1.14 An outline of SAGE library construction. 
Preparation of SAGE library for sequencing involves multiple steps; (1) 
mRNA isolation from samples of interest, (2) cDNA synthesis using 
streptavidin-bound oligo-d[T]20, (3) digestion of cDNAs using anchoring 
enzyme (AE), (4) ligation of linker adaptors A and B to cDNA, (5) 
releasing the bound cDNA by enzymatic digestion using tagging enzyme 
(TE), (6) ligation of tags into ditags, (7) amplification of ditags using 
universal primers for adaptors A and B, (8) release ditags from linker 
adaptors A and B using anchoring enzyme (AE), (8) concatenation of 
isolated ditags, (9) cloning of ditags, (10) sequencing of serially 
concatenated ditags, and (11) computational analysis of the absolute 
count for each unique tags. This figure is adapted from Velculescu et al, 
2000 [193]. 
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Since its initial introduction in 1995, various adaptations have been made to the 

technique leading to new approaches such as microSAGE [194], SAGE-Lite 

[195], 5’ and 3’ LongSAGE [196], Cap Analysis of Gene Expression (CAGE) 

[197], Polony Multiplex Analysis of Gene Expression (PMAGE) [185, 198], 

DeepSAGE [199] and rapid analysis of 5’ transcript ends (5’-RATE) [200] in 

transcriptome profiling. Each of these modified SAGE techniques utilises 

different preparation enzymes and can be implemented to answer more 

specialised research questions. The conventional SAGE and newly adapted 

approaches have been widely used to profile the transcriptome from different 

tissues such as different brain regions [201-205], pancreas [187], human 

embryonic stem cells [206], heart [198] and breast tumour cells [207]. 

Transcriptome profiling based on the SAGE principles has led to the discovery of 

novel transcripts or disease markers including differentially expressed, rare, 

alternatively spliced or fusion transcripts [208-211]. With the emergence of new 

ultra high-throughput next generation sequencing technologies, SAGE technique 

has been enhanced with improved sequencing coverage and reduced 

implementation cost or time, hence the method of choice for global transcriptome 

profiling and gene discovery. 
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1.5.3 Massively Parallel Sequencing (MPS) and next-
generation sequencing platforms 
 

Since the introduction of chain termination sequencing method by Sanger’s group 

in mid 1970s [212, 213], it remains the mostly used DNA sequencing method to 

date and was the core for sequencing technologies employed in the human 

genome project [214]. It took about 30 years before the new sequencing methods 

were introduced to the market broadly known as next-generation sequencing 

technologies, which offer tremendous sequencing throughput, cost- and time-

effectiveness at the expense of read lengths. To date, there are many 

commercially available next-generation sequencing platforms but only four are 

discussed in this section; 1) 454 GS FLX pyrosequencing based instruments by 

Roche Applied Science, 2) the Illumina HiSeq2000 analyser by Illumina Inc., 3) 

5500xl SOLiD™system offered by Applied Biosystems, and 4) the 

HeliScope™platform from Helicos Biosciences Corporation. More details 

regarding these latest sequencing platforms are listed in Table 1.3. 

 

 
Table 1.3: Available sequencing platforms. 

(Information was extracted from individual manufacturer’s website) 
 
Platform Sequencing approach Read length  Throughput Manufacturer 
ABI 3730xl Chain termination using 

dideoxy dye chemistry 
Up to 900bp ~96kb per run Applied 

Biosystems 
[215] 

454 GS FLX Massively parallel 
pyrosequencing of emulsion-
based clonally amplified 
single stranded DNA/cDNA 
library 

400bp 400Mb per run Roche 
Applied 
Science [216] 

HiSeq2000 Massively parallel 
sequencing by synthesis 
using reversible terminator-
based method 

35-100bp 25Gb per day Illumina Inc. 
[217] 

5500xl 
SOLiD™ 

Massively parallel 
sequencing by ligation 
principles 

35-75bp 20-30Gb per 
day 

Applied 
Biosystems 
[215] 

Heliscope™  Massively parallel direct 
sequencing of single 
molecule by synthesis 

25-55bp 21-35Gb per 
run 

Helicos 
Biosciences 
Corporation 
[218] 
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Massively parallel sequencing technologies evolved rapidly since its first 

introduction in year 2000 [219]. The original concept involves simultaneous 

sequencing carried out on a million microbeads, each liaise with a single 

DNA/cDNA template to generate 16-20 bases of signature sequences after 

repeated cycles of enzymatic cleavage with a type IIs restriction endonuclease, 

adaptor ligation, and sequence interrogation by encoded hybridisation probes. 

These signature sequences can be quantitated and mapped back to the genome to 

annotate their origins for gene expression studies. This approach is directly or 

indirectly adapted in the latest next-generation sequencing platforms. With 

modifications to the sequencing chemistry, cloning approach and bioinformatics 

analysis, the next-generation sequencing platforms become very efficient in 

generating ultra high-throughput sequences for various applications such as de 

novo sequencing of new genomes, metagenomic characterisation of complex 

organisms, whole genome resequencing, gene expression analysis and discovery 

of novel or rare transcripts. Unfortunately, the read length is the major setback for 

these platforms. Short sequences prevent effective de novo genome assembly at 

the repetitive regions or during gene annotations. However, modification of the 

sample preparation and cloning strategy itself to generate paired ends or mate 

pairs sequences has been shown to improve the mapping process tremendously 

[220, 221]. Additionally, read length setback is not affecting sequencing projects 

related to small noncoding RNAs such as siRNAs, miRNAs and piRNAs 

(between 18- to 30-bases) in plants and mammals [103, 144, 222].  

 

The rapid development of next-generation sequencing platforms promises a broad 

range of applications in functional genomics and comparative transcriptomics. 

Unfortunately, the downstream data analysis pipelines do not develop in 

accordance with the throughput of these technologies. More studies are needed to 

address the data storage issue, increased consumption of computation power and 

the robustness of statistical or bioinformatics algorithms to deal with assembly, 

mapping and integration of various datasets generated using next-generation 

sequencing platforms. As soon as these issues are taken care of, the next-

generation sequencing platform has enormous potential to reform the existing 

landscape of genomics or transcriptomics researches.  
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1.5.4 Profiling of the brain transcriptome   
 

Various attempts have been carried out to characterise the transcriptome of the 

mammalian brain. Since a decade ago, the analysis of brain transcriptomes has 

evolved from the low throughput detection using semi-quantitative RT-PCR, in 

situ hybridisation and northern analysis techniques [223-225] to high-throughput 

approach involving the sequencing and annotations of ESTs, clones from 

subtraction hybridisation libraries or SAGE tags [204, 226-228], utilisation of 

microarray for quantification of transcript abundances [229, reviewed in 230, 231] 

and sequencing of millions of transcript signatures using the massively parallel 

and next-generation sequencing technologies [232, 233].  

 

The most comprehensive expression profiling of gene in the mammalian brain is 

described in the online Allen Brain Atlas [234], a project initiated by the Allen 

Institute of Brain Science, which was established in 2003 [235]. The project has 

characterised the expression profile of more than 21,000 genes in the adult (P56) 

mouse brain using the high-throughput and semi-automated colorimetric in situ 

hybridisation method described previously [236]. Recently, the institute has 

embarked in the expression profiling of several hundred genes in developing 

mouse embryos. In parallel with the Allen Brain Atlas project are the Gene 

Expression Nervous System Atlas (GENSAT) initiated by the National Institutes 

of Health (NIH) [237], and GenePaint atlas led by Gregor Eichele at the Max-

Plank-Institute of Biophysical Chemistry in Germany [236, 238]. Both GENSAT 

and GenePaint atlases were not set to comprehensively catalogue the expression 

of the number of genes as championed by the Allen Brain Atlas. GENSAT project 

aims to profile the gene expression using radiometric in situ hybridisation on 

brains obtained from four different stages of mouse development. The group also 

used Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) to clone up to 200kb of upstream 

sequences of genes of interest and use enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein 

(eGFP) reporter protein to study gene expression in the brain of transgenic mice. 

Alternatively, GenePaint atlas utilises both methods used in Allen Brain and 

GENSAT atlases on whole E14.5 mouse embryos with additional information for 

selected genes in other stages of development. Despite the comprehensive 

cataloguing of gene expression profiles, all atlases provide minimal information at 

cellular level. Interpretation of the expression profile for the same gene using all 
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the three atlases can be tricky and requires proper streamlining in terms of the age, 

anatomical section and subregions of the brain section being referred to. Another 

problem faced by all three atlases is the lack of common and agreeable 

neuroanatomical and functional annotations as well as nomenclature leading to 

confusion among non-specialists. 

 

The profiling of gene expression in the mammalian brain has also been 

investigated by various studies utilising SAGE and microarray technologies [201-

205]. Melbourne Brain Genome Project was initiated in 2002 [192] and set to 

generate millions of tags from various normal and diseased mouse brains using 

both short and longSAGE techniques [188, 196]. Under the Cancer Genome 

Anatomy Project, large-scale SAGE datasets generated from various human and 

mouse organs including the brain are deposited in the SAGE genie database, 

which also provides various visualisation and mapping tools [189]. With the 

emergence of various next-generation sequencing platforms and the introduction 

of a massively parallel sequencing approach pioneered by Brenner and colleagues 

[219], the brain transcriptome can now be assessed by generating millions of 

transcript signatures (e.g. SAGE tags, paired ends sequences, direct sequences 

etc.) by performing deep sequencing. This approach has been broadly practised to 

profile both known and novel mRNA as well as small noncoding RNA such as 

miRNA and endo-siRNA [144, 232, 239]. To further enhance the transcriptome 

information, Harlt and colleagues (2008) analysed both the transcriptome and 

proteome of the brain obtained from E9.5, E11.5 and E13.5 mouse embryos to 

correlate the gene expression with protein expression during brain development 

[240]. They found metabolism and cell cycle related gene products were down-

regulated as the brain developed from E9.5 to E13.5 where multipotent progenitor 

cells committed to the neuronal lineage and underwent differentiation. 

 

Despite various reports on brain transcriptome profiling, the outcomes of the 

studies are lacking coherence in terms of many aspects such as the type of 

organisms studied, the brain regions selected for the analysis, choices of different 

developmental stages of the brain, disease models, types of RNA transcript of 

interest and platforms used for transcriptome profiling. Dissimilarities in 

experimental approaches lead to difficulty in direct comparison of datasets 

generated from different studies.  
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1.6 Problem statement and the aim of the study 
 

Neurological, psychiatric, and developmental disorders such as epilepsy, stroke, 

schizophrenia, unipolar depression, bipolar disorder, Alzheimer’s disease, 

Parkinson’s disease, mental retardation, cerebral palsy and autism cause a 

profound economic and social burden worldwide. In early 2000s, the brain 

disorder itself was estimated to affect about 1.5 billion people globally and 

responsible for at least 27% of total years lived with disability in developing 

countries [241]. In almost all cases, no effective treatments or clear preventive 

guidelines can be prescribed due to the nature of the disorders, which have a 

broad spectrum clinical observations and affect people from as young as 

newborns to ageing population. In addition, the very limited and ill-defined 

disease progression and pathogenesis as well as lack of understanding on the 

underlying genetic mechanisms responsible for the onset of these disorders also 

contribute to the inadequacy of any effective intervention measurements.  

 

Unlike single-gene disorders, genetic factors that lead to the development of these 

disorders are of low penetrance. The appreciable symptoms in these disorders are 

usually the outcomes of complex interactions between molecular networks and 

various environmental factors throughout lifetime. In the quest of finding the 

causative mechanism, it is crucial that we understand the normal mechanism, 

which underlies the development of the brain leading to optimal physiological 

functions. To achieve this aim, global transcriptome analysis can be performed to 

characterise the type of genes expressed during different developmental stages of 

the brain with greater emphasis on the cerebral cortex, the centre of cognitive and 

intellectual abilities. Both human and mouse share about 85% of gene contents 

and therefore the mouse serves as a perfect model to comprehend the molecular 

factors involved in brain development, which allow the findings to be 

extrapolated to human in the future. With special focus on transcription factors 

that are involved in the regulation of brain development and function, we would 

be able to molecularly characterise the genetic networks that govern normal brain 

development processes. Therefore, this study aims to identify genes involved in 

the proliferation, differentiation and developmental networks of the mouse brain.  
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1.7 Thesis outline 
 

The thesis contains four result chapters (Chapters 3-6). Chapter 3 describes the 

global transcriptome analysis on four developmental stages of the cerebral cortex 

using the short and long SAGE techniques, which were carried out in the early 

phase of Melbourne Brain Genome Project in 2002 [192]. The study revealed 

many important differentially expressed transcripts including four genomic 

clusters (at Nrgn, Camk2n1, Sox4 and Sox11 gene loci) that are differentially 

transcribed during cerebral corticogenesis. These genomics loci feature multiple 

overlapping sense and antisense transcripts with different 3’ untranslated regions 

(UTR) lengths and expression levels. These features were validated based on the 

observations for Sox4 and Sox11 clusters of transcripts. Chapter 4 is the 

continuation of the previous result chapter, which further characterised the 

expression profiles for Nrgn and Camk2n1 clusters of transcripts during cerebral 

corticogenesis. The most significant finding of the study is the ability of Nrgn and 

Camk2n1 sense and antisense transcripts to form dsRNA aggregates in the 

cytoplasm of various brain cells. In Chapter 5, the results show similar findings 

for Sox4 sense and antisense transcripts with the ability to form dsRNA 

aggregates in the cytoplasmic region of various types of brain cells. The study 

also described the role of these dsRNA in the biogenesis of a novel endo-siRNA 

with a specific expression profile within the embryo especially in the brain 

throughout development. Finally, Chapter 6 reports the expression profiling of 

small RNAs isolated from a developing brain at age E15.5. This study employed 

next-generation sequencing technology involving the generation of approximately 

3.7 million small RNA sequences. The study revealed four candidate novel 

miRNAs from the mouse brain and one of them, M1181, was validated as a novel 

miRNA and may play a critical role during embryogenesis especially in cerebral 

corticogenesis.  
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2.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter presents general protocols used in routine experimental setups. 

Unless otherwise specified in Chapters 3-6, all materials and methods described 

here were utilised throughout all the studies presented in the thesis. Manufacturers 

of kits, reagents, chemicals, instruments or service providers cited in this chapter 

are listed below: 

 

1. Abcam – Sapphire Bioscience Pty Ltd, Waterloo, NSW, Australia. 

2. Ajax Finechem – Ajax Finechem Pty Ltd, Taren Point, NSW, Australia. 

3. Ambion® – Applied Biosystems, Scoresby, VIC, Australia. 

4. Bio-Rad – Bio-Rad Laboratories (Pacific) Pty Ltd, Gladesville, NSW, 

Australia. 

5. Carl Zeiss – Carl Zeiss Inc., Oberkochen, Germany. 

6. Clonetech – Scientifix Pty Ltd, VIC, Australia. 

7. Dako – Dako Australia Pty Ltd, Campbellfield, VIC, Australia. 

8. Exiqon – GeneWorks, Hindmarsh, SA, Australia. 

9. GE Healthcare – GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Pty Ltd, Rydalmere, NSW, 

Australia. 

10. GeneWorks – GeneWorks, Hindmarsh, SA, Australia. 

11. Invitrogen – Invitrogen Australia Pty Ltd, Mulgrave, VIC, Australia. 

12. Kodak – Kodak, Sydney, NSW, Australia. 

13. Kreatech – Diagnostic Technology Pty Ltd, Belrose, NSW, Australia. 

14. Menzel-Glaser – Thermo Fisher Scientific, Scoresby, VIC, Australia. 

15. Olympus – Olympus Australia Pty Ltd, Richmond, SA, Australia. 

16. Pierce – Thermo Fisher Scientific, Scoresby, VIC, Australia. 

17. Promega – Promega Corporation, Alexandria, NSW, Australia. 

18. ProSciTech – ProSciTech, Thuringowa, QLD, Australia. 

19. QIAGEN – Q AGEN Pty Ltd, Doncaster, VIC, Australia. 

20. Roche Diagnostics – Roche Diagnostics Australia Pty Ltd, Castle Hill, NSW, 

Australia. 

21. Santa Cruz – Quantum Scientific, Murarrie, QLD, Australia. 

22. Savant Instrument – Aurora BioScience Pty Ltd, Baulkham Hills, NSW, 

Australia. 
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23. Sigma Aldrich – Sigma-Aldrich Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW, Australia. 

24. Stratagene – Integrated  Sciences, Melbourne, VIC, Australia. 

25. Thermo Scientific – Thermo Fisher Scientific, Scoresby, VIC, Australia. 

26. Vector Laboratories – Abacus ALS, East Brisbane, QLD, Australia. 

 

2.2 Animals handling and tissue processing 
2.2.1 Animals 
 

All experiments were performed according to protocols approved by the 

Melbourne Health Animal Ethics Committee (Project numbers 2001.045 and 

2004.041) and the University of Adelaide Animal Ethics Committee (S-086-

2005). All mice used in the study were C57BL/6 unless otherwise specified. Mice 

were kept under a 12 hour light/12 hour dark cycle with unlimited access to food 

and water and were culled by either CO2 asphyxiation or by cervical dislocation. 

Female mice were considered pregnant when the appearance of vaginal plugs 

were detected, at which time the embryos were designated embryonic day E0.5. 

 

2.2.2 Procurement of mouse tissues 
 

Tissues procurement was carried out in a sterile environment. Procurement of the 

mouse cerebral cortex is described in Chapter 3. Procurement of other mouse 

organs was carried out according to the standard mouse necropsy protocol 

accessible at National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) 

website [1].  

 

2.2.3 Tissue processing 
 

Tissues for the preparation of paraffin sections were fixed in 4% (w/v) 

paraformaldehyde (PFA, pH7.4) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution. 

Embryonic cerebral cortices, whole brains or whole embryos were fixed for 2 

days at 4oC whereas adult brains were initially perfused with 4% (w/v) PFA 

followed by 2 days fixation in the same solution at 4oC. For total RNA or protein 

lysate preparation, tissues were snap frozen on dry ice with minimal amount of 

PBS solution and stored at -80oC until subsequent extraction step was carried out. 
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For whole mount In situ RNA Hybridisation, mouse embryos were dissected in 

cold PBS and fixed in 4% (w/v) PFA in PBS followed by washes in PBS (3x for 5 

minutes each). Embryos were then dehydrated in a series of methanol starting 

with 25% (v/v) methanol and finishing with washes in 100% (v/v) methanol 

prepared in PBS with 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 (PBT). Embryos were stored at -20oC 

until used. 

 

2.3 Preparation and manipulation of nucleic acids 
2.3.1 DNA isolation 
 

All genomic DNA (gDNA) extraction from tissues or cell lines was carried out 

using QIAGEN DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Plasmid DNA isolation was performed using QIAGEN 

Plasmid DNA Mini or Midi Kits (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. 

 

2.3.2 Total RNA isolation 
 

Small RNA free total RNAs were extracted from the mouse cerebral cortex, 

whole brain or whole embryo using RNeasy Lipid Tissue Mini or Midi Kits 

(QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Small RNA enriched total 

RNAs were extracted from similar tissues using TRIzol® Reagent (Invitrogen) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For extraction of small RNA enriched 

total RNA from small quantities of tissues, 200µg of glycogen was added into the 

isopropyl alcohol precipitation step. 

 

2.3.3 DNA or RNA purification 
 

DNA purification was performed using either QIAquick PCR Purification or Gel 

Extraction Kits (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In other 

circumstances, manual purification or concentration of DNA was carried out 

using isopropyl alcohol method. Briefly, three volumes of isopropyl alcohol was 

added into the DNA, mixed and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature. 
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The mixture was centrifuged for 1 hour at 4oC followed by a 75% (v/v) ethanol 

wash before the DNA pellet was dissolved in nuclease-free water.  

 

RNA purification or concentration steps were performed using RNeasy MinElute 

Cleanup Kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In other 

circumstances, concentration of RNA was also carried out in Savant SVC 100H 

Speed Vacuum Concentrator (Savant Instrument). 

 

2.3.4 Reverse-transcription of total RNA and small RNA 
 

The concentration and purity of isolated total RNA was measured using ND2000 

NanoDrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and only RNA with 

A260/A280 between 1.8-2.1 was used for complementary DNA (cDNA) 

synthesis. cDNA was synthesised from 50ng-3µg of high quality total RNA using 

either oligo-d[T]15 or random hexamers, and the SuperScript® III Reverse 

Transcriptase Kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  

 

Reverse transcription of small RNA was performed based on modified methods 

[2, 3] first published in Brown et al, 2010 [4]. CDNA was synthesised from 

150ng-1µg of small RNA enriched total RNA using 0.05!M of an in-house 

designed stem loop primer (5’-GTTGGCTCT GGTAGGATG CCGCTCTCA 

GGGCATCCT ACCAGAGCCA ACNNNNNN-3’, GeneWorks) and the 

Superscript® III Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Invitrogen) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. The last 6bp at the 3’ end complements with the last 6bp 

at the 3’ end of a specific small RNA. The stem loop RT primer contains a target 

site for a universal reverse primer (5’-GTAGGATGCC GCTCTCAGG-3’, 

GeneWorks), which was used in subsequent cDNA amplication step together with 

a specific forward primer. List of stem loop primers, their corresponding small 

RNA targets and the specific forward primer are listed in Table 2.1. Briefly, 

cDNA synthesis was performed at 16oC for 30 minutes followed by 60 cycles of 

20oC for 30 seconds, 42oC for 30 seconds and 50oC for 1 second. Final incubation 

at 75oC for 15 minutes was performed to inactivate the reverse transcriptase 

enzyme.  
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Table 2.1: List of stem loop RT primers, targeted small RNAs 
and specific forward primers. 

 
Specific forward primer  

(5’!3’) 
Stem loop primer (only the 

modified unique sequences are 
shown) 

Targeted 
small RNA 

AGGCGGAGAG TAGACGGG 5’ – G…… CCCGTC – 3’ Sox4_sir1 
CCACTGGGGT TGTACGAA 5’ – …… TTCGTA – 3’ Sox4_sir2 
TCAAGGACAG CGACAAGATT C 5’ – …… ACGGAATC – 3’ Sox4_sir3 
TCAGGGAAAG GGGTGGGGGA 5’ – …… TCCCCCAC – 3’ Sox4_sir4 
AGACGATGTC GCTTTCCTGA 5’ – …… TCAGGA – 3’ Sox4_sir5 
CGGTAGGACT TAGGCGCTAGAG 5’ – G…… CTCTAG – 3’ Sox4_sir6 
AGGCGCTAGA GACGATGT 5’ – …… ACATCG – 3’ Sox4_sir7 
CGCGTAGGCT AGAGAGAGGT 5’ – …… TCCCCA – 3’ M1181 
 
 
2.3.5 Restriction enzyme digestion 
 

List of restriction enzymes used, their manufacturers, sources and restriction 

conditions are summarised in Chapters 3-6 and Appendices A-D. All restriction 

enzyme reactions were prepared according to their respective manufacturers’ 

protocols and were carried out at 37oC on a heating block followed by heat 

inactivation at 75oC for 20 minutes. 

 

2.3.6 DNA cloning 
 

Double-stranded DNA with 3’-T/A overhang ends were ligated into pGEM-T 

Easy vector using the pGEM-T Easy Vector System Kit (Promega) according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol. For overexpression of Sox4 antisense transcripts 

studies in Chapter 5, blunt-end amplicons from long range PCR reactions were 

first treated with T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (Promega) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol before cloned into pcDNA3 vector (Invitrogen) using T4 

DNA Ligase and buffer system provided in pGEM-T Easy Vector System Kit 

(Promega).  

 

Irrespective of vector used, sticky end ligation was carried out at room 

temperature for 15 minutes whereas blunt-end ligation was carried out at 16oC for 

16 hours. After the ligation reaction, ligated product was transformed into JM109 

chemically competent cells (Promega) using the heat-shock approach. Briefly, 

ligated product was gently mixed with JM109 cells and incubated for 20 minutes 
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on ice followed by 45 seconds at 42oC in water bath and back on ice for additional 

2 minutes. Transformed cells were pre-cultured in Super Optimal Broth with 

Catabolite repression (SOC) medium (Invitrogen) at 37oC for 2 hours followed by 

plating an appropriate amount on Luria Bertani (LB) agar plate with 100µg/ml of 

ampicillin (Sigma Aldrich), 0.1M isopropyl thiogalactoside (IPTG, Sigma 

Aldrich) and 20mg/ml of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-beta-D-galactopyranoside 

(X-gal, Sigma Aldrich). LB agar plates containing transformed cells were 

incubated at 37oC for 16-18 hours. Recombinant clones were chosen based on the 

blue-white selection approach. White colonies were picked and dipped into 100µl 

LB broth supplied with 100 µg/ml of ampicillin (Sigma Aldrich) and a 20µl PCR 

reaction mix for screening for the clone with correct insert size and orientation. 

Details of colony PCR are described in Section 2.5.1.  

 

2.5 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
2.5.1 Routine PCR 
 

PCR reactions for routine genetic screening were performed in 10-50µl volume 

containing 0.4-2.0U of FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase, 1X concentration PCR 

reaction buffer with 2mM MgCl2, 200µM of each dNTP (Roche Diagnostics) and 

0.25µM of each forward and reverse primers. PCR was performed with initial 

denaturation at 95oC for 5 minutes followed by 10 cycles at 95oC for 10 seconds, 

65oC (-1oC per cycle) for 30 seconds and 72oC for 30-60 seconds (depending on 

the size of amplicon), additional 20-30 cycles of similar conditions but with an 

annealing step at 55oC and a final elongation step at 72oC for 7 minutes. 

 

For colony PCR screening of specific recombinant clones, T7 (5’-

GTAATACGAC TCACTATAGG GC -3’, GeneWorks) or SP6 (5’-

ATTTAGGTGA CACTATAGAA TACTC-3’, GeneWorks) universal primers 

were used in combination of a gene specific primer for orientation specific 

screening. Colony PCR reaction consists of 1X LightCycler 480 (LC480) Probe 

Master mix (Roche Diagnostics) and 0.25µM of each forward and reverse 

primers. Similar conditions for routine PCR reactions were adopted with 10 

cycles touch down PCR steps were carried out from 60oC to 50oC (-1oC per cycle) 

followed by additional 30 cycles of PCR at annealing temperature of 50oC. 
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2.5.2 Real-Time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) 
 

Real-Time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) was carried out according to the 

approach described elsewhere [5]. A 10µl reaction volume consisting of 1X 

LightCycler 480 (LC480) Probe Master mix (Roche Diagnostics), 0.1µM of a 

relevant Universal ProbeLibrary probe (Roche Diagnostics), 0.25µM of each 

forward and reverse primers and 1µl of 0.1X of synthesised cDNA was prepared. 

Reactions were prepared in 384-well plate and RT-qPCR was performed using 

LightCycler® 480 Real Time PCR System instrument (Roche Diagnostics). RT-

qPCR was performed with an initial denaturation at 95oC for 10 minutes followed 

by 45 cycles at 95oC for 10 seconds, 60oC for 30 seconds and 72oC for 10 seconds, 

and a final step at 40oC for 1 second.  

 

Real-Time amplification signals were acquired during the elongation step and 

recorded live using LightCycler® 480 Software version 1.5 (Roche Diagnostics). 

The cycle threshold or crossing point (Cp) from each signal was calculated based 

on the Second Derivative Maximum method [6]. A 4-data point standard curve 

was constructed using a serially diluted pooled cDNAs for each primer sets used 

in RT-qPCR in each run. The standard curve was used to determine the PCR 

efficiency and reproducibility of each PCR system. Pgk1, Hmbs, Psmb2 and 

Hprt1 genes were routinely used for data normalisation. Primer sequences, cutoff 

criteria, detailed data normalisation, linear modeling and empirical Bayesian 

moderated T-test used in the analysis were described in Chapter 3 and Appendix 

A [7]. Cp comparative method was used in RT-qPCR analysis in Chapter 3 

whereas relative quantification method was adopted for other chapters. 

 

2.5.3 Long-ranged PCR 
 

Amplification of long amplicons was carried out in 25-50µl reaction volume 

using Expand Long Template PCR System Kit (Roche Diagnostics) according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, PCR reactions were prepared in the presence 

of 3.75U of Expand Long Template enzyme mix, 350µM of each dNTPs, 300nM 

of each forward and reverse primers, 1X PCR buffer with MgCl2 system I, II or III 
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and appropriate amount of cDNA (1µl of 0.1-1X of synthesised cDNA) or gDNA 

(50-500ng). Thermal cycling was carried out with an initial denaturation step at 

94oC for 2 minutes, 10 cycles of 94oC for 10 seconds, 55oC-65oC (depending on 

primers used) for 30 seconds, 68oC for 1-8 minutes (depending on the amplicon’s 

size, ~1-6kb), followed by additional 25 cycles of similar PCR cycle conditions 

but increasing elongation time at 68oC (additional 20 seconds per cycle). The 

thermal cycling was ended with a final elongation step at 68oC for 10 minutes.  

 

2.6 Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE) 
 

For 3’ Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE) analysis in Chapter 3, a 

custom made oligo-d[T]15 with adaptor (5’-TACGACGTCT GCTAGGACTG-3’, 

GeneWorks) was used during total RNA reverse transcription step. Protocols for 

reverse transcription and amplification steps are provided in Section 2.3.4, 

Chapter 3 and Appendix A [7]. RACE analysis in other chapters were carried out 

using SMART™ or SMARTer™ RACE Amplification Kit (Clonetech) according 

to the manufacturer’s protocol. After reverse transcription step, subsequent 

amplification reactions were carried out using the Advantage® 2 PCR Enzyme 

System Kit (Clonetech) according to manufacturer’s protocol.  

 

2.7 In situ hybridisation (ISH) 
2.7.1 Preparation of probes 
 

Relevant clones from the National Institute on Aging (NIA) 15K Mouse cDNA 

Clone Set (May 16, 2000) were purchased from Australian Genome Research 

Facilities (AGRF), Australia, for in vitro transcription. Other genes that were not 

available from the clone set were constructed by cloning the specific PCR 

amplicon. All clones used are described in Chapters 3-6 and Appendices A-D [7]. 

For RNA Fluorescent In situ Hybridisation (FISH), probes for Sox4, Nrgn, 

Camk2n1 and Hmbs were prepared from DNA amplicons amplified from either 

mouse gDNAs or cDNAs. Primers used for RNA FISH probes preparation are 

listed in Table 2.2. All clones were linearised using restriction enzymes described 

in Section 2.3.5. 
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Table 2.2: Primers used to amplify Sox4, Nrgn, Camk2n1 and Hmbs  
amplicons for RNA FISH probe preparation. 

 
Probe sequence (5’!3’) Description Amplicon 

size 
GGTTCGAAGT TAAAATCCAG GTC Sox4 forward primer 1 
GGAGAAGGGC GACAAGGT Sox4 reverse primer 1 761bp 

TGATGTTGGT GGTGGCTAAA Sox4 forward primer 2 
TTTGCACAGA CCCCAGGCGG AG Sox4 reverse primer 2 614bp 

AACACCGGCA ATGGACTG Nrgn forward primer 
CAGGCAGGTA TGGGATAGGA Nrgn reverse primer 863bp 

TGAACCACTT CCCGAAAGC Camk2n1 forward primer 
ATTCCTCACG CAAGAGGCAT T Camk2n1 reverse primer 729bp 

GCCTGTTTAC CAAGGAGCTA GA Hmbs forward primer 
AAGGTGAGGC ATATCTTCCA AA Hmbs reverse primer 1016bp 

 

 

Non-radioactive double-end digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled miRCURY™Locked 

Nucleic Acid (LNA) probes for detection of small RNAs were custom made and 

supplied by Exiqon (GeneWorks). These LNA probes are listed in Table 2.3. 

 

 

Table 2.3: Custom made double-end DIG-labeled LNA probe from Exiqon. 
 

Probe sequence (5’!3’) Small RNA 
target 

Exiqon 
Catalog 
Number 

Melting 
temperature  

TCCCCAACCT CTCTCTAGCC TA M1181 EQ-70532 75oC 
ACGGAATCTT GTCGCTGTCC TTGA Sox4-sir3 EQ-70537 81oC 

GTGTAACACG TCTATACGCC CA Scramble-
miR EQ-67685 78oC 

 

 

Radioactive-labeled single stranded complementary RNA (cRNA) probes were in 

vitro transcribed using Riboprobe® Combination System - SP6/T7 RNA 

Polymerase (Promega) and [35S]-dUTP (GE Healthcare) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. After in vitro transcription, the probe was precipitated 

(using 0.9M of sodium perchlorate, 0.18µg/ul of Escherichia coli (E. coli) tRNA 

and 43% (v/v) isopropanol) followed by a wash in 70% (v/v) ethanol. The 

pelleted probe was hydrolysed (using 40mM of sodium bicarbonate, 60mM of 

sodium carbonate and 10mM of !-mercapto-ethanol at pH10) at 60oC for 30-40 

minutes before the reaction was stopped (using 3.75M of sodium perchlorate and 
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2% (v/v) glacial acetic acid). The hydrolysed probe was precipitated and 

resuspended in 10mM dithiothreitol (DTT). The probe was stored at -20oC until 

used (within the same week). 

 

RNA probes for FISH were fragmented by sonication and labelled using 

PlatinumBright™Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit (Kreatech) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Two different Universal Linkage System (ULS) 

haptens/dyes were used for labeling of RNA probes: Dynomics547-ULS 

(absorbance at 547nm and emission at 565nm) for the sense RNA probe and 

Dynomics415-ULS (absorbance at 415nm and emission at 472nm) for the 

antisense RNA probe.  

 

2.7.2 Section radioactive RNA ISH 
 

Paraffin embedded sections (8µm) were used for radioactive RNA ISH. All steps 

were performed in an RNAse-free environment and at room temperature unless 

otherwise specified. Sections were de-paraffinised with washes in histolene (2x 

for 5 minutes each) followed by 100% (v/v) ethanol (2x for 2 minutes each), 96% 

(v/v) ethanol (2 minutes), 90% (v/v) ethanol (2 minutes), 70% (v/v) ethanol (2 

minutes) and 0.86% (w/v) NaCl (5 minutes). Sections were then digested in 

Proteinase K buffer (20mM of Tris HCl pH7.5, 1mM of 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 20µg/ml of Proteinase K) for 10 

minutes followed by dehydration steps involving washes in 0.86% (w/v) of NaCl, 

70% (v/v) ethanol (2 minutes), 90% (v/v) ethanol (2 minutes) and 100% (v/v) 

ethanol (2 minutes). Sections were air dried and ready for the hybridisation step.  

 

Hybridisation was performed in hybridisation solution (0.02% (w/v) of Ficoll, 

0.02% (w/v) of polyvinylpyrrolidone, 0.02% (w/v) of BSA fraction V, 0.138% 

(w/v) of monosodium phosphate monohydrate, 5mM of EDTA, 0.3M of NaCl, 

0.01M of Tris HCl pH7.5, 10% (w/v) dextran sulfate and 50% (v/v) formamide) 

containing [35S]-UTP (GE Healthcare) labeled RNA probe with activity of 1x107 

counts per minute (CPM). The hybridisation solution was denatured at 80oC for 2 

minutes before added onto sections and covered with coverslip. Hybridisation was 

performed in a humidified chamber (50% (v/v) formamide) in Hybaid 

hybridisation oven (Thermo Scientific) at 55oC for 16 hours.  
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After hybridisation, sections were washed in SSCF solution (50% (v/v) 

formamide, 2X sodium chloride/sodium citrate (SSC) and 0.14% (v/v) !-

mercaptol-ethanol; 2x for 30 minutes each at 60oC) followed by NTE solution 

(0.5M of NaCl, 10mM of Tris HCl pH7.5 and 5mM of EDTA; 10 minutes at 

37oC), NTE solution with added 20µg/ml of RNAse A (30 minutes at 37oC), 

SSCF (30 minutes at 60oC), 2X SSC (30 minutes at 60oC) and 0.1X SSC (30 

minutes at 60oC). Sections were then dehydrated in 70% (v/v) ethanol (2 minutes), 

90% (v/v) ethanol (2 minutes), 96% (v/v) ethanol (2 minutes) and finally in 100% 

(v/v) ethanol (2 minutes). 

 

In a darkroom, slides containing probed sections were dipped into 50% (v/v) 

Kodak NTB-2 emulsion (Kodak) with 1% (v/v) glycerol prepared in water (at 

42oC) and were allowed to dry in dark for about 2 hours before placed in a dark 

slide box with desiccants. Liquid film was exposed for 14-21 days in refrigerator 

(4oC). After appropriate exposure, liquid film coated slides were developed in 

16% (w/v) of Kodak D-19 (Kodak) developer (3 minutes at 42oC) followed by 

washes in 1% (v/v) acetic acid (1 minute), 30% (v/v) sodium thiosulfate (5 

minutes) and finally in tap water (10 minutes). Slides were counterstained with 

haematoxylin for 45 seconds, then washed in running tap water and dehydrated 

through a series of ascending ethanol concentrations (70%, 90%, 96% and 100% 

(v/v) ethanol; 2 minutes each). Slides were cleared in histolene and coverslips 

were mounted using DEPEX mounting media (ProSciTech). Slides were stored in 

room temperature until microscopic analysis. 

 

2.7.3 Section Locked Nucleic Acid (LNA) ISH 
 

Paraffin embedded sections (8µm) were used for LNA ISH. All steps were 

performed in an RNAse-free environment and at room temperature unless 

otherwise specified. Sections were de-paraffinised with washes in xylene (3x for 5 

minutes each), 100% (v/v) ethanol (2x for 5 minutes each), 70% (v/v) ethanol (5 

minutes), 50% (v/v) ethanol (5 minutes), 25% (v/v) ethanol (5 minutes) and 

diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water (1 minute). Subsequently, sections 

were re-fixed in 4% (w/v) PFA (pH7.0) in PBS (10 minutes) followed by washes 

in PBS (3x for 5 minutes each). Proteinase K digestion was carried out in 
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Proteinase K buffer (6.7µg/ml of Proteinase K, 50mM of Tris HCl pH7.5, 5mM 

of EDTA) for 30 minutes. After digestion, sections were re-fixed in 4% (w/v) 

PFA in PBS for 5 minutes followed by washes in PBS (3x for 5 minutes each). 

Acetylation step was carried out in acetylation buffer (0.1M of triethanolamine, 

0.178% (v/v) of concentrated HCl and 0.25% (v/v) of acetic anhydride) followed 

by additional washes in PBS (3x for 5 minutes).  

 

Pre-hybridisation step was carried out in a humidified chamber (50% (v/v) 

formamide, 5X sodium chloride/sodium citrate, SSC) inside a Hybaid 

hybridisation oven (Thermo Scientific) at 21-22oC lower than the calculated 

melting temperature for LNA probes. Amersham Rapid-hyb™ Buffer (GE 

Healthcare) was used for pre-hybridisation with additional E. coli tRNA (Sigma 

Aldrich) and Herring Sperm DNA (Promega) to a final concentration of 0.1µg/µl 

each. After 1-2 hours of pre-hybridisation, LNA probes were added to the buffer 

to a final concentration of 0.020pmol/µl. Hybridisation was carried out in the 

oven for 16-20 hours.  

 

After hybridisation step, sections were washed in 5X SSC (20 minutes at 

hybridisation temperature) followed by 0.2X SSC (3 hours at hybridisation 

temperature). Sections were then rinsed in fresh 0.2X SSC for 5 minutes and in 

pre-blocking buffer (0.1M of Tris HCl pH7.5, 0.15M of NaCl and 240µg/ml of 

levamisole) for another 5 minutes. In a humidified chamber, sections were 

blocked in 20% (v/v) foetal calf serum (Sigma Aldrich) and 2% (w/v) blocking 

powder (Roche Diagnostics) in maleate buffer for 1 hour. After blocking, sections 

were incubate with 0.0002X (0.00015U) anti-DIG antibody with alkaline 

phosphatase, Fab fragments (Roche Diagnostics) in blocking buffer for 16 hours 

in dark. Consequently, sections were washed in NTMT buffer (3x for 10 minutes 

each; 0.1M Tris HCl pH9.5, 0.1M NaCl, 0.05M MgCl2, 1% (v/v) Tween-20 and 

240µg/ml levamisole) followed by nitro blue tetrazolium chloride (NBT)/! 5-

Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate, toluidine salt (BCIP) colour reaction 

(0.375mg/ml of NBT and 0.188mg/ml of BCIP in prepared in NTMT buffer) for 3 

hours to 5 days. After colour reaction step, sections were washed with Tris EDTA 

buffer pH8.0 (0.01M of Tris HCl pH7.5 and 0.001M EDTA pH8.0) for 10 

minutes and were mounted in Entellan® media (ProSciTech). Sections were 

stored in dark until microscopic examination.  
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2.7.4 Whole-mount LNA ISH 
 

All steps were performed in an RNAse-free environment and at room temperature 

unless otherwise specified. Embryos were rehydrated in a series of methanol 

concentrations prepared in PBT starting from 75% (v/v) followed by 50% (v/v) 

and 25% (v/v) methanol (5 minutes wash each). Embryos were then bleached in 

6% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide (Ajax Finechem) (1 hour) and digested with 10µg/ml 

proteinase K in PBT (15 minutes). Embryos were subjected to washes in fresh 

2mg/ml glycine (5 minutes) followed by fixation in 0.2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde in 

4% (v/v) PFA prepared in PBT (20 minutes) and washes in PBT (2x for 5 minutes 

each). 

 

Pre-hybridisation step was carried out in Hybaid hybridisation oven (Thermo 

Scientific) in pre-hybridisation buffer (50% (v/v) formamide, 5X SSC, 0.1% 

Tween-20, 1µg/ml porcine heparin) for 1 hour at 70oC. For hybridisation, LNA 

probes were added to the buffer to a final concentration of 0.020pmol/µl. Other 

blocking agents such as 0.1µg/µl of each E. coli tRNA (Sigma) and Herring 

Sperm DNA (Promega) were also added into the hybridisation buffer. 

Hybridisation was carried out in the oven for 16-20 hours at a temperature of 21-

22oC lower than the calculated melting temperature for LNA probe used. 

 

An initial washing step was carried out using hybridisation buffer (without LNA 

probes and blocking agents, thereafter known as HB) at hybridisation temperature 

(3 minutes) followed by 15 minutes wash at hybridisation temperature in each 

75% (v/v) HB in 2X SSC, 50% (v/v) HB in 2X SSC, 25% (v/v) HB in 2X SSC 

and 2X SSC buffers. Additional washes were carried out at hybridisation 

temperature for 30 minutes in 0.2X SSC followed by washes at room temperature 

for 10 minutes in each 25% (v/v) PBST in 0.2X SSC, 50% (v/v) PBST in 0.2X 

SSC, 75% PBST in 0.2X SSC and PBST buffers. Embryos were then pre-blocked 

with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated sheep serum (HISS) prepared in 1X TBST (0.1M 

of Tris HCl pH7.5, 0.5M of NaCl and 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20) for 2 hours followed 

by a 16-20 hours 4oC incubation with 0.0005X (0.000375U) anti-DIG antibody 

with alkaline phosphatase, Fab fragments (Roche Diagnostics) in 1% (v/v) HISS 

prepared in 1X TBST. Consequently, embryos were washed in 1X TBST (8x for 
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20 minutes each) and left in 1X TBST washing buffer at 4oC for 16-20 hours 

followed by washes in NTMT buffer (3x for 10 minutes each) and colour reaction 

in NBT/BCIP solution (0.45mg/ml of NBT and 0.175mg/ml of BCIP) prepared in 

NTMT for 3 hours to 3 days. After the completion of colour reaction, embryos 

were washed with NTMT (2x for 10 minutes each) in dark followed by 16-20 

hours washing in PBT solution before fixed in 0.2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde in 4% 

(v/v) PFA prepared in PBT (1 hour). Embryos were washed with PBT solution 

(2x for 5 minutes each) to get rid of fixatives and stored at 4oC in PBS until 

microscopic examination. 

 

2.7.5 Tri-colour DNA/RNA Fluorescent ISH (FISH) 
 

Dissected brain tissues were digested in 0.025% (w/v) of trypsin prepared in PBS 

for 5-10 minutes at 37oC with occasional pippetting to homogenise the samples. 

Immediately after digestion, cells were pelleted and washed with PBS followed 

by 30 minutes fixation in 4% (w/v) PFA in PBS at 4oC. Then, cells were smeared 

directly onto SuperFrost® Plus microscope glass slide (Menzel-Glaser) and dried 

on 37oC heating block. Cells were dehydrated through a series of ethanol 

concentrations starting from 70% (v/v) ethanol followed by 80% (v/v) ethanol, 

95% (v/v) ethanol and 100% (v/v) ethanol at room temperature for 2 minutes each 

step. Slides were dried on 37oC heating block.  

 

Approximately 200µl of hybridisation buffer (2X SSC, 2mg/ml of bovine serum 

albumin, 10% (v/v) dextran sulfate and 50% (v/v) formamide) containing 

100µg/ml of Herring sperm DNA (Promega) and all the labeled DNA, sense and 

antisense RNA probes to a final concentration of 30ng/ml each. Coverslip was 

placed over the buffer and the edges were sealed with rubber cement. Slides with 

hybridisation buffer were denatured at 85oC for 10 minutes followed by 16-20 

hours incubation in a humidified chamber (50% (v/v) formamide, 5X SSC) at 

55oC. After hybridisation, coverslips were carefully removed and slides were 

washed in 2X SSC with 50% (v/v) formamide at 55oC (3x for 5 minutes each) 

followed by 2X SSC at 55oC (3x for 5 minutes each), 1X SSC at room 

temperature for 10 minutes. Slides were dried on 37oC heating block and 

coverslips were mounted with VECTASHIELD mounting medium with 1.5µg/ml 

of 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Vector Laboratories). The edges of the 
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coverslip were sealed with fast drying nail polish. Slides were stored at 4oC in 

dark until microscopic analysis. 

 

2.8 Southern analysis 
2.8.1 Preparation of probes 
 

Oligonucleotide or PCR amplicon probes were used for southern blotting analysis. 

Probes used for southern analysis in Chapters 3-5 are described in Appendices A-

D [7]. For oligonucleotide probes, 50pmol of single stranded 5’ dephosphorylated 

oligonucleotides were labeled using 20U of T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (Promega) 

in 1X kinase buffer (Promega) and 50pmol of [!-32P]-dATP (GE Healthcare) with 

3000Ci/mmol. The mixture was incubated at 37oC for 10 minutes followed by an 

inactivation step (by adding 2µl of 0.5M EDTA). Labeled probes were purified 

using illustra MicroSpin™ G-25 Columns (GE Healthcare) according to 

manufacturer’s protocol. For labeling of probes larger than 200bp such as PCR 

amplicons, the DECAprime™ II Random Priming DNA Labeling Kit (Ambion®) 

was used. Approximately 25ng of linearised amplicons were labeled with [!-32P]-

dCTP according the manufacturer’s protocol. Then, probes were purified using 

illustra MicroSpin™ G-50 Columns (GE Healthcare) according to manufacturer’s 

protocol. All probes were stored in lead container at -20oC until used (within 3 

days). 
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2.8.2 Membrane blotting, hybridisation, washing, 
visualisation and storage 
 

PCR amplicons were electrophoresed on 1% (w/v) agarose gel prepared in Tris-

borate-EDTA at 50V for 1 hour followed by 30V for approximately 16 hours. 

After electrophoresis, the gel was depurinated in 1.1% (v/v) HCl for 10 minutes 

followed by washes in denaturation buffer (1.5M NaCl and 0.5M NaOH for 30 

minutes) and neutralisation buffer (1.5M NaCl and 0.5M Tris HCl pH7.5 for 30 

minutes). A neutral transfer method using 10X SSC was adopted and setup 

according to standard protocol [8]. DNA was transferred onto Hybond-N+ nylon 

membrane (GE Healthcare) through capillary action for approximately 18 hours. 

After the transfer, membrane was briefly washed in 2X SSC and DNA was UV-

crosslinked (Stratagene) onto the membrane. Membrane was then sandwiched in 

between filter papers and dried for 2 hours.  

 

Pre-warmed Amersham Rapid-hyb™ Buffer (GE Healthcare) with 100µg/ml of 

herring sperm DNA (Promega) was added (at 125µl/cm2) onto a glass tube 

containing the membrane with the DNA side facing inward. Pre-hybridisation step 

was carried out at 42oC for oligonucleotide (20 minutes) or at 65oC for large 

probes (1 hour) in a Hybaid oven (Thermo Scientific). After pre-hybridisation, 

2x106 dpm/ml labeled probe was added into the buffer and was let to hybridise 

onto the membrane for 2 hours (oligonucleotide probe) or 18 hours (large probe). 

For oligonucleotide probe hybridisation, the membrane was removed and washed 

in 5X SSC with 0.1% (w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (20 minutes at 37oC) 

followed by 1X SSC with 0.1% (w/v) SDS (2x for 15 minutes each at 65oC). For 

large probe hybridisation, the membrane was washed in 2X SSC with 0.1% (w/v) 

SDS (30 minutes at 65oC) followed by 1X SSC with 0.1% (w/v) SDS (30 minutes 

at 65oC) and 0.1X SSC with 0.1% (w/v) SDS (multiple times for 30 minutes each 

time at 65oC) until the recorded radioactive activity (with a Geiger counter) 

dropped below 10 CPM.   

 

After the washing step, the membrane was rinsed in 2X SSC, wrapped in cling-

wrap and exposed to Amersham Hyperfilm MP (GE Healthcare) in an 

intensifying cassette at -80oC. Exposed films were developed using automated 
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film developer machine. Alternatively, the membrane was exposed to a storage 

phosphor screen in a cassette at room temperature before it was scanned by 

Typhoon 9200 (GE Healthcare). To reuse the membrane for another detection, the 

hybridised probe was stripped in hot 0.1% (w/v) SDS solution (multiple times for 

20 minutes each at 85oC) until radioactive activity was no longer detectable (using 

Geiger counter). Stripped membrane was rinse in 2X SSC before wrapped in 

cling-wrap and stored in an intensifying cassette in -80oC.  

 

2.9 Northern analysis 
2.9.1 Preparation of probes 
 

Most of the probes used for northern analysis were the same probe used for ISH. 

Double stranded DNA (dsDNA) probes were also used in some circumstances and 

were generated by PCR. For small RNA northern analysis, single stranded 

oligonucleotides were used for hybridisation. Probes used in the northern analysis 

in Chapters 3, 5 and 6 are described in Appendices A, C and D [7].  

 
Radioactive labeled single stranded cRNA probes were in vitro transcribed using 

Riboprobe® Combination System - SP6/T7 RNA Polymerase (Promega) and [!-
32P]-dATP (GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For dsDNA 

probe, 25ng of linearised PCR amplicons were denatured and labeled with the 

DECAprime™ II Random Priming DNA Labeling Kit (Ambion®) and [!-32P]-

dCTP (GE Healthcare) according the manufacturers’ protocol. Both cRNA and 

dsDNA probes were purified using illustra MicroSpin™ G-50 Columns (GE 

Healthcare) according to manufacturer’s protocol. All probes were stored in lead 

container in -20oC until used (within 3 days). Method for labelling single stranded 

oligonucleotide probes is described in Section 2.8.1. 

 

2.9.2 Northern analysis for total RNA 
 

All steps were performed in an RNAse-free environment and at room temperature 

unless otherwise specified. For total RNA northern analysis, MOPS gel 

electrophoresis was performed. 1X MOPS (pH7.0) consists of 40mM 3-(N-

morpholino)propanesulfonic acid, 5mM of sodium acetate and 1mM of EDTA. 
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Denaturation gel was used (1% (w/v) agarose dissolved in 1X MOPS and 0.6M 

formaldehyde) and electrophoresis was performed in 1X MOPS running buffer 

with 0.2M of formaldehyde. Approximately 15-30µg total RNA from each sample 

was denatured in 1X Ambion Gel Loading Buffer II (Ambion®) at 85oC for 3 

minutes before subjected to electrophoresis. Electrophoresis was performed at 

70V for 3-4 hours or at 30-40V for 8-10 hours. 

 

After electrophoresis, the gel was soaked in DEPC treated water (2x for 10 

minutes each) followed by ethidium bromide staining and gel imaging. Next, 

capillary transfer method using 20X SSC was setup based on the standard 

protocol [8]. Capillary transfer was performed for 16 hours and electrophoresed 

RNAs were blotted onto Hybond-N+ nylon membrane (GE Healthcare). After the 

transfer step, membrane was briefly rinsed with 2X SSC and RNAs on the 

membrane were immobilised by UV-crosslinking (Stratagene). Alternatively, the 

membrane can be sandwiched in between two filter papers and placed in an oven 

at 55oC for 2 hours. 

 

Pre-hybridisation, hybridisation, washing and visualisation steps were performed 

according to the large probe method outlined for southern blotting analysis 

section. A different method for northern analysis of Sox4 and Sox11 transcripts 

was described in Chapter 3 and Appendix A [7]. 

 

2.9.3 Northern analysis for small RNA 
 

All steps were performed in an RNAse-free environment and at room temperature 

unless otherwise specified. Approximately 30µg of total RNA from each sample 

was denatured in 1X Ambion Gel Loading Buffer II (Ambion®) at 85oC for 3 

minutes. RNAs were electrophoresed in 15% acrylamide/urea gel (48% (w/v) 

urea, 15% (v/v) acrylamide, 0.05% (w/v) ammonium persulfate and 0.1% (v/v) 

tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) prepared in 1X TBE) in 1X TBE buffer at 

300V for 90 minutes followed by ethidium bromide staining and gel imaging. 

After electrophoresis, RNAs greater than 200nt was trapped in or near the well. 

Separated small RNAs in the gel were then transferred onto Hybond-N+ nylon 

membrane (GE Healthcare) using Trans-Blot® SD Semi-Dry Electrophoretic 

Transfer Cell (Bio-Rad) at a constant 0.4V for 45 minutes. After the transfer, 
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RNA was immobilised on the membrane using UV-crosslinking (Stratagene) 

followed by 2 hours incubation at 55oC. Pre-hybridisation, hybridisation, washing 

and visualisation steps were performed according to the oligonucleotide probe 

method outlined for southern blotting analysis section. 

 

2.10 Western analysis 
2.10.1 Purification of total protein and Bradfordʼs assay 
 

Prior to cell lysate preparation, cells were rinsed with cold PBS for 2 times. About 

250µl of cold lysis solution was added directly on the cells. Cells were dislodged 

using cells scraper and lysates were transferred to microfuge tubes, vortexed and 

incubated on ice for at least 10 minutes. Cell lysates were spun at 13,000rpm for 

15 minutes at 4oC and supernatants were collected into new microfuge tubes. Cell 

lysates were then resuspended in 1X sample buffer, boiled and total protein 

concentrations were assayed using Bradford Reagent (BioRad) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol followed by colorimetric measurement using EL808 

Ultra Microplate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments, Inc). 

 

2.10.2 Membrane blotting, hybridisation, washing and 
visualisation 
 

Equal amounts of protein (~20µg) were loaded onto 10% acrylamide gels, 

separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE). Electrophoresed proteins were transferred onto Amersham Hybond™-P 

hydrophobic polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane followed by blocking 

with 5% (w/v) skim milk powder with 0.1% (v/v) Triton-X100 prepared in 1X 

PBS. The membrane was probed with a primary polyclonal rabbit antibody 

directed against Sox4 (Cat. No.: AB80261, Abcam) or polyclonal goat antibody 

directed against actin (Cat. No.: SC-1616, Santa Cruz) at 4oC overnight followed 

by ImmunoPure® Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG, (H+L) Peroxidase Conjugate (Cat. No.: 

31460, Pierce) or Polyclonal Rabbit Anti-Goat Immunoglobulins/HRP (Cat. No.: 

P0449, Dako) secondary antibody. Reactive bands were detected using Amersham 

ECL Plus™ Western Blotting Detection Reagents (GE Healthcare) according to 
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the manufacturer’s protocol. Membranes were stripped using 0.5M of sodium 

hydroxide before reusing it for another detection.  

 

2.11 Cell culture 
2.11.1 P19 teratocarcinoma cells 
 

P19 teratocarcinoma cells were propagated and neurodifferentiated according to 

method described previously [9]. Briefly, P19 cells were grown in complete 

medium [Minimum Essential Medium Alpha (alpha-MEM; Cat number: 12571-

071; Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated foetal calf serum 

(FCS; Cat number: 10438-026; Invitrogen), 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml 

streptomycin and 2 mM L-glutamine]. For induction of neuronal differentiation, 

1x106 P19 cells were cultured in suspension form using bacteriological Petri 

dishes. The complete medium with additional supplementation of 5x10-7M all-

trans retinoic acid (ATRA; Cat number: R-2625; Sigma) was used for the 

induction. After 4 days, P19 cells formed embryoid body stages (EBs). EBs were 

collected from suspension cultures and replated in adherent culture flasks in the 

complete medium with only 5% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (FBS) and without 

ATRA supplementation. The cells were allowed to differentiate for 5 days. 

 

2.11.2 Neural progenitor/stem cells (NPSCs) 
 

Mouse used for generation of neurospheres had a mixed genetic background 

including MF1, 129SvEv, C57BL/6 and CBA. Cerebral cortices from E14.5 

embryos were dissected out into calcium-magnesium free PBS. The tissue was 

mechanically dissociated and centrifuged. The cells were plated in complete 

neuroculture medium [1X Neurobasal™ Medium (Cat number: 21103-049, 

Invitrogen) containing 2% (v/v) 50X B-27 serum-free supplement (Cat number: 

17504-044, Invitrogen), 1% (v/v) 200mM L-glutamine, 1% (v/v) 200mM 

Glutamax (Cat number: 35050-061, Invitrogen), 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 

µg/ml streptomycin, 20ng/ml EGF (BD Biosciences) and 20ng/ml bFGF (R & D 

Systems)] for 4 days followed by induction of neuronal differentiation. These 

cells were then plated on poly-D-lysine (Cat number: P6407, Sigma) and laminin 

(Cat number: 23017-015, Invitrogen) coated culture dishes in neuroculture 
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medium with the presence of 2% (v/v) FBS without epidermal growth factor and 

basic fibroblast growth factor. The differentiation was allowed to proceed for 5 

days.  

 

2.11.3 NIH/3T3 mouse embryo fibroblast 
 

NIH/3T3 cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection 

(www.atcc.org) and maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (Sigma 

Aldrich) supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated FCS (Invitrogen), 100 

units/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 2mM L-glutamine. Cells were 

subcultured into new dishes when they reached 80% or less confluence using 

approximately 3-5x103 cells/cm2 inoculums. 

 

2.11.4 Others 
2.11.4.1 Mouse embryonic stem cells with Dicer1 conditional allele 
 

In Chapters 5-6, the mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with DICER1 activity 

were obtained from a line heterozygous for a conditionally mutant Dicer1 allele 

(Dicer1c) and a null Dicer1 allele (Dicer1-). These genetic modifications were 

described previously [10]. mES cells without DICER1 activity were produced by 

transient transfection of this Dicer1c/- line with Cre recombinase to produce 

Dicer1-/- subclones (JRM and DMM, unpublished data). The mES cells were 

propagated as previously described [11]. These procedures were performed by 

Drs Jeff R Mann and Deidre M Mattiske from the Murdoch Childrens Research 

Institute, Royal Children's Hospital, Flemington Road, Parkville, Victoria, 

Australia. 
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2.11.4.2 Harvesting of E3.5 blastocysts 
 

Female mice aged 3-4 weeks were superovulated using 5IU of Folligon (PMSG) 

followed by 5IU of Chorulon (HCG) 47.5 hours later and mated with B6D2F1 

entire stud males. Microdrop culture dishes were set up to equilibrate in 37oC, 5% 

CO2 incubator 4 hours prior to culture. EmbryoMax® KSOM (Millipore) media 

was used in 20µl droplets in a 35mm dish, overlaid with Embryo Tested Mineral 

Oil (Sigma). Superovulated female mice were sacrificed after 2.5 days of 

superovulation induction and mating, and oviducts were collected into M2 

handling media (Millipore). Oviducts were flushed using M2 media, a blunt 30G 

needle and a 1ml syringe. Morulae were collected and cultured in pre-equilibrated 

KSOM. Blastocysts were collected from culture a day later under a dissecting 

microscope. These were considered E3.5 blastocysts. These procedures were 

performed by Ms Sandra Piltz from the School of Molecular and Biomedical 

Science, Faculty of Sciences, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia. 

 

2.12 Lipofectamine-mediated transfection  
 

All transfections of plasmid DNA vectors were carried out using the 

Lipofectamine™ 2000 Transfection Reagent (Invitrogen) strictly according to 

manufacturer’s protocols. All transfections in Chapter 5 were performed on 3T3 

mouse embryo fibroblast cells grown in the 6-well culture vessel at a density of 8-

10 x104 cells/cm2.  

 

2.13 Microscopic analysis 
 

General microscopic examinations of living cells were carried out using Olympus 

CKX41 inverted and Olympus CX41 optical microscopes (Olympus). For bright-

field and fluorescent microscopic examination and imaging, Zeiss Axioplan 2 

fluorescent microscope with Z-stacking ability (Carl Zeiss) was used and operated 

according to manufacturer’s manuals. The micrographs were processed using 

Axio Vison 4.7 software (Carl Zeiss). 
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2.14 DNA Sequencing 
 

DNA sequencing has been performed on both PCR products and plasmid DNA 

using specific primers and T7/SP6 universal primers, respectively. Cycle 

sequencing of samples was carried out using 1/8 dilution of BigDye® terminator 

v3.1 (Applied Biosystems) and the relevant primers according to manufacturer’s 

recommended cycle conditions for 50 cycles. All sample purification steps after 

cycle sequencing were carried out using ExoSAP-IT kit (GE Healthcare) 

according to manufacturer’s protocol. Cleaned samples were submitted to DNA 

sequencing services using the ABI3730 genetic analyser platform at DNA 

Sequencing Unit, Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science, Adelaide, South 

Australia. 

 

2.15  Other services 
 

GeneWorks performed the construction of small RNAs library and provide the 

next-generation sequencing service. Small RNAs with size ranges from 16-30nt 

were isolated from 10!g total RNA using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The 

complementary small RNA library was constructed using the Small RNA Sample 

Prep Kit version 1.0 (Illumina) according to the manufacturer's protocol with the 

5’-GTTCAGAGTT CTACAGTCCG ACGATC-3’ and 5’- TCGTATGCCG 

TCTTCTGCTT GT-3’ adapters at the 5’ and 3’ ends, respectively. Sequencing 

was carried out using a Genome Analyzer II (Illumina). 

 

2.16 Statistical analysis 
 

For SAGE tags comparison – Fisher’s exact test or a Bayesian model was used 

[12]. Empirical Bayesian moderated t statistic and linear modeling analysis [13] 

was used to compared log2 normalised expression of genes in various groups in 

Chapter 3 and 4. T-tests were used to compare log2-normalised expression of 

gene or small RNAs between two groups in Chapter 5 whereas analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was used to compare these values in different groups or 

samples in Chapters 6. Multiple testing corrections were also carried out in all 

comparisons unless specified otherwise. 
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2.17 Bioinformatics analysis and public databases 
 

List of bioinformatics tools and publicly available databases used in Chapters 3-6 

are presented in Table 2.4.  

 

 
Table 2.4: List of bioinformatics tools and publicly available databases used. 

 
Bioinformatics resource Description Reference 
Allen Institute for Brain 
Science 

An interactive, genome-wide image 
database of gene expression. 

[14] 

Basic Local Alignment 
Search Tool (BLAST) 

For finding regions of local similarity 
between sequences. 

[15] 

Brain Gene Expression Map 
(BGEM) 

A database that contains gene expression 
patterns assembled from mouse nervous 
tissues. 

[16] 

DIANA microT v3.0 For microRNA downstream targets 
prediction. 

[17] 

Ensembl Genome Browser For visualisation, mining and customising 
data in relation to reference genomes. 

[18] 

Gene Expression Nervous 
System Atlas (GENSAT) 

A database for gene expression atlas of the 
developing and adult central nervous 
system in the mouse. 

[19] 

Gene Expression Omnibus 
(GEO) 

A repository for gene expression databases 
of various platforms. 

[20] 

GenePaint A digital atlas of gene expression patterns 
in the mouse. 

[21] 

In silico PCR Searches a sequence database with a pair of 
PCR primers, using an indexing strategy for 
fast performance. 

[22] 

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 
(IPA) 

Pathway analysis of differentially expressed 
molecules. 

[23] 

miRBase A microRNA repository. [24] 
Online Mendelian 
Inheritance in Man (OMIM) 

A database of human genes and genetic 
disorders. 

[25] 

Paired-End Ditags (PETs) 
from the FANTOM 
Consortium 

Paired-end ditags of polyA+ RNA 
information obtained from FANTOM 
Consortium. 

[26] 

Primer3 For designing primers/probes. [27] 
RNA22 For microRNA target detection & precursor 

prediction. 
[28] 

RNAfold web server For the prediction of secondary structures 
of single stranded RNA or DNA sequences. 

[29] 

Tagmapping program For mapping SAGE tags to genes using 
EST and genomic information. 

[30] 

The R Project for Statistical 
Computing 

A programming environment for statistical 
computing and graphics. 

[31] 

UCSC genome browser For visualisation, mining and customising 
data in relation to reference genomes. 

[22] 

UniversalProbe Library 
(UPL) Assay Design Centre 

For designing primers for UPL assays. [32] 
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2.18 Media and solutions 
 

Values in parentheses are final concentrations. 

 

LB broth (1000ml) 

Tryptone, Sigma    10g   (1% w/v) 

Yeast extract, Sigma    5g   (0.5% w/v) 

Sodium chloride    10g   (1% w/v) 

Ampicillin (100 mg/ml), Sigma  1ml   (100µg/ml) 

pH to 7.4 using NaOH. 

Filtered water     Top up to 1000ml 

 

LB Agar (1000ml)   

Agar      15g   (1.5% w/v) 

LB broth     Top up to 999ml 

Boil to dissolve agar. 

Ampicillin (100 mg/ml)   1ml   (100µg/ml) 

 

Proteinase K buffer (50ml) 
0.5M EDTA     5ml   (0.05M)  

1M Tris.HCl pH7.5    5ml   (0.1M) 

20mg/ml Proteinase K    3µl   (1.2ug/ul) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 50ml 

 

Acetylation buffer (50ml) 

7.53M triethanolamine, Sigma  664µl   (1.3% v/v) 

Concentrated HCl    89µl   (0.178% v/v) 

Acetic anhydride, Sigma   127µl   (0.25% v/v) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 50ml 
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SSCF solution (200ml) 

Low grade formamide , Roche  100ml   (50% v/v) 

20X SSC     50ml   (5X SSC) 

DEPC-water     50ml 

 

Pre-hybridisation buffer (50ml) 

Deoinised formamide, Sigma   25ml   (50% v/v) 

20X SSC     7.5ml   (3X SSC) 

50X Denhardt’s solution   1ml   (1X) 

0.02M phosphate buffer    5ml   (0.002M) 

Dextran sulphate, Sigma   5g   (10% w/v) 

Yeast total RNA, Roche   50mg   (1mg/ml) 

10mg/ml Herring sperm DNA, Promega 5ml   (1mg/ml) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 50ml 

 

50X Denhardt’s solution (100ml) 

BSA      1g   (1% w/v) 

Ficoll      1g   (1% w/v) 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone    1g   (1% w/v) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 100ml 

Filter sterilise with 0.2!m cartridge. 

 

Blocking buffer I (200ml) 
1M Tris.HCl pH7.5    20ml   (0.1M) 

5M NaCl     6ml   (0.15M) 

1000X levamisole stock   200µl   (1X) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 200ml 

 

1000X levamisole stock (1ml) 
Levamisole, Sigma    240mg   (240mg/ml) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 1ml 
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Blocking buffer II (1ml) 

2.5% w/v blocking powder (Roche)  

in maleate buffer   800µl   (2% w/v) 

Foetal calf serum    200µl   (20% v/v) 

 

Maleic acid buffer (1000ml) 

Maleic acid     11.607g  (100mM) 

NaCl      8.76g   (150mM) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 1000ml 

pH to 7.5 with NaOH. 

 

Blocking buffer III (10ml) 
1M Tris.HCl pH9.5    1ml   (0.1M) 

5M NaCl     200ul   (0.1M) 

1M MgCl2     500ul   (0.05M) 

Tween-20     100ul   (1% v/v) 

1000X levamisole stock   10ul   (1X) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 10ml 

 

Colour reaction buffer (1ml) 
Blocking buffer III    1ml 

NBT stock, Roche    3.75ul 

BCIP stock, Roche    3.76ul 

Mix well and spin down. NBT/BCIP are very toxic solutions. 

 

1X TE buffer pH8.0 (1000ml) 

1M Tris.HCl pH7.5    10ml   (0.01M) 

0.5M EDTA pH8.0    2ml   (0.001M) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 1000ml 

 

1M Tris.HCl pH7.5 (crystallised free base) (500ml) 

Tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane  60.57g   (1M) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 500ml 

pH to 7.5 using HCl.    

Sterilised by autoclaving. 
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0.5M EDTA pH8.0 (100ml) 
Diaminoethane tetraacetic acid   18.6g    (0.5M) 

DEPC-water     Top up to 100ml 

pH to 8.0 using NaOH. 

Sterilised by autoclaving. 

 

30% acrylamide (300ml) 
Acrylamide     87.6g   (29.2% w/v) 

N'N'-bis-methylene acrylamide  2.4g   (0.8% w/v) 

Filtered water     Top up to 300ml 

Pass through 0.8µm filter (use 60ml syringe). 

Cover with foil and store at 4oC. 

 

1.5M Tris.HCl pH8.8 (150ml) 

Tris base     27.23g   (1.5M) 

Filtered water     80ml 

Adjust to pH8.8 with 1M HCl. 

Filtered water     Top up to 150ml 

 

0.5M Tris.HCl pH6.8 (100ml) 
Tris base     6g   (0.5M) 

Filtered water     60ml 

Adjust to pH6.8 with 1M HCl. 

Filtered water     Top up to100ml 

 

10% SDS (400ml) 
Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)  40g   (10% w/v) 

Filtered water     Top up to 400ml 

Filter-sterilised with 0.2µm cartridge 

 

10% APS (6ml) 

Ammonium persulfate (APS)   0.6g   (10% w/v) 

Filtered water     Top up to 6ml 

Aliquots of 30!l and 50!l. Store at -20oC. 
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Lysis buffer for protein lysate preparation 

1M Tris/HCL pH7.5    10ml   (50mM) 

NP40      2ml   (1% v/v) 

5M NaCl     6ml   (150mM) 

200mM EGTA    2ml   (1mM) 

500mM NaF     40ml   (100mM) 

100mM Na Pyrophosphate   20ml   (10mM) 

100mM NaVO4*    2ml            (1/100 dilution) 

Proteinase inhibitor*    4ml            (1/50 dilution) 

Filtered water     114ml 

Na Azide     400µl            (1:500 dilution) 

* add fresh each time before use 

 

10x running buffer for SDS-PAGE (1000ml) 

Tris base     30.3g   (3% w/v) 

Glycine     144g   (14.4% w/v) 

SDS      10g   (1% w/v) 

Filtered water     800ml 

pH to 8.3 with 1M HCl/1M NaOH 

Filtered water     Top up to 1000ml 

 

1X transfer buffer (4000ml) 

Tris base     12.12g   (0.3% w/v) 

Glycine     57.6g   (1.44% w/v) 

Filtered water     3000ml 

Stir until dissolve.   

Methanol     800ml   (20% v/v) 

Filtered water      Top up to 4000 ml 

Store at 4oC. 
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PBS-T (1000ml) 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS)  1000ml 

Tween-20     1ml   (0.1% v/v) 

 

Blocking buffer for western blotting (1000ml) 
Non-fat dried milk powder   50g   (5% w/v) 

PBS-T      Top up to 1000ml 

 

5X sample buffer (SDS reducing) (8ml) 

Filtered water     4ml 

500 mM Tris.HCl pH6.8   1ml   (62.5mM) 

100% glycerol     0.8ml   (10% v/v) 

10% w/v SDS     1.6ml   (2% w/v) 

0.05% w/v bromophenol blue   0.2ml         (0.00125% w/v) 

2-!-mercaptoethanol    0.4ml   (5% v/v) 
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3.1 Summary 
 

The development of the cerebral cortex is meticulously regulated by many genes 

expressed spatiotemporally. Understanding of mechanisms that govern the 

molecular and cellular processes underlie cerebral corticogenesis will lead us to a 

better comprehension of the onset and progression of various neurological 

disorders. Therefore, this study aims to dissect the molecular properties of the 

mouse cerebral cortex during development by adopting the global transcriptome 

analysis approach.  

 

Both short and long 3’ Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) technologies 

were carried out to identify differentially expressed regulatory elements in 

cerebral cortices obtained from 4 selected developmental stages: E15.5, E17.5, 

P1.5 and 4-6 months old. Temporally co-regulated gene clusters, novel molecular 

networks and associated pathways, novel candidates in regionalized development 

and genomic clustering of SAGE tags were also reported in this study. The 

landmark finding of this study includes,  

 

a. the discovery and validation of 70 differentially expressed transcripts (DETs) 

involved in 6 interconnected molecular networks associated with known 

human neurological disorders.  

b. the identification and validation of genes with regionalized expression 

profiles in the embryonic cerebral cortex. 

c. the identification and validation of 2 embryonic stage specific genomic 

clusters at SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 4 (Sox4) and SRY (sex 

determining region Y)-box 11 (Sox11) gene loci featuring spatiotemporally 

expressed multiple overlapping sense and antisense transcripts with numerous 

novel transcription start sites and polyadenylation sites. 

d. The sense and antisense transcripts were differentially regulated between the 

different brain regions, adult mouse organs, proliferating and differentiating 

neural stem/progenitor cells (NSPCs) and P19 (embryonal carcinoma) cells. 

 

The study has successfully characterised the molecular landscape of the 

developing mouse cerebral cortex and has led to the discovery of Sox4 and Sox11 
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novel sense and antisense transcripts with peculiar gene organization structure, 

regulation and expression profile. It was based on this study that further 

characterisation of selected transcripts were performed and reported in the 

subsequent chapters within the thesis. For instance, adult specific genomic 

clusters at neurogranin (Nrgn) and calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase 

II inhibitor 1 (Camk2n1) gene loci are described in Chapter 4 whereas functional 

characterisation of Sox4 genomic cluster is reported in Chapter 5.  

 

3.2 Notes 
 

The authors’ declaration and 8 additional data files have been included as 

Appendix A according to the following order: 

 

1. Authors’ declaration. 

2. Additional data file 1: (Original file is accessible at 

http://genomebiology.com/content/supplementary/gb-2009-10-10-r104-

s1.doc).  

3. Additional data file 2: (Original file is accessible at 

http://genomebiology.com/content/supplementary/gb-2009-10-10-r104-

s2.xls). 

4. Additional data file 3: (Original file is accessible at 

http://genomebiology.com/content/supplementary/gb-2009-10-10-r104-

s3.xls).  

5. Additional data file 4: (Original file is accessible at 

http://genomebiology.com/content/supplementary/gb-2009-10-10-r104-

s4.xls).  

6. Additional data file 5: (Original file is accessible at 

http://genomebiology.com/content/supplementary/gb-2009-10-10-r104-

s5.xls).  

7. Additional data file 6: (Original file is accessible at 

http://genomebiology.com/content/supplementary/gb-2009-10-10-r104-

s6.xls).  
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8. Additional data file 7: (Original file is accessible at 

http://genomebiology.com/content/supplementary/gb-2009-10-10-r104-

s7.xls).  

9. Additional data file 8: (Original file is accessible at 

http://genomebiology.com/content/supplementary/gb-2009-10-10-r104-

s8.xls).  
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Abstract

Background: Development of the cerebral cortex requires highly specific spatio-temporal
regulation of gene expression. It is proposed that transcriptome profiling of the cerebral cortex at
various developmental time points or regions will reveal candidate genes and associated molecular
pathways involved in cerebral corticogenesis.

Results: Serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) libraries were constructed from C57BL/6
mouse cerebral cortices of age embryonic day (E) 15.5, E17.5, postnatal day (P) 1.5 and 4 to 6
months. Hierarchical clustering analysis of 561 differentially expressed transcripts showed
regionalized, stage-specific and co-regulated expression profiles. SAGE expression profiles of 70
differentially expressed transcripts were validated using quantitative RT-PCR assays. Ingenuity
pathway analyses of validated differentially expressed transcripts demonstrated that these
transcripts possess distinctive functional properties related to various stages of cerebral
corticogenesis and human neurological disorders. Genomic clustering analysis of the differentially
expressed transcripts identified two highly transcribed genomic loci, Sox4 and Sox11, during
embryonic cerebral corticogenesis. These loci feature unusual overlapping sense and antisense
transcripts with alternative polyadenylation sites and differential expression. The Sox4 and Sox11
antisense transcripts were highly expressed in the brain compared to other mouse organs and are
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differentially expressed in both the proliferating and differentiating neural stem/progenitor cells and
P19 (embryonal carcinoma) cells.

Conclusions: We report validated gene expression profiles that have implications for
understanding the associations between differentially expressed transcripts, novel targets and
related disorders pertaining to cerebral corticogenesis. The study reports, for the first time, spatio-
temporally regulated Sox4 and Sox11 antisense transcripts in the brain, neural stem/progenitor cells
and P19 cells, suggesting they have an important role in cerebral corticogenesis and neuronal/glial
cell differentiation.
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Results
Generation and analysis of SAGE tags
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Analysis of differentially expressed transcripts/tags
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Table 1

SAGE library information

SAGE library* Sex Age Tissue Generated 
sequences

Generated 
SAGE tag 
(library)

Unique tags Unique tags 
(after scaling 

to 100,000 
tags/library)

GEO 
accession 
number

E15_1† U E15.5 Rostral cerebral 
cortex

2,044 43,327 15,664 36,153 GSM375449

E15_2† U E15.5 Caudal cerebral 
cortex

2,925 39,314 19,929 50,692 GSM375450

E15_3†‡ U E15.5 Cerebral cortex 1,920 44,332 15,787 35,611 GSM375451

E17_1† U E17.5 Cerebral cortex 384 13,573 7,214 53,150 GSM375638

E17_2† U E17.5 Cerebral cortex 1,053 47,733 19,508 40,869 GSM375639

P1_1†‡ U P1.5 Cerebral cortex 4,194 42,869 20,465 47,738 GSM375640

Ad_1 M 4 months Left cerebral 
cortex

2,016 50,760 19,032 37,494 GSM375458

Ad_2 M 4 months Left cerebral 
cortex

1,536 52,476 19,157 36,506 GSM375459

Ad_3 F 5-6 months Left cerebral 
cortex

2,688 30,914 15,998 51,750 GSM375460

Ad_4 F 5 months Left cerebral 
cortex

1,728 43,592 17,262 39,599 GSM375461

Ad_5 F 5-6 months Right cerebral 
cortex

2,684 53,292 21,693 40,706 GSM375462

Ad_6 F 6 months Right cerebral 
cortex

3,264 69,084 31,762 45,976 GSM375463

*Each library was constructed by using an independent mouse cerebral cortex. †Short tags were generated from these libraries. ‡These libraries 
were obtained from [27]. F: female; M: male; U: undetermined sex.
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Hierarchical clustering of DETs
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'$2*&I8&J&)07&>K&3/0*"*'&/5&)79!'&*4$3"5"3&+,-*8&*(/?"01&G$2%
*"6"!)2&'$64/2)!&$F42$**"/0&42/5"!$*8&.9'&?"'(&7"55$2$0'&6)1:
0"'97$*&B5/2&$F)64!$8&("1($*'&$F42$**"/0&"0&3!9*'$2&>KD;&E!9*:
'$2*&@&)07&L&)2$&'$26$7&M1$0$:*?"'3("01M&3!9*'$2*&)*&'($%&*(/?
"0'$2$*'"01&$F42$**"/0:*?"'3("01&42/5"!$*;&E!9*'$2&@&*(/?*&)0
$F42$**"/0&*?"'3(&.$'?$$0&N>;<&)07&)79!'&*')1$*&?("!*'&3!9*:
'$2& L& *(/?*& )0& $F42$**"/0& *?"'3(& .$'?$$0& $6.2%/0"3& )07
)79!'&*')1$*;&E!9*'$2*&O&)07&P&3/0*"*'&/5&+,-*&*(/?"01&2$1"/0:
B3)97)!& 2$1"/0& /5& ,><;<& 3$2$.2)!& 3/2'$FD& )07& *')1$:*4$3"5"3
BN>;<&/0!%D&$F42$**"/0;&E!9*'$2*&>>&)07&>@&?$2$&$F3!97$7&52/6
*9.*$Q9$0'&)0)!%*$*&.$3)9*$&'($%&3/0')"0$7&G$2%&5$?&)00/:
')'$7&')1*;&+,-*&?"'("0&'($&*)6$&3!9*'$2&6)%&.$&3/:2$19!)'$7
)07R/2& "0G/!G$7&"0&*"6"!)2&."/!/1"3)!& 5903'"/0*&792"01&3$2$:
.2)!&3/2'"3/1$0$*"*;

S$&4$25/26$7&)&*%*'$6)'"3&1$0$&/0'/!/1%&5903'"/0)!&3!9*'$2:
"01&9*"01&'($&*')07)27"A$7&T$0$&H0'/!/1%&'$26&)0)!%*"*&'//!
+UVW+& B+)').)*$& 5/2& U00/')'"/08& V"*9)!"A)'"/0& )07& W0'$:
12)'$7& +"*3/G$2%D& XOKY& BU77"'"/0)!& 7)')& 5"!$& OD;& C903'"/0)!
)0)!%*"*&/5&'($*$&1$0$&3!9*'$2*&2$G$)!*&'()'&'($%&()G$&7"*'"03:
'"G$&2/!$*&792"01&3$2$.2)!&3/2'"3/1$0$*"*;&,6.2%/0"3:*4$3"5"3

1$0$&3!9*'$2*&B>8&<&)07&=D&)2$&7/6"0)'$7&.%&1$0$*&)**/3")'$7
?"'(&3$!!9!)2&42/'$"0&)07&6)32/6/!$39!$&6$')./!"3&42/3$**$*
/2& ."/*%0'($*"*8& )07& 0$2G/9*& *%*'$6& )07& 0$92/0& 7$G$!/4:
6$0';&-($*$&2$*9!'*&6)'3(&?"'(&'($&$F4$3'$7&5903'"/0)!&/0'/!:
/1"$*&792"01&$6.2%/0"3&3$2$.2)!&3/2'$F&7$G$!/46$0'&"0&?("3(
0$92/0)!&6"12)'"/08&7"55$2$0'")'"/0&)07&)F/0/1$0$*"*&$G$0'*
)2$&)'&'($"2&4$)#;&W0&3/0'2)*'8&)79!':*4$3"5"3&1$0$&3!9*'$2*&BI8
J&)07&>KD&3/0*"*'&/5&1$0$*&2$!)'$7&'/&."/!/1"3)!&42/3$**$*&"0
'($&6)'92$&3$2$.2)!&3/2'$F8&*93(&)*&"/0&(/6$/*')*"*8&*%0)4'"3
'2)0*6"**"/0& )07& 2$19!)'"/0& /5& 0$92/'2)0*6"''$2& !$G$!;& W0
)77"'"/08&'($*$&1$0$&3!9*'$2*&)2$&)!*/&$02"3($7&5/2&2"./093!$:
/'"7$R093!$/'"7$& ."07"01& )3'"G"'%& )07& 3/64/0$0'*& /5& 3%'/:
4!)*6"3& 6$6.2)0$:./907& G$*"3!$*;& -($*$& 5903'"/0)!
/0'/!/1"$*&)2$&"0&)33/27)03$&?"'(&)79!'&3$2$.2)!&3/2'$F&5903:
'"/08&?("3(&5$)'92$*&*%0)4'/1$0$*"*&)07&0$2G$&"649!*$&'2)0*:
6"**"/0& )'& *%0)4*$*;& T$0$:*?"'3("01& 3!9*'$2*& @& )07& L& )2$
$02"3($7& ?"'(& 1$0$& /0'/!/1"$*& '()'& )2$& *"6"!)2& '/& ./'(& '($
$6.2%/0"3:& )07& )79!':*4$3"5"3& 1$0$& 3!9*'$2*;& W0& )77"'"/08
'($*$& 1$0$& 3!9*'$2*& )2$& )!*/& $02"3($7& 5/2& 6"32/'9.9!$
3%'/*#$!$'/0&/21)0"A)'"/0&)07&."/1$0$*"*8&093!$/'"7$&."/*%0:
'($*"*&)07&2$19!)'"/0&/5&6Z[U&'2)0*!)'"/0&42/3$**$*;

Quantitative RT-PCR validation of DETs and gene 
clusters
-/&)*3$2')"0&'($&2/.9*'0$**&/5&'($&\UT,&7)')*$'*8&?$&*$!$3'$7
>O=& 3)07"7)'$& +,-*& )07& '?/& )77"'"/0)!& 1$0$*& /5& "0'$2$*'*
BU-N)*$8&E9]]&'2)0*4/2'"018&)!4()&4/!%4$4'"7$8&!"#$%8&)07
39!!"0:)**/3")'$7&)07&0$77%!)'"/0:7"**/3")'$7&@8&&%'()D& 5/2
G)!"7)'"/0&)5'$2& 3/0*"7$2"01&./'(& *')1$:'/:*')1$& )07&("$2)2:
3("3)!&.)*$7&)0)!%*$*&B-).!$&\@&"0&U77"'"/0)!&7)')&5"!$&>D;&-($
*$!$3'$7&+,-*&)2$&'2)0*32"4'"/0&2$19!)'/2*8&3(2/6)'"0&6/7":
5"$2*&/2&4/*':'2)0*!)'"/0)!&2$19!)'/2*8&*93(&)*&9."Q9"'"0)'"/0
4)'(?)%&2$!)'$7&6/!$39!$*;&\$G$0'$$0&+,-*&)2$&,\-*8&?("3(
()G$&.$$0&"7$0'"5"$7&"0&.2)"0:2$!)'$7&6/9*$&3+[U&!".2)2"$*&/2
'2)0*32"4'/6$*;& W07$4$07$0'& Q9)0'"')'"G$& Z-:NEZ& BZ-:
QNEZD&G)!"7)'"/0&?)*&3)22"$7&/9'&9*"01&'(2$$&."/!/1"3)!&2$4!":

Table 2

Summary of tag classification into various categories and comparisons

DETs in various comparisons*

Category Number of 
DETs†

E15.5 R 
versus C

Adult L 
versus Ri

E15.5 versus 
E17.5

E15.5 versus 
P1.5

P1.5 versus 
Ad

E versus Ad Total

Gene 386 (68.8) 25 (56.8) 10 (58.8) 24 (63.2) 16 (44.4) 114 (59.4) 253 (77.1) 442

EST 33 (5.9) 2 (4.5) 2 (11.8) 1 (2.6) 1 (2.8) 9 (4.7) 24 (7.3) 39

Multiple 
matches

55 (9.8) 9 (20.5) 3 (17.6) 5 (13.2) 4 (11.1) 21(10.9) 23 (7.0) 65

Ambiguous 44 (7.8) 4 (9.1) 2 (11.8) 6 (15.8) 4 (11.1) 14 (7.3) 20 (6.1) 50

No match 43 (7.7) 4 (9.1) 0 (0) 2 (5.3) 11 (30.6) 34 (17.7) 8 (2.4) 59

Total 561 44 17 38 36 192 328 655

Tag classification into various categories and comparisons was based on the mouse genome assembly released in July 2007. Values in parentheses 
represent the 'percentage' across a column. *Total number of tags for various comparisons is 655 (rather than 561) due to the same tag being 
statistically significant in more than one comparison. †Differentially expressed tags. Ad: adult stage; C: caudal region; E: embryonic day/stage; L: adult 
left hemisphere; P: postnatal days; R: rostral region; Ri: adult right hemisphere.
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!"#$%&'(&)*+'',$-&!$.$/.",&!'.#$0&#'#",&123&('.&$"!4&-$5$,'+6
7$*#",&%#"8$9&:$&5",;-"#$-&<=&>?@%&A;*!,)-;*8&B=&?C@%D&(.'7
C3E?& +.'(;,$%& '(& !'7+".;%'*%& /$#F$$*& #F'& -$5$,'+7$*#",
%#"8$%&A3--;#;'*",&-"#"&(;,$&GD&"(#$.&!'*%;-$.;*8&5".;')%&%#.;*6
8$*#&!.;#$.;"&"*-&!)#'((%9&@4$&1@6HIJ1&.$%),#%&('.&",,&#4$&<=
5",;-"#$-&>?@%K&!"#$%&"*-&'%()*&".$&+.$%$*#$-&;*&@"/,$%&GK
LK&M&"*-&N&A3--;#;'*",&-"#"&(;,$&LD9&@'&5",;-"#$&#4$&$0+.$%%;'*
+.'(;,$%&'(&8$*$&!,)%#$.%&(.'7&#4$&4;$.".!4;!",&!,)%#$.;*8&"*",6
O%;%K&F$&+$.('.7$-&"--;#;'*",&1@6HIJ1&"*",O%$%&'*&NM&5",;6
-"#$-& >?@%& A/"%$-& '*& #4$& "*",O%;%& '(& #F'& -$5$,'+7$*#",
%#"8$%DK&!"#$%&"*-&'%()*&/O&;*!,)-;*8&'#4$.&-$5$,'+7$*#",
%#"8$%&A3--;#;'*",&-"#"&(;,$&MD9&@4$&"*",O%;%&5",;-"#$-&NP&')#
'(&NM&>?@%&AQ;8).$&PD9&R(&#4$%$K&PP&".$&(.'7&$7/.O'*;!&8$*$
!,)%#$.%K& PN& (.'7& "-),#& 8$*$& !,)%#$.%K& "*-& BL& (.'7& 8$*$6
%F;#!4;*8&!,)%#$.%9&:$&"%%;8*$-&!"#$%&"*-&'%()*&#'&!,)%#$.%
P&"*-&MK&.$%+$!#;5$,OK&/"%$-&'*&#4$;.&1@6HIJ1&$0+.$%%;'*&+.'6
(;,$%&"!.'%%&",,& #4$&-$5$,'+7$*#",& %#"8$%9&C$$&@"/,$%&GK&LK&M
"*-&N&('.&!'7+,$#$&,;%#&'(&>?@%&"*-&#4$;.&(),,&8$*$&*"7$%9

3!!'.-;*8& #'& #4$& !'7+".;%'*& /$#F$$*& #F'& -$5$,'+7$*#",
%#"8$%K&#4$&7'%#&"/)*-"*#,O&$0+.$%%$-&"*-&5",;-"#$-&>?@%&;*
#4$&?&5$.%)%&3-&"*",O%;%&".$&'%+,*%K&-./0&"*-&12#0&A@"/,$&GD9
S*&#4$&"-),#&!$.$/.",&!'.#$0K&#4$&$0+.$%%;'*&'(&#4$%$&>?@%&;%
7'.$& #4"*& B==6(',-& 8.$"#$.& #4"*& #4"#& "#& ?BM9M9& R#4$.& 5",;6
-"#$-&"-),#6%+$!;(;!&>?@%&F;#4&$0+.$%%;'*&,$5$,%&'(&"++.'0;6
7"#$,O&#$*(',-&'.&8.$"#$.&#4"*&#4'%$&;*&#4$&$7/.O'*;!&/.";*
".$&'%+,*(0K&'/3%4K&5/.(K&TUB<N=VWK&J>V=PMGMK&6(74&"*-
5#"8/9& J'*5$.%$,OK& 69800K& "*& $7/.O'*;!& %+$!;(;!& >?@K& ;%
$0+.$%%$-& ;*& #4$& ?BM9M& "*-& ?B<9M& !$.$/.",& !'.#;!$%&F;#4& "*
$0+.$%%;'*&,$5$,&'(&"#&,$"%#&B==6(',-&8.$"#$.&#4"*&#4"#&;*&#4$
"-),#9& R#4$.& 5",;-"#$-& $7/.O'*;!& %+$!;(;!& >?@%& ".$& :78K
;<#=$K&->?*K&6</#0&"*-&'),@K&F4;!4&4"5$& $0+.$%%;'*& ,$5$,%
"++.'0;7"#$,O&#$*(',-&'.&8.$"#$.&#4"*&#4'%$&;*&#4$&"-),#9

S*& #4$& IB9M& 5$.%)%& 3-& "*",O%;%K&:78& ;%& $0+.$%%$-& "#& "& ,$5$,
"++.'0;7"#$,O&V=6(',-&8.$"#$.&;*&IB9M&!'7+".$-&#'&#4$&"-),#
!$.$/.",&!'.#$0&A@"/,$&LD9&R#4$.&IB9M&$*.;!4$-&"*-&5",;-"#$-

Hierarchical clustering of 561 differentially expressed transcripts/tagsFigure 1
Hierarchical clustering of 561 differentially expressed transcripts/tags. Log2 of normalized counts of DETs from cerebral cortices of various 
developmental stages were clustered. Dark green clusters denote high levels of expression whereas light green to white clusters denote low levels of 
expression. The x-axis represents the SAGE libraries whereas the y-axis represents the SAGE tags. The panel on the right shows the 12 different clusters.
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High-throughput RT-qPCR validation of gene clustersFigure 2
High-throughput RT-qPCR validation of gene clusters. All validations were based on DETs for canonical mRNA. Failed validation of DETs 
according to hierarchical clustering expression profiles is indicated by arrows. N = 3 and data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean.
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Table 3

RT-qPCR validation of SAGE profile for E versus adult comparison

Fold change

SAGE tag RefSeq 
accession

Gene ID Ad/E15.5 
(SAGE)

Ad/E17.5 
(SAGE)

Ad/E15.5 
(RT-qPCR)

Ad/E17.5 
(RT-qPCR)

gcttccccacccccctt NM_177407 calcium/calmodulin-
dependent protein 
kinase II alpha, Camk2a

As As 111.59 54.74

ggatatgtggtgtgtac NM_007913 early growth response 
1, Egr1

As As 108.47 38.93

aaattattgggaaatcc NM_011123 proteolipid protein 
(myelin) 1, Plp1

28.77 As 103.15 89.13

gtatttgcaaaaaaaaa NM_025451 calcium/calmodulin-
dependent protein 
kinase II inhibitor 1, 
Camk2n1

69.59 59.76 40.08 21.46

gcttcatctccagggag NM_009964 crystallin, alpha B, 
Cryab

As 11.59 30.47 20.58

ttaccatactgggttgg NM_022029 neurogranin, Nrgn 24.67 8.47 43.67 17.00

cctcatttcccctgttc BQ176089 EST from adult C57BL/
6 subfornical organ and 
postrema tissues

As As 23.01 8.91

acccggctagtagtgaa NM_011129 septin 4, Sept4 18.97 16.29 22.38 12.96

ctcattataatcaagaa CD802535 EST from 27-32 days 
C57BL/6 hippocampus 
tissue

As 9.05 22.03 13.25

aataaagccaatctgac NM_033610 synuclein, beta, Sncb 20.89 7.66 18.20 15.83

gcttttgttaccatctc NM_030689 neuronal pentraxin 
receptor, Nptxr

17.88 12.24 15.02 10.93

tccctcccttagtatcc NM_144828 protein phosphatase 1, 
regulatory (inhibitor) 
subunit 1B, Ppp1r1b

As As 10.47 6.88

gccccttcttcattggc NM_010358 glutathione S-
transferase, mu 1, 
Gstm1

As As 9.87 5.58

tgactagcgtgacctgt NM_007694 chromogranin B, Chgb 6.13 6.30 9.43 7.22

atttcttttctggatgg NM_010585 inositol 1,4,5-
triphosphate receptor 
1, Itpr1

14.34 6.16 9.29 6.12

actttgagattgtacct NM_009062 regulator of G-protein 
signaling 4, Rgs4

12.23 21.01 8.84 5.32

aataattagccttaggt AK139402 Mus musculus 10 days 
neonate cortex cDNA

As As 8.28 7.55

ctagacagaggcattat NM_019634 tetraspanin 7, Tspan7 13.08 5.61 7.99 5.38

tgtatacacacacgggt NM_007547 signal-regulatory 
protein alpha, Sirpa

As As 7.18 4.63

tgacaagacactgtggc AU258168 EST from mouse brain As As 6.49 4.58

cttacctcaggtttcct NM_008913 protein phosphatase 3, 
catalytic subunit, alpha 
isoform, Ppp3ca

As 5.43 5.48 3.45

atagctttctacacact NM_007471 amyloid beta (A4) 
precursor protein, App

3.98 2.74 4.56 3.49

tttcagcagtgttggct NM_013556 hypoxanthine guanine 
phosphoribosyl 
transferase 1, Hprt1

6.90 8.87 3.45 2.85

aggtatgtacaaagttt NM_016886 glutamate receptor, 
ionotropic, AMPA3 
(alpha 3), Gria3

4.97 8.51 3.40 1.81*

tccaacttgtaactata NM_009790 calmodulin 1, Calm1 4.23 3.17 3.24 2.27
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cctcagcctggggtaga NM_009983 cathepsin D, Ctsd 3.46 2.04 3.22 3.84

gcttcgtccacacagcg NM_010777 myelin basic protein, 
Mbp

202.46 173.85 3.19 2.05

tattaaatgtgcttttt NM_080555 phosphatidic acid 
phosphatase type 2B, 
Ppap2b

5.71 2.44 3.02 2.76

cttatcctcacctcagc NC_005089 NADH dehydrogenase 
6, mitochondrial, mt-
ND6

As As 2.65 2.13

caaacctccaaaaacca AK140219 Mus musculus adult 
male corpora 
quadrigemina cDNA

29.22 18.62 2.63 2.03

agtggctaattaggtgt NM_009900 chloride channel 2, 
Clcn2

14.55 4.16 2.23 2.18

accaatgaacaaaaaaa AK154943 Mus musculus NOD-
derived CD11c +ve 
dendritic cells cDNA

109.40 51.13 1.76* 1.35 (NS)

ccagtacctgaaaaaaa NM_008453 Kruppel-like factor 3 
(basic), Klf3

As -52.97 -1.47†‡ -1.27 (NS)

aagaaaacatttaaata NM_012010 eukaryotic translation 
initiation factor 2, 
subunit 3, structural 
gene X-linked, Eif2s3x

-7.70 -10.38 -1.72* -1.74*

caccctgtgggagctca NM_172656 amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis 2 (juvenile) 
chromosome region, 
candidate 2 (human), 
Als2cr2

-11.03 -12.88 -1.75* -2.48

cctccatcctttatact NM_009536 tyrosine 3-
monooxygenase/
tryptophan 5-
monooxygenase 
activation protein, 
epsilon polypeptide, 
Ywhae

-3.19 -2.52 -1.82* -2.66

tgtgcttccctgtctta NM_008683 neural precursor cell 
expressed, 
developmentally down-
regulated gene 8, 
Nedd8

-4.73 -8.41 -1.83 -1.86

ctcctgaaggcatagtt NM_009454 ubiquitin-conjugating 
enzyme E2E 3, UBC4/5 
homolog (yeast), 
Ube2e3

-4.14 -5.52 -2.51 -3.22

gtgaaactaaaaaaaaa NM_009094 ribosomal protein S4, 
X-linked, Rps4x

-10.46 -19.19 -2.76 -3.35

aatgtttctgctttaca NM_011045 proliferating cell 
nuclear antigen, Pcna

-14.21 -8.30 -3.09 -2.62

cgtggatccctctgtca NM_009876 cyclin-dependent 
kinase inhibitor 1C 
(P57), Cdkn1c

-13.68 -7.16 -3.39* -3.30*

cctttgtgacagtggcc NM_025635 ZW10 interactor, 
Zwint

7.29 8.84 -3.47‡ -4.80‡

gaagccagtgggccatc NM_001033273 RIKEN cDNA 
5031439G07 gene, 
5031439G07Rik

-9.10 -10.00 -4.13 -3.65

gctgtgggtcgctgtgg NM_010561 interleukin enhancer 
binding factor 3, Ilf3

As As -4.15‡ -2.97‡

acccctgaccccttgtt NM_016707 B-cell CLL/lymphoma 
11A (zinc finger 
protein), Bcl11a

-7.88 -5.52 -4.42 -4.78

Table 3 (Continued)

RT-qPCR validation of SAGE profile for E versus adult comparison
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cggtgtcccccacctcc NM_012015 H2A histone family, 
member Y, H2afy

-21.48 -27.88 -4.62 -3.70

cagttgcaataaaaata NM_010894 neurogenic 
differentiation 1, 
Neurod1

-7.54 -4.96 -5.62 -5.10

aagtttgcaagtctcca NM_008538 myristoylated alanine 
rich protein kinase C 
substrate, Marcks

-24.87 -11.76 -5.72 -5.56

ttgctggcttttataaa NM_053104 RNA binding motif 
protein 9, Rbm9

-6.10 -7.82 -6.50 -5.97

ggttttgtttgtttgac NM_019653 WD repeat and SOCS 
box-containing 1, 
Wsb1

-7.88 -11.96 -6.54 -7.00

tatattgattgtggcaa NM_007569 B-cell translocation 
gene 1, anti-
proliferative, Btg1

-15.28 -16.48 -6.93 -5.58

taagaaacct NM_019413 roundabout homolog 1 
(Drosophila), Robo1

-28.64 -16.73 -8.23 -11.35

gctttgactgttctctt AA122503 EST from M2 cells of 
skin melanoma

-17.17 -18.68 -9.88 -10.15

tggagcgttggctgtat NM_009870 cyclin-dependent 
kinase 4, Cdk4

-114.55 -80.88 -14.77 -10.00

ctttccctgccaatgta NM_013834 secreted frizzled-
related protein 1, Sfrp1

Es Es -16.48 -16.37

tgcagctttctgttcaa NM_007971 enhancer of zeste 
homolog 2 
(Drosophila), Ezh2

-10.63 -5.52 -21.36 -17.59

cacgacaccccccaccc NM_009559 zinc finger protein 57, 
Zfp57

-30.72 -42.33 -29.13 -44.46

tgtgtgaggtgttgtga NM_010025 doublecortin, Dcx -44.41 -58.81 -73.76 -91.10

cagagtgtagtgtgttg NM_009234 SRY-box containing 
gene 11, Sox11

Es Es -140.05 -120.35

All RT-qPCR data are statistically significant at P < 0.001 unless specified: * P < 0.01; †P < 0.05. ‡A disagreement between RT-qPCR and SAGE data. 
As, adult-specific expression; Es, embryonic-specific expression; NS, no statistically significant difference between two developmental stages. Fold 
change values of <1.0 are presented in a negative fold change format.

Table 3 (Continued)

RT-qPCR validation of SAGE profile for E versus adult comparison
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Table 4

RT-qPCR validation of SAGE profile for P1.5 versus adult stages

Fold change

SAGE tag RefSeq accession Gene ID Adult/P1.5 (SAGE) Adult/P1.5 (RT-qPCR)

aaattattgggaaatcc NM_011123 proteolipid protein (myelin) 1, Plp1 38.9 43.33

tttcagcagtgttggct NM_013556 hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl 
transferase 1, Hprt1

6.99 2.26

actcggagccaccagac NM_009790 calmodulin 1, Calm1 4.57 1.83

gcttcgtccacacagcg NM_010777 myelin basic protein, Mbp As 1.79

tccccgtcat NM_026106 down-regulator of transcription 1, Dr1 Ps -1.46

gggaaactaagggagag NM_172503 zinc finger, SWIM domain containing 4, Zswim4 -42.42 -1.96*

gaacgcaagttcagccc NM_031404 actin-like 6B, Actl6b -5.51 -2.26

gtgaaactaaaaaaaaa NM_009094 ribosomal protein S4, X-linked, Rps4x -4.72 -2.27

Nil NM_009726 ATPase, Cu++ transporting, alpha polypeptide, 
Atp7a

Nil -2.91

agaagtgtttggagttt NM_008253 high mobility group box 3, Hmgb3 -20.99 -3.53

cctttgtgacagtggcc NM_025635 ZW10 interactor, Zwint 4.65 -4.04†

acagtctatgttggagg BQ177886/NM_010487 C57BL/6 whole brain E15.5 (or known as 
embryonic lethal, abnormal vision, Drosophila-
like 3 (Hu antigen C), Elavl3)

-41.99 -4.06

gatacttggaatgacta NM_007393 actin, beta, cytoplasmic, Actb -18.49 -4.35

ctggcttctt NM_008538 myristoylated alanine rich protein kinase C 
substrate, Marcks

Ps -4.76

Nil NM_025958 cullin-associated and neddylation-dissociated 2 
(putative), Cand2

Nil -5.62

gctttgactgttctctt NM_009870 cyclin-dependent kinase 4, Cdk4 -56.55 -5.77

ctcagtaatg AA122503 EST from M2 cells of skin melanoma -12.28 -11.12

tggagcgttggctgtat NM_009238 SRY-box containing gene 4, Sox4 -31.51 -11.74

cacgacaccccccaccc NM_007792 cysteine and glycine-rich protein 2, Csrp2 Ps -26.10

tgtgtgaggtgttgtga NM_009559 zinc finger protein 57, Zfp57 -16.33 -32.74

gggacctcgtggaagcc NM_010025 doublecortin, Dcx -24.56 -82.11

All RT-qPCR data are statistically significant at P < 0.001 unless specified: * P < 0.01. †A disagreement between RT-qPCR and SAGE data. As: adult-
specific expression; Nil: SAGE data not available; Ps: P1.5-specific expression. Fold change values of <1.0 are presented in a negative fold change 
format.

Table 5

RT-qPCR validation of SAGE profile for E15.5 versus P1.5 stages

Fold change

SAGE tag RefSeq accession Gene ID P1.5/E15.5 (SAGE) P1.5/E15.5 (RT-qPCR)

Atttctttggtgatttt NM_010838 microtubule-associated protein tau, Mapt 5.51 1.53*

Gcactgttaacaagtgt NM_009234 SRY-box containing gene 11, Sox11 -2.17 -3.32

All RT-qPCR data are statistically significant at P < 0.001 unless specified: * P < 0.05. Fold change values of <1.0 are presented in a negative fold 
change format.
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Table 6

RT-qPCR validation of SAGE profile for rostral E15.5 and caudal E15.5 regions

Fold change

SAGE tag RefSeq accession Gene ID Caudal/rostral (SAGE) Caudal/rostral (RT-qPCR)

gttgttcttccagtcgg NM_016916 bladder cancer associated protein homolog 
(human), Blcap

2.68 1.43

gtcatagctgttctgtg BC025816 EST sequence BC025816 Cs 1.31 (NS)

aagcttgacatttggaa NM_026187 ankyrin repeat and zinc finger domain 
containing 1, Ankzf1

Rs 1.17† (NS)

gatacttggaatgacta NM_007393 actin, beta, cytoplasmic, Actb -2.63 -1.32

ttggtgaaggaaaaaac NM_021278 thymosin, beta 4, X chromosome, Tmsb4x -2.33 -2.13 (NS)

All RT-qPCR data are statistically significant at P < 0.05 unless specified. †A disagreement between RT-qPCR and SAGE data. Cs: caudal region-
specific expression; NS: no statistically significant difference between two developmental stages; Rs: rostral region-specific expression. Fold change 
values of <1.0 are presented in a negative fold change format.
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Novel molecular networks involved in cerebral corticogenesisFigure 3
Novel molecular networks involved in cerebral corticogenesis. The figure shows novel molecular networks, related biological functions/diseases, 
canonical pathways and known human neurological disorders based on Ingenuity Pathway Analysis and OMIM database. Detailed molecular interactions for 
all networks (indicated by asterisks) are illustrated in Figures S4, S5, S6, S7, S8 and S9 in Additional data file 1. Gene names next to arrow lines refer to 
common genes shared by two networks. Bold gene name refers to a focus gene. AN: associated nodes; FG: focused genes.
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RT-qPCR analysis of all R versus C DETs based on quadrant versus quadrant analysisFigure 4
RT-qPCR analysis of all R versus C DETs based on quadrant versus quadrant analysis. RL, RM, CL and CM denote rostro-lateral, rostro-
medial, caudo-lateral and caudo-medial regions of the cerebral cortex, respectively. OB denotes olfactory bulb. N = 3 per quadrant and data are presented 
as mean ± standard error of the mean. Fold change values (normalized to RL) are presented above the comparative bar and any values <1 are presented in 
the negative fold change format. Only the most significant fold change value is presented for each target gene. * P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001.
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In situ RNA hybridization of selected R versus C regions of E15.5 DETsFigure 5
In situ RNA hybridization of selected R versus C regions of E15.5 DETs. ISH was performed on (a-m) E15.5 and (n-t) E11.5 to P150 brains. (g-
m) Coronal sections that are generated from the rostral to caudal axis; (a-f, s-t) sagittal sections. Micrographs of higher magnification are presented 
directly after any micrographs with an inset box (d-e, m, t). All micrographs are in dark-field except for (e, m), which are bright-field micrographs. C: 
caudal; CB: cerebellum; CP: cortical plate; DG: dentate gyrus; HPf: hippocampal formation; IZ: intermediate zone; OB: olfactory bulb; R: rostral; VZ: 
ventricular zone. Arrows show the region with expression or silver grains.
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Strand-specific RT-PCRFigure 6
Strand-specific RT-PCR. Lanes 1 to 6 represent the amplification of the 
Sox4 and Sox11 transcripts using more than one probe. Lane 7 shows the 
amplification of the Hmbs housekeeping gene whereas lane 8 represents 
the amplification of water as non-template control (NTC) using the primer 
set for Hmbs. The first panel consists of amplicons generated from the 
reverse-transcribed sense strand cDNA whereas the second panel 
consists of amplicons generated from the reverse-transcribed antisense 
strand cDNA. The third panel represents amplicons generated from oligo-
d [T]15 primed reverse-transcribed cDNA, which serves as a positive 
control. The last panel represents amplicons generated from primer-free 
reverse-transcription reactions. The numbers on the left indicate the size 
of the generated bands.
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Figure 7 (see legend on next page)
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Genomic cluster at the Sox4 locusFigure 7 (see previous page)
Genomic cluster at the Sox4 locus. (a) The UCSC genome browser of the over-represented Sox4 genomic locus. SAGE tags were found in both 
directions within the Sox4 reference gene. (b) The SAGE expression profiles for each tag in the Sox4 locus. (c) The RT-qPCR validations of selected DETs 
at various loci within the Sox4 canonical gene. (d) The 3' RACE-Southern blotting analysis. The left panel of the figure shows the sizes of the bands and 
their corresponding tags. (d1-d3) Amplification of Sox4 sense transcripts (ASP); (d4) amplification of Sox4 antisense transcripts (SP). Tags with asterisks are 
DETs. Both (d5) and (d7) are positive controls exclusively generated from the sense strand of Psmb2 and Hmbs housekeeping genes (ASP), respectively. 
The corresponding (d6) and (d8) are the antisense expression (negative control) of Psmb2 and Hmbs (SP), respectively. (e) Northern analysis of total RNA 
isolated from pooled mouse cerebral cortices (N = 7). (f) The regionalized expression of Sox4 sense transcripts determined by ISH. The table consists of 
SAGE information for related Sox4 sense tags at rostral and caudal regions of the E15.5 cerebral cortex. (f1) and (f2) are sagittal sections obtained from 
E15.5 and E17.5 mouse brains, respectively. The figures show the expression of the Sox4 sense transcript variants. Arrows show brain regions with greater 
Sox4 sense expression. C: caudal region of the cerebral cortex; R: rostral region of the cerebral cortex.
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Screening of Sox4 and Sox11 antisense transcripts in 
the adult mouse brain, organs, P19 cell line and 
neurospheres
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ISH analysis of Sox4 transcripts in E11.5 to P150 mouse brainsFigure 8
ISH analysis of Sox4 transcripts in E11.5 to P150 mouse brains. (a-f) Expression of the sense transcript for Sox4. (g-l) The expression of the 
antisense transcript for Sox4. (m-r) Hba-a1 antisense expression (negative control). All micrographs were taken from coronal sections. CP: cortical plate; 
IZ: intermediate zone; MZ: marginal zone; PP: primordial plexiform layer; SVZ: subventricular zone; VZ: ventricular zone.
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Sox4 antisense expression in other brain regionsFigure 9
Sox4 antisense expression in other brain regions. (a-i) Sox4 antisense expression is also observed in other regions such as the piriform cortex (a-c; 
arrows), olfactory bulb (d-f) and dentate gyrus (g-i). (a, d, g) Sox4 sense expression; (b, e, h) Sox4 antisense expression. (c, f, i) Hba-a1 or Sox11 antisense 
expression (negative controls). All micrographs were taken from sagittal sections except (a-c), which were taken from coronal sections. gl: glomerular 
layer; gr: granule layer; Opl: outer plexiform layer; PIR2: piriform cortex layer II.
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Expression of Sox4 and Sox11 transcripts in various mouse organsFigure 10
Expression of Sox4 and Sox11 transcripts in various mouse organs. (a) Strand-specific RT-qPCR screening of Sox4 and Sox11 sense and antisense 
transcript expression in various adult mouse brain regions. N = 2 and data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). (b) Strand-specific 
RT-qPCR screening of Sox4 and Sox11 sense and antisense transcripts in various adult mouse organs. N = 3 and data are presented as mean ± SEM.
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Expression of Sox4 and Sox11 transcripts in neuropsheres and P19 cellsFigure 11
Expression of Sox4 and Sox11 transcripts in neuropsheres and P19 cells. (a-d) The figure shows strand-specific RT-qPCR screening of Sox4 (a, b) 
and Sox11 (c, d) sense and antisense transcripts expression in proliferating and differentiating P19 cells (a, c) and neuropsheres (b, d). N = 3 for P19 cells 
and N = 2 for neuropsheres. All data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean. Fold change values (normalization to proliferating cells) are 
presented above the comparative bar and any values <1 are presented in the negative fold change format. * P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001.
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Conclusions
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Materials and methods
Serial analysis of gene expression
Handling of animals and dissection of the cerebral cortex
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SAGE libraries and analysis of tags
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'0#W'.% &/3% ;/$%4/**.(% &,% &".% 4,'$.% 3.0,4.% '$#03% <A!?
3+/*"U%;"#2"%.4*5,)$%<A!$%/0(%&".#+%3.0,4#2%*,$#&#,0%#01,+?
4/&#,08% <A!3+/*"% ;/$% 2+./&.(% 6)% !#4% O.#$$6/+&"
H'0*'65#$".(M%\==a]8%Z(.0&#&)%;/$%/$$#30.(%&,%&".$.%&/3$%/0(
&".)% ;.+.% 1'+&".+% 3+,'*.(% #0&,% &".% 1,55,;#03% 2/&.3,+#.$d
4/&2"#03%&,%/%3.0.U%/%3.0,4#2%$.W'.02.U%,+%/0%<A!U%,+%/46#3?
','$%4/&2".$% ,+% 0,% /5#304.0&% /&% /558% E55% /00,&/&#,0$%;.+.
6/$.(%,0% &".% 5/&.$&%4,'$.%/$$.465)% H44D%+.5./$.(% #0%e'5)
JKKNM% /22.$$#65.% 1+,4% &".% fCAC% Y.0,4.% O#,#01,+4/&#2$
;.6$#&.%\Ra]8

Identification of differentially expressed tags
P#6+/+)% 2,4*/+#$,0$% ;.+.% *.+1,+4.(% '$#03% &;,% 4.&",($8
T#$".+b$%.7/2&%&.$&%;/$%'$.(%&,%2,4*/+.%&;,%#0(#-#('/5%AEY<
5#6+/+#.$8%Z0%&".%/0/5)$#$U%4'5&#*5.%&.$&#03%2,++.2&#,0%\==L]%;/$
2/++#.(%,'&%&,%2,0&+,5%1,+%1/5$.?(#$2,-.+)%+/&.%/0(%/(I'$&.(%'?
-/5'.% 2'&,11$% Hg?-/5'.$M%;.+.%'$.(% &,% $.5.2&%[<!$8% Z0%2/$.$
;".+.%$.-.+/5%5#6+/+#.$%;.+.%2,46#0.(%&,%1,2'$%,0%/%$*.2#1#2
6#,5,3#2/5%2,4*/+#$,0%H1,+%.7/4*5.U%(#11.+.0&%$&/3.$%,1%(.-.5?
,*4.0&MU% /% O/).$#/0% 4,(.5U% /$% (.$2+#6.(% *+.-#,'$5)% \==>]U
;/$%'$.(%&,%#0&.3+/&.%4'5&#*5.%5#6+/+#.$%#0%*/#+;#$.%2,4*/+#?
$,0$% #0-,5-#03% 6#,5,3#2/5% +.*5#2/&.$% ,1% 5#6+/+#.$8% !".%4,(.5
/22,'0&$%1,+%;#&"#0?25/$$%-/+#/6#5#&)%6)%4./0$%,1%4#7&'+.%(#$?
&+#6'&#,0$8%!".%+.$'5&#03%<?-/5'.$%;.+.%'$.(%&,%$.5.2&%[<!$8%E
&/65.%,1%/55%+.5.-/0&%2,4*/+#$,0$U%&".%2,4*/+#$,0%4.&",(%/0(
g?% ,+%<?-/5'.% 2'&,11$% #$% *+,-#(.(% #0%!/65.% A=% #0%E((#&#,0/5
(/&/%1#5.%=8

Hierarchical clustering of SAGE tags
!,% #(.0&#1)% 2,?+.3'5/&.(% 3.0.$U% &".% 25'$&.+#03% ,1%[<!$%;/$
*.+1,+4.(% 6/$.(% ,0% &".% 5,3J% ,1% 0,+4/5#:.(% 2,'0&$8% </2"
5#6+/+)%;/$%0,+4/5#:.(%&,%=KKUKKK%&/3$%*.+%5#6+/+)%&,%/22,'0&
1,+%$#:.%(#11.+.02.$8%E%*$.'(,2,'0&%,1%K8>%;/$%/((.(%6.1,+.
&/S#03% &".% 5,3J% ,1% &".% 0,+4/5#:.(% &/3% 2,'0&$8% !".% &/3?;#$.
4./0% ;/$% $'6&+/2&.(% 1+,4% &".% 5,3J% &/3% #0&.0$#&#.$% 6.1,+.
2,4*'&#03%&".%<'25#(./0%(#$&/02.%,1%&".%#0(#-#('/5%&/3%*+,?
1#5.$8%G#.+/+2"#2/5%25'$&.+#03%;/$%*.+1,+4.(%,0%&".%&/3$%'$#03
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!"#$%"&'()!%$*(+&!,-+$.+/$&-01'#!#$',+2.3#4$5",&"$5.)$,01'#6
0#+!#/$ (),+3$ !"#$ )!.!,)!,&.'$ &-01(!,+3$ #+7,8-+0#+!$ -*$ 9
:;;<=>

Genomic clustering of SAGE tags
?-$.))#))$5"#!"#8$!"#8#$5.)$.+@$3#+-0,&$&'()!#8,+3$-*$!.3)4$.
0#!"-/$18#7,-()'@$/#)&8,A#/$:;;B=$5.)$./-1!#/>$C+$A8,#*4$*,8)!
3#+#$',)!)$DA.)#/$-+$.''$EF?)$,+$A-!"$1.,85,)#$.+/$0('!,1'#
',A8.8@$&-01.8,)-+)$.)$5#''$.)$3#+#$',)!)$*8-0$!"#$",#8.8&",&.'
&'()!#8,+3$.+.'@),)G$5#8#$)#'#&!#/>$?"#$3#+-0,&$&'()!#8,+3$-*
#,!"#8$-*$!"#)#$)#'#&!,-+)$5.)$&-01.8#/$!-$!"#$!-!.'$(+,H(#$!.3
',)!$ D.''$ IJ4;<J$ (+,H(#$ !.3)G>$ ?"#$ !.3)$ 5#8#$0.11#/$ !-$ !"#
0-()#$3#+-0#>$?"#$+(0A#8$-*$)#'#&!#/$!.3)$,+$!#+$&-+)#&(6
!,7#$ !.3$1-),!,-+)$ *-8$ #.&"$5,+/-5$-*$ !"#$ &"8-0-)-0#$5.)
&.'&('.!#/>$ K+#$ !"-().+/$ 1#80(!.!,-+)$5#8#$ ()#/$ !-$ &-06
1(!#$ !"#$+(''$/,)!8,A(!,-+$-*$0.L,0(0$!.3$ &-(+!)$1#8$5,+6
/-5>$ ?"#$ 0#!"-/$ 5.)$ ,01'#0#+!#/$ (),+3$ !"#$ )!.!,)!,&.'
&-01(!,+3$#+7,8-+0#+!$-*$9$:;;<=>

Functional classification and characterization of DETs
Gene Ontology enrichment analysis
?"#$EF?$',)!)$3#+#8.!#/$*8-0$7.8,-()$&-01.8,)-+)$5#8#$)(A6
M#&!#/$ !-$ )@)!#0.!,&$ *(+&!,-+.'$ .++-!.!,-+$(),+3$ !"#$ )!.+/6
.8/,N#/$O#+#$K+!-'-3@$!#80$.+.'@),)$!--')$.!$!"#$EPQCE$:RS=>
T(+&!,-+.'$ &'()!#8,+3$5.)$ 1#8*-80#/$(),+3$ ",3"$ )!8,+3#+&@
5,!"$ .$ 2.11.$ ),0,'.8,!@$ !"8#)"-'/$ -*$ S>UJ$ .+/$ .$0,+,0(0
!#80$-7#8'.1$-*$R>$V'.)),*,&.!,-+$5.)$&.88,#/$-(!$(),+3$.$0('6
!,1'#$',+2.3#$!"8#)"-'/$-*$S>J$5,!"$A-!"$+(0A#8)$-*$,+,!,.'$.+/
*,+.'$38-(1$0#0A#8)$)#!$!-$R>$P$!#80$5.)$&-+),/#8#/$)!.!,)!,6
&.''@$),3+,*,&.+!$5"#+$!"#$&-01(!#/$!67.'(#$5.)$W$S>SJ>$P''
H(#8,#)$5#8#$1#8*-80#/$,+$X#1!#0A#8$ISSY>

Molecular interactions and pathway analysis
C/#+!,*,&.!,-+$-*$0-'#&('.8$+#!5-82$,+!#8.&!,-+)$.+/$1.!"5.@
.+.'@),)$ -*$ 7.',/.!#/$EF?)$-8$ &-68#3('.!#/$3#+#)$5.)$ &-06
1'#!#/$ (),+3$ !"#$ CZP$ :;;U=$ !--')$ *8-0$ C+3#+(,!@$ X@)!#0)[

D9#/5--/$V,!@4$V.',*-8+,.4$\XPG>$P&&#)),-+$+(0A#8)$*-8$.''
3#+#)$5,!"$ !"#,8$ &-88#)1-+/,+3$ *-'/$ &".+3#)$-8$+-80.',N#/
&-(+!)$5#8#$,01-8!#/$,+!-$!"#$CZP$)-*!5.8#>$]-$*-&()$3#+#)
5#8#$)#!$.!$!"#$A#3,++,+3$-*$!"#$.+.'@),)>$?-$)!.8!$A(,'/,+3$+#!6
5-82)4$!"#$.11',&.!,-+$H(#8,#)$!"#$',)!$-*$,+1(!$3#+#)$.+/$.''
-!"#8$3#+#$-AM#&!)$ )!-8#/$ ,+$ !"#$ C+3#+(,!@$ 2+-5'#/3#$A.)#>
]#!5-82)$5,!"$.$0.L,0(0$-*$RS$3#+#)$-8$18-!#,+)$5#8#$&-+6
)!8(&!#/4$.+/$)&-8#)$5#8#$&-01(!#/$A.)#/$-+$!"#$',2#',"--/
-*$!"#$3#+#)$A#,+3$&-++#&!#/$!-3#!"#8$/(#$!-$8.+/-0$&".+&#>
P$)&-8#$-*$I$,+/,&.!#)$!".!$!"#8#$,)$.$;^;SS$&".+&#$!".!$!"#)#
3#+#)$ .8#$ &-++#&!#/$ ,+$ .$ +#!5-82$ /(#$ !-$ 8.+/-0$ &".+&#>
?"#8#*-8#4$.+@$+#!5-82)$5,!"$.$)&-8#$-*$I$-8$.A-7#$.8#$&-+),/6
#8#/$ )!.!,)!,&.''@$ ),3+,*,&.+!$ D5,!"$ _YY`$ &-+*,/#+&#G>$ ?"#
0-)!$),3+,*,&.+!$+-7#'$+#!5-82)$.+/$ !"#,8$ ,+!#8.&!,-+)$5,!"
#L,)!,+3$&.+-+,&.'$1.!"5.@)$5#8#$,+7#)!,3.!#/$*(8!"#8>

Quantitative RT-PCR
Total RNA isolation and first strand cDNA synthesis
9?6HZV9$5.)$&.88,#/$-(!$!-$7.',/.!#$.''$)#'#&!#/$&.+/,/.!#$-8
&-68#3('.!#/$EF?)>$a,-'-3,&.'$ !8,1',&.!#)$ *8-0$F;J>J4$F;B>J4

Z;>J$.+/$./('!$DJ$!-$<$0-+!")$-'/G$&#8#A8.'$&-8!,&#)$5#8#$()#/>
O#+-0,&6*8##$ !-!.'$ 9]P$ *8-0$ ,+/#1#+/#+!$ 0,&#$ 5.)
#L!8.&!#/$(),+3$!"#$9]#.)@[$b,1,/$?,))(#$c,/,$d,!$De,.3#+4
E-+&.)!#84$ Q,&!-8,.4$ P()!8.',.G$ .&&-8/,+3$ !-$ !"#$ 0.+(*.&6
!(8#8%)$ 18-!-&-'$ DX#&!,-+$ O$ ,+$ P//,!,-+.'$ /.!.$ *,'#$ ;G>$ T,8)!
)!8.+/$ &E]P$5.)$ )@+!"#),N#/$ *8-0$",3"$ H(.',!@$ !-!.'$ 9]P
:;;Y=$ (),+3$ 8.+/-0$ "#L.0#8)$ D(+'#))$ )1#&,*,#/$ -!"#85,)#G
.+/$!"#$X(1#8X&8,1!f$CCC$9#7#8)#$?8.+)&8,1!.)#$d,!$DC+7,!8-6
3#+4$c('38.7#4$Q,&!-8,.4$P()!8.',.G4$.&&-8/,+3$ !-$ !"#$0.+(6
*.&!(8#8%)$18-!-&-'4$(+/#8$.+$9]P)#6*8##$#+7,8-+0#+!>

Primer design and RT-qPCR
P''$ 18,0#8)$ 5#8#$ /#),3+#/$ (),+3$ Z8-A#T,+/#8$ I>RJ$ .!$ !"#
P)).@$E#),3+$V#+!#8$ *-8$\+,7#8).'$Z8-A#b,A8.8@$P)).@$18-6
7,/#/$A@$9-&"#$P11',#/$X&,#+&#$:;IS=>$P''$9?6HZV9$8#.&!,-+)
5#8#$18#1.8#/$ ,+$ ;S$ '$ 7-'(0#)$ ,+$ .$ RUg65#''$ 1'.!#$ *-80.!
&-+),)!,+3$-*$bVgUS$c.)!#8$Z8-A#$c,L$ D9-&"#$E,.3+-)!,&)4
V.)!'#$ h,''4$ ]#5$ X-(!"$ i.'#)4$ P()!8.',.G4$ \+,7#8).'
Z8-A#b,A8.8@$ D9-&"#$ E,.3+-)!,&)4$ V.)!'#$ h,''4$ ]#5$ X-(!"
i.'#)4$ P()!8.',.G$ .+/$ *-85.8/$ .+/$ 8#7#8)#$ 18,0#8)
DO#+#i-82)4$ h,+/0.8)"4$ X-(!"$ P()!8.',.4$ P()!8.',.$ -8
a,-+##8$V-81-8.!,-+4$E.#/#-263(4$E.#M#-+4$d-8#.G$ .&&-8/6
,+3$ !-$ !"#$ 0.+(*.&!(8#8)%$ 18-!-&-')>$ 9?6HZV9)$ 5#8#$ 1#86
*-80#/$ (),+3$ !"#$ b,3"!V@&'#8[$ gUS$ X@)!#0$ D9-&"#
E,.3+-)!,&)4$V.)!'#$h,''4$]#5$X-(!"$i.'#)4$P()!8.',.G$.&&-8/6
,+3$ !-$ !"#$0.+(*.&!(8#8%)$18-!-&-'$ DX#&!,-+$O$ ,+$P//,!,-+.'
/.!.$*,'#$;G>$P$*(''$',)!$-*$18,0#8)$.+/$18-A#)$()#/$,+$!",)$)!(/@
,)$,+&'(/#/$,+$P//,!,-+.'$/.!.$*,'#$U>

Relative quantification using a standard curve method
?"#$&8-)),+3$1-,+!$DV1G$*8-0$#.&"$),3+.'$5.)$&.'&('.!#/$A.)#/
-+$ !"#$X#&-+/$E#8,7.!,7#$c.L,0(0$0#!"-/$ :;I;=>$P$ )#!$-*
)#8,.''@$/,'(!#/$&E]P)$5.)$()#/$!-$&-+)!8(&!$.$*-(86/.!.$1-,+!
)!.+/.8/$&(87#$*-8$#7#8@$ZV9$)@)!#0$,+$#.&"$8(+>$P$!-!.'$-*
!"8##$8#*#8#+&#$3#+#)$D*8-0$"#$%&4$!'()*4$1"-)1"-3'@&#8.!#
2,+.)#$;$3#+#$D!+,&G$-$."()'G$5#8#$()#/$.)$#+/-3#+-()$&-+6
!8-')>$P+$#)!,0.!#/$)!.8!,+3$.0-(+!$-*$#.&"$!.83#!$3#+#$5.)
&.'&('.!#/$ .+/$ ,+!8.6).01'#)$0('!,1'#$ 8#*#8#+&#$ 3#+#)$ +-86
0.',N.!,-+$5.)$1#8*-80#/$DX#&!,-+$O$,+$P//,!,-+.'$/.!.$*,'#
;G>$P$',+#.8$0-/#'$5.)$*,!!#/$!-$!"#$!,0#$&-(8)#$-*$#L18#)),-+
7.'(#)$*-8$#.&"$3#+#>$O#+#)$/,**#8#+!,.''@$#L18#))#/$A#!5##+
!"#$ 7.8,-()$ )!.3#)$-*$/#7#'-10#+!$-8$ 8#3,-+)$5#8#$ )#'#&!#/
(),+3$#01,8,&.'$a.@#),.+$0-/#8.!#/$!6)!.!,)!,&)4$5",&"$A-86
8-5$,+*-80.!,-+$A#!5##+$3#+#)$:;II=>$X!.+/.8/$#88-8)$*-8$!"#
0#.+$ #L18#)),-+$ .!$ 7.8,-()$ /#7#'-10#+!.'$ )!.3#)$ 5#8#
-A!.,+#/$*8-0$!"#$',+#.8$0-/#'>$T-8$#.&"$&-01.8,)-+4$!67.'6
(#)$5#8#$./M()!#/$(),+3$ !"#$a#+M.0,+,$.+/$h-&"A#83$ :;;g=
0#!"-/$!-$&-+!8-'$!"#$*.')#$/,)&-7#8@$8.!#>$X##$X#&!,-+$h$,+
P//,!,-+.'$/.!.$*,'#$;$*-8$!"#$9$&-/#$()#/$!-$#L#&(!#$!"#$.+.'6
@),)>

Validation of sense-antisense and multiple overlapping 
transcripts in genomic clusters
Strand specific RT-PCR
P''$9]P$5.)$18#1.8#/$.)$/#)&8,A#/$.A-7#>$?-!.'$9]P$*8-0$.''
/#7#'-10#+!.'$ )!.3#)$ D]$j$R$1#8$/#7#'-10#+!.'$ )!.3#G$5.)
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!"#$%%&' ())%!*' (+,)+' -)' ./01' 2&3-4!2,25' 6)#+' 7,+2-' 2-+$3*
./01'2&3-4!2,2'+!$.-,)32'8!+!'(+!($+!*'7)+'!$.4'.%#2-!+'$2
7)%%)829' 8,-4' $' (+,:!+' .):(%!:!3-$+&' -)' -4!' 2!32!' 2-+$3*
)3%&;'8,-4'$'(+,:!+'.):(%!:!3-$+&' -)' -4!'$3-,2!32!' 2-+$3*
)3%&;'8,-4')%,<)=*'>?@AB'$2'$'()2,-,C!'.)3-+)%;'$3*'8,-4)#-'$3&
(+,:!+2'$2'$'3!<$-,C!'.)3-+)%5'D3'$%%'7)#+'+!$.-,)32E'F)-4'(+,:=
!+2'8!+!'$**!*',3'2#F2!"#!3-'GHI2'JK!.-,)3'L',3'1**,-,)3$%
*$-$'7,%!'AM5'GHI'$:(%,7,.$-,)32'8!+!'.$++,!*')#-'#2,3<'6$2-=
K-$+-'GHI'N,<4'6,*!%,-&' K&2-!:' JI).4!'/,$<3)2-,.2E' H$2-%!
N,%%E'0!8'K)#-4'O$%!2E'1#2-+$%,$M'$..)+*,3<'-)'-4!':$3#7$.=
-#+!+P2'(+)-).)%5'Q)+!' -4$3')3!'(+,:!+'2!-'8$2'#2!*' ,3' -4!
2!32!=$3-,2!32!'2-+$3*'2(!.,7,.'I?=GHI'J1**,-,)3$%'*$-$'7,%!
RM5

RACE
6,+2-' 2-+$3*' ./01' 2&3-4!2,2' 8$2' .$++,!*' )#-' #2,3<' ())%!*
-)-$%'I01'!S-+$.-!*'7+):'-4+!!'F,)%)<,.$%'+!(%,.$-!2')7'+)2-+$%
$3*'.$#*$%'TAB5B'$3*'84)%!'TAB5BE'TAU5BE'GA5B'$3*'$*#%-'JB'-)
V':)3-42')%*M'.!+!F+$%'.)+-,.!25'W%,<)=*'>?@AB'8,-4'$3'$*$(-)+
2!"#!3.!' JBP=?1HL1HL?H?LH?1LL1H?L=XPM' 8$2' #2!*' -)
(+,:!'-4!'7,+2-'2-+$3*'./01'2&3-4!2,25'K!.)3*'2-+$3*'2&3-4!=
2,2')+'GHI'8$2'-4!3'.$++,!*')#-'#2,3<'$'2-+$3*=2(!.,7,.'(+,:!+
$3*'-4!'$*$(-)+'(+,:!+2'J1**,-,)3$%'*$-$'7,%!'RM5'1%%'2(!.,7,.
(+,:!+2'8!+!'*!2,<3!*'-)'F!'.):(%!:!3-$+&'-)'-4!'K1LT'-$<2
)+'-4!,+'#(2-+!$:'2!"#!3.!25'GHI'$:(%,7,.$-,)32'JK!.-,)3'L
,3'1**,-,)3$%'*$-$'7,%!'AM'8!+!'.$++,!*')#-'#2,3<'6$2-K-$+-'GHI
N,<4' 6,*!%,-&' K&2-!:' JI).4!'/,$<3)2-,.2E' H$2-%!' N,%%E' 0!8
K)#-4'O$%!2E'1#2-+$%,$M'$..)+*,3<'-)'-4!':$3#7$.-#+!+P2'(+)=
-).)%5

Southern blotting analysis
1:(%,7,!*' XP' I1HT' (+)*#.-2' 8!+!' -+$327!++!*' -)' N&F)3*
0Y?Q' JLT' N!$%-4.$+!E' I&*$%:!+!E' 0!8' K)#-4'O$%!2E' 1#2=
-+$%,$M' 3&%)3':!:F+$3!'#2,3<' -4!'3!#-+$%' -+$327!+':!-4)*5
G+!4&F+,*,Z$-,)3'$3*'4&F+,*,Z$-,)3'2-!(2'8!+!'(!+7)+:!*',3
I$(,*=N&F' F#77!+' JLT' N!$%-4.$+!E' I&*$%:!+!E' 0!8' K)#-4
O$%!2E'1#2-+$%,$M' $..)+*,3<' -)' -4!':$3#7$.-#+!+P2'(+)-).)%5
1%%')%,<)3#.%!)-,*!2'8!+!'*!2,<3!*' -)'F!'.):(%!:!3-$+&' -)
2!"#!3.!' F!-8!!3' -4!' 2(!.,7,.' (+,:!+=(+,:,3<' 2,-!' $3*' -4!
-$<')7',3-!+!2-5'K&3-4!-,.')%,<)3#.%!)-,*!2'8!+!'BP'!3*=%$F!%!*
#2,3<'?['()%&3#.%!)-,*!'\,3$2!' JG+):!<$E'1%!S$3*+,$E'0!8
K)#-4' O$%!2E' 1#2-+$%,$M' $3*' > =X]G@1?G' JLT' N!$%-4.$+!E
I&*$%:!+!E'0!8'K)#-4'O$%!2E'1#2-+$%,$M'8,-4':)*,7,.$-,)32
-)'-4!':$3#7$.-#+!+P2'(+)-).)%5'17-!+'-4!'4&F+,*,Z$-,)3'2-!(E
-4!':!:F+$3!'8$2'8$24!*'8,-4'B^'2)*,#:'.4%)+,*!'2)*,#:
.,-+$-!' 2)%#-,)3' J8,-4' _5A`' CaC' 2)*,#:' *)*!.&%' 2#%(4$-!
JK/KMM'$3*'A^'2)*,#:'.4%)+,*!'2)*,#:'.,-+$-!'2)%#-,)3'J8,-4
_5A`'8aC'K/KM'JK!.-,)3'L',3'1**,-,)3$%'*$-$'7,%!'AM5'K!!'1**,=
-,)3$%'*$-$'7,%!'R'7)+'(+,:!+'2!"#!3.!2'$3*')%,<)3#.%!)-,*!2
#2!*'7)+'*!-!.-,)35

Northern blotting analysis
D3*!(!3*!3-'(+!($+$-,)32')7'-)-$%'I01'7+):'-4!'.!+!F+$%'.)+=
-!S')7' 2!C!3':,.!' $-'TAB5B' $3*'TAU5BE' $3*' -4+!!' $*#%-':,.!
8!+!' !"#$%%&' ())%!*' -)' $' 7,3$%' .)3.!3-+$-,)3' )7' ]_' <' (!+
*!C!%)(:!3-$%'2-$<!5'?4!2!'())%!*'-)-$%'I012'8!+!'!%!.-+)=

(4)+!2!*' )C!+3,<4-' $3*' .$(,%%$+&' -+$327!++!*' )3-)'N&F)3*
0Y?Q' JLT' N!$%-4.$+!E' I&*$%:!+!E' 0!8' K)#-4'O$%!2E' 1#2=
-+$%,$M'3&%)3':!:F+$3!5'/)#F%!=2-+$3*!*'/01'(+)F!2'8!+!
+$*,)$.-,C!=%$F!%!*' #2,3<' -4!' 1:!+24$:' Q!<$(+,:!' /01
b$F!%,3<' K&2-!:' JLT' N!$%-4.$+!E' I&*$%:!+!E' 0!8' K)#-4
O$%!2E'1#2-+$%,$M'$3*'> =X]G@H?GE'$..)+*,3<'-)'-4!':$3#7$.=
-#+!+P2' (+)-).)%5' N&F+,*,Z$-,)3' 8$2' .$++,!*' )#-' )C!+3,<4-
J$((+)S,:$-!%&'AR'4M'$-'VBcH',3'$"#!)#2'F#77!+'JU`'8aC'K/K
8,-4' _5B' Q' (4)2(4$-!M5' 17-!+' 4&F+,*,Z$-,)3E' F%)-2' 8!+!
8$24!*'#2,3<'A`'8aC'K/K'$-'VBcH'7)+'B'-)'V'-,:!2'#3-,%'-4!
F$.\<+)#3*'2,<3$%'8$2'%)85

In situ RNA hybridization
DKN'8$2'.$++,!*')#-'#2,3<'($+$77,3'2!.-,)32'JB' :M')7'!:F+&=
)3,.E'()2-3$-$%'$3*'$*#%-'F+$,32'JTAA5BE'TAX5BE'TAB5BE'TAU5BE
GA5B'$3*'GAB_M'$3*'$'+!%$-!*'>XBK@d?G=%$F!%!*'.):(%!:!3=
-$+&'I01'(+)F!' J1**,-,)3$%'*$-$' 7,%!'RM'$2'*!2.+,F!*'(+!C,=
)#2%&'JK!.-,)3'L',3'1**,-,)3$%'*$-$'7,%!'AM'>A]X@5

Screening of Sox4 and Sox11 sense and antisense 
transcript expression in the adult mouse brain, organs 
and both the proliferating and differentiating P19 cells 
and neurospheres
Strand-specific RT-qPCR
?)-$%' I01' 8$2' !S-+$.-!*' 7+):' 4$+C!2-!*' )+<$32' #2,3<' -4!
?IDZ)%eP2'+!$<!3-'JD3C,-+)<!3E'Q#%<+$C!E'f,.-)+,$E'1#2-+$%,$M
$..)+*,3<'-)'-4!':$3#7$.-#+!+P2'(+)-).)%5'?)'$C),*'<!3):,.
/01'.)3-$:,3$-,)3E'$%%',2)%$-!*'-)-$%'I01'8$2'-+!$-!*'8,-4
-4!' +!.):F,3$3-' /012!' D' !3Z&:!' (+)C,*!*' F&' -4!' /01=
!"##g'\,-'J1((%,!*'h,)2&2-!:2E'K.)+!2F&E'f,.-)+,$E'1#2-+$%,$M
$..)+*,3<'-)'-4!':$3#7$.-#+!+P2'(+)-).)%5'6,+2-'2-+$3*'./01
2&3-4!2,2'8$2'.$++,!*')#-'#2,3<'2-+$3*=2(!.,7,.'(+,:!+2' 7)%=
%)8!*'F&'"GHI'$3$%&2,2'$2'*!2.+,F!*'$F)C!5

Embryonic neural stem cells grown as neurospheres
Q)#2!' #2!*' 7)+' <!3!+$-,)3' )7' 3!#+)2(4!+!2' 4$*' $' :,S!*
<!3!-,.' F$.\<+)#3*' ,3.%#*,3<'Q6AE' A]iKCTCE' HBUhbaV' $3*
Hh15'H!+!F+$%'.)+-,.!2'7+):'TA['!:F+&)2'8!+!'*,22!.-!*')#-
,3-)'.$%.,#:=:$<3!2,#:=7+!!'(4)2(4$-!=F#77!+!*'2$%,3!5'?4!
-,22#!' 8$2' :!.4$3,.$%%&' *,22).,$-!*' $3*' .!3-+,7#<!*5' ?4!
.!%%2'8!+!'(%$-!*',3'.):(%!-!'3!#+).#%-#+!':!*,#:'JK!.-,)3
L',3'1**,-,)3$%'*$-$'7,%!'AM'7)+'['*$&2'7)%%)8!*'F&',3*#.-,)3')7
3!#+)3$%' *,77!+!3-,$-,)35' ?4!2!' .!%%2' 8!+!' -4!3' (%$-!*' )3
()%&=/=%&2,3!'J.$-$%)<#!'3#:F!+'GV[_UE'K,<:$'1%*+,.4E'H$2=
-%!'N,%%E'0!8'K)#-4'O$%!2E'1#2-+$%,$M'$3*'%$:,3,3'J.$-$%)<#!
3#:F!+' ]X_AU=_ABE' D3C,-+)<!3E' Q#%<+$C!E' f,.-)+,$E' 1#2=
-+$%,$M'.)$-!*'.#%-#+!'*,24!2',3'3!#+).#%-#+!':!*,#:'8,-4'-4!
(+!2!3.!')7']`' JCaCM' 7!-$%' F)C,3!' 2!+#:'F#-'3)-' !(,*!+:$%
<+)8-4'7$.-)+'$3*'F$2,.'7,F+)F%$2-'<+)8-4'7$.-)+5'?4!'*,77!+=
!3-,$-,)3'8$2'$%%)8!*'-)'(+).!!*'7)+'B'*$&25'?)-$%'I01'8$2
!S-+$.-!*' 7+):' F)-4' (+)%,7!+$-,3<' $3*' *,77!+!3-,$-,3<' .!%%2
#2,3<'?IDZ)%e'+!$<!3-'$2'*!2.+,F!*'$F)C!5

P19 embryonal carcinoma cells
GAi':)#2!'!:F+&)3$%'.$+.,3):$'.!%%2'8!+!'.#%-#+!*'$3*'*,7=
7!+!3-,$-!*' ,3-)' 3!#+)32' $2' *!2.+,F!*' (+!C,)#2%&' >A][@5
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8%) -]O<) $450L) J[\) "80/"8H&3/$"3&L) J7\) "80/"8H2$5#3&L) JFH

_*MJ\) _.34/#/3/#U$) JFH*MJL) ;<6R\) 0$"#3&) 343&'0#0) 8%) C$4$

$W9"$00#84L);];\)085#.2)585$-'&)0.&9E3/$L)aM;M\)a4#U$"0#/'

8%)M3&#%8"4#3);34/3)M".YL)aFJ\).4/"340&3/$5)"$C#84>

Authors' contributions
bN[)9$"%8"2$5)3&&) /E$);<6R)U3&#53/#84)$W9$"#2$4/0>)M<N(

*cM)345);;F)9"8-."$5) /E$)28.0$)-$"$D"3&) -8"/$W)345)-84H
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4.1 Summary 
 

After the discovery of the unusual organization of multiple overlapping sense and 

NATs in 2 embryonic specific genomic clusters at Sox4 and Sox11 gene loci, this 

study continues to discover similar genomic clusters that are significantly 

expressed in the adult cerebral cortex. This chapter describes the finding of 2 

adult brain specific genomic clusters at the neurogranin (Nrgn) and 

calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II inhibitor 1 (Camk2n1) gene loci. 

The finding was based on the same SAGE datasets for the global transcriptome 

analysis presented in Chapter 3.  

 

The study describes the identification and validation of various spatiotemporal 

expression profiles of multiple Nrgn and Camk2n1 sense and novel overlapping 

NATs in the developing and adult mouse brains. Further characterisation of these 

sense and NATs showed that they utilize alternative polyadenylation sites during 

transcription, thus leading to various transcript variants with different 3’ UTR 

lengths. Different expression profiles of transcript variants (both sense and NATs) 

were observed in the cerebral cortex during development. NATs were also 

differentially expressed in various adult mouse organs and differentiating 

neuronal/glial cells suggesting their potential roles in regulating the development 

or function of these organs/cells. 

 

The study confirmed that the Nrgn and Camk2n1 genomic clusters have similar 

features as Sox4 and Sox11 genomic clusters characterised with multiple sense 

and overlapping transcript variants with different 3’ UTR lengths due to the 

utilisation of alternative polyadenylation sites. Besides, the study also reported a 

landmark finding on the ability of sense and NATs from Nrgn and Camk2n1 gene 

loci to interact with one and another. RNA fluorescent in situ hybridization 

(FISH) showed that these overlapping NATs form double-stranded RNA 

aggregates with their sense counterparts in the cytoplasm implying that they could 

be playing a role in posttranscriptional regulation. Consequently, more effort was 

focused in the next chapter to elucidate the molecular role of NATs on the 

transcription and translation of their corresponding sense transcripts.  
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4.2 Notes 
 

The published article and 3 supplementary information files have been included as 

Appendix B according to the following order: 

 

1. Authors’ declaration. 

2. Supplementary information 1: (Original file is accessible at 

http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/content/suppl/2010/07/14/bhq141.DC1/cercor

-2010-00377-File009.pdf) 

3. Supplementary information 2: (Original file is accessible at 

http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/content/suppl/2010/07/14/bhq141.DC1/cercor

-2010-00377-File010.doc)  

4. Supplementary information file 3 contains movie files, which are provided in 

an electronic form in a compact disc (CD). Original file is accessible at the 

publisher’s website 

(http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/content/suppl/2010/07/14/bhq141.DC1/cerco

r-2010-00377-File011.tar). 

 

4.3 Permission to Reuse Published Materials 
 

The authors grant an exclusive license to Oxford Journals or the society of 

ownership when the manuscript was accepted to publication. Permission to 

reproduce the abstract, main text and all the figures were granted on 10th of 

August 2010, in three separate license numbers; 1) 2485421390870 (for 

reproduction of the abstract), 2) 2485421026254 (for reproduction of the main 

text) and 3) 2485421288763 (for reproduction of all the figures within). These 

licenses are provided as Appendix B in Chapter 8. 
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5.1 Summary 
 

Following previous chapters on transcriptomic analysis and validations of all the 4 

differentially regulated genomic clusters at Sox4, Sox11, Nrgn and Camk2n1 gene 

loci, this study aims to functionally characterise the role of NATs during the 

development of the cerebral cortex. Of the 4 genes, Sox4 is the most studied and 

well comprehended and therefore the Sox4 genomic cluster was selected as a 

model for further characterisation. 

 

The study began with both 5’ and 3’ Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE) 

to characterise the NAT organisation within the Sox4 gene locus. By employing 

Paired-End Ditags sequences from ENSEMBL (http://www.ensembl.org/) [1], 6 

full-length Sox4 NATs were identified. Of these, 4 NATs were amplified and 

cloned into an expression vector system. The study led to the discovery of the 

following findings: 

a. Sense and NATs formed dsRNA aggregates in the cytoplasm of 

trypsinised adult brain cells. 

b. NATs did not affect the transcription and translation of Sox4 sense 

transcripts in vitro. 

c. Sense and NATs formed dsRNA templates for the generation of a novel 

endogenous small interfering RNA (endo-siRNA). 

d. The novel endo-siRNA is known as Sox4_sir3 and is spatiotemporally 

regulated in the central nervous system especially within germinal cell 

layers of the developing cerebral cortex and liver. 

e. The Sox4_sir3 may repress Creb1 translation.  

 

Similarly to Nrgn and Camk2n1, the study demonstrated interaction between Sox4 

sense and antisense transcripts in the cytoplasm of different cells isolated from the 

mouse brain. Surprisingly, the interaction between sense-NATs forms dsRNAs 

that did not affect both transcription and translation processes. Instead, they serve 

as templates for Sox4_sir3 biogenesis. This type of phenomenon is common in 

viral or plant systems but is the first demonstration in the mammalian system 

adding to our understanding of this long-debated and controversial role of non-

coding RNAs. 
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5.2 Notes 
 

The submitted manuscript and supplementary information files have been 

included as Appendix C according to the following order: 

 

1. Authors’ declaration. 

2. Supplementary information 1. 

3. Supplementary information 2. 

4. Supplementary information 3. 

 

5.3 The submitted manuscript 
  
Please refer to the next page for the following submitted manuscript: 

 

Ling KH, Brautigan PJ, Moore S, Fraser R, Cheah PS, Raison JM, Stankovic M, 

Daish T, Mattiske DM, Mann JR, Adelson DL, Thomas PQ, Hahn CN and Scott 

HS: Sense and overlapping natural antisense transcripts form double 

stranded RNA to produce a novel endogenous small interfering RNA during 
brain development. Manuscript submitted to Nucleic Acids Research 

(Manuscript ID: NAR-00701-C-2011). 
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Abstract 
 

Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are now accepted as being functional 

transcripts involved in cellular development and regulatory processes. To date, 

only a few lncRNAs have been functionally characterised as having a crucial role 

in gene regulation mainly via transcriptional interference, chromatin remodelling 

and protein trafficking within the nucleus. However, the majority of lncRNAs are 

located in the cytoplasm and their regulatory roles remain elusive. We have 

previously described the existence of multiple overlapping natural antisense 

transcripts (NATs) at the Sox4 gene locus, which are spatiotemporally regulated 

throughout cerebral corticogenesis. In this study, we characterised Sox4 NATs 

and their role in Sox4 sense transcript regulation. Our study showed Sox4 sense 

and NATs formed double stranded RNA aggregates in the cytoplasm. 

Overexpression of selected Sox4 NATs did not alter the level of Sox4 sense 

expression or protein translation. Instead, overexpression of one of the NATs, 

Sox4ot1, produced a novel endogenous small interfering RNA (endo-siRNA) 

known as Sox4_sir3. Sox4_sir3 originates from the Sox4 sense transcript and its 

biogenesis is Dicer1-dependent. Sox4_sir3 is expressed in the marginal and 

germinal zones of the developing and postnatal brains suggesting a specific role 

of this novel endo-siRNA in the regulation of brain development. To our 

knowledge, this is the first demonstration in the mammalian system that sense-

NATs serve as Dicer1-dependent templates in the cytoplasm to produce an endo-

siRNA. These findings add to our understanding of the versatility of NAT 

function in mammalian biology. 
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Introduction 

 

Less than 2% of the 3 billion bases in the human genome consist of protein coding 

sequences [2, 3]. Recently, the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) 

project showed as much as 90% of the studied 30 million bases of the human 

genome were transcribed, mostly into non-protein coding RNA [4]. This finding 

is in agreement with previously reported transcriptional landscapes of the 

mammalian genome [5-7] suggesting the previously termed ‘junk’ DNA 

contributes far more to the transcriptional profile of an organism. These non-

protein coding transcripts differ from the canonical protein-coding transcripts and 

other structural RNAs (e.g. rRNA and tRNA) in terms of their gene distribution, 

abundance of regulatory motifs and transcription start sites, and evolutionary 

constraint [4, 8, 9]. As a consequence, these transripts are difficult to characterise 

functionally. 

 

One type of non-protein coding transcript has sequences that are partially 

complementary to a protein-coding gene or RNA. These transcripts are known as 

natural antisense transcripts (NATs) and are either transcribed from the opposite 

DNA strand of the same protein-coding gene locus (known as cis-NATs) or from 

different loci within the genome (known as trans-NATs). To date, numerous 

NATs have been discovered in the mammalian genome and up to 20% of protein 

coding genes in human and mouse have at least one overlapping NAT [10-13]. 

Although numerous sense-NAT pairs have been identified in silico in the 

mammalian genome, only a handful of NATs such as Evf-2 [14], Air [15], 

HOTAIR [16] and Kcnq1ot1 [17] are implicated in a significant biological 

mechanism. These NATs are mainly nuclear localised and regulate gene 

expression during development through transcriptional activation (Evf-2), 

transcriptional repression (HOTAIR and Kcnq1ot1) or via chromatin modification 

(Air). Differential regulation of NATs expression has been implicated in various 

human disorders such as fragile X-associated tremor and ataxia syndrome [18], 

breast, renal and colon cancer [19-21], human follicular lymphoma [22], 

Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome [23] and alpha-thalassemia [24], implicating the 

involvement of NATs in disease development. However, the mechanism 

underlying the role of NATs in disease progression remains unknown.  
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We recently reported that the Sox4 (Sry-related HMG box 4 gene) gene locus 

produced multiple overlapping protein-coding mRNAs and NATs during mouse 

cerebral corticogenesis [25]. Sox4 is a single exon gene encoding a 47kDa 

transcription factor containing a high-mobility group (HMG) domain, which 

functions in DNA binding, DNA bending, protein interactions and nuclear import 

or export [26, 27]. Sox4 binds the DNA sequence (A/T)(A/T)CAA(A/T)G (or 

IUPAC code WWCAAW) and in the presence of one or more specific co-factors, 

can function as either a transcription repressor or activator [26, 28] that regulates 

various developmental processes such as lymphocyte differentiation and bone, 

heart and brain development [29-33]. Its expression has also been implicated in 

the progression or transformation of various tumours and cancerous cells [34-39]. 

In the central nervous system, Sox4 regulates pan-neuronal gene expression that 

involves in the establishment of neuronal properties [31], and must be 

downregulated for proper myelination to occur [33]. The expression of multiple 

cis-NATs at the Sox4 gene locus may be required for proper Sox4 protein 

synthesis through regulation of protein-coding transcripts at either the 

transcription, post-transcription or translation level. To investigate the role of 

Sox4 cis-NATs during brain development, we characterised NATs at the Sox4 

gene locus, and their underlying regulatory effect on the Sox4 protein-coding 

transcripts. 

 

In this study, we demonstrated that Sox4 cis-NATs form double stranded RNA 

with the Sox4 protein-coding (sense) transcripts to produce a novel endogenous 

small interfering RNA found specifically in the germinative layers of the mouse 

brain. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration in the mammalian system 

that sense-NATs serve as Dicer1-dependent templates in the cytoplasm to produce 

a functional RNA. Our findings add to our understanding of the versatility of 

NAT function in the mammalian biology. 
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Materials and Methods 
 

Breeding and handling of animals 

Breeding and handling of animals were carried out according to guidelines 

approved by the Melbourne Health Animal Ethics Committee (Project numbers 

2001.045 and 2004.041) and the University of Adelaide Animal Ethics 

Committee (S-086-2005). All mice used in the study were C57BL/6 unless 

otherwise specified. Mice were kept under a 12 hour light/12 hour dark cycle with 

unlimited access to food and water and were sacrificed by CO2 asphyxiation. 

Brain tissues and mouse organs were dissected as previously described [25]. 

 

Rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE)-southern analysis 

Total RNA was extracted from the E15.5 cerebral cortex using RNeasy Lipid 

Tissue Mini Kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. One 

thousand nanogram of pooled total RNA (n=3) was used for 5’ and 3’ RACE 

analyses of Sox4 NATs. 5’ and 3’ RACE were carried out using SMART™ 

RACE Amplification Kit (Clonetech) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

For both 5’ and 3’ RACE, up to seven Sox4 specific primers were included for 

first strand cDNA synthesis. These primers were located over the ~5kb Sox4 gene 

locus. Following cDNA synthesis, PCR was individually performed using all 

seven primers and a 5’ universal primer for 5’ RACE or 3’ adaptor primer for 3’ 

RACE (Clontech). Amplified products were blotted onto Hybond-N+ nylon 

membrane (GE Healthcare) and probed using independent oligonucleotides 

designed across the ~5kb Sox4 gene locus to determine the specific Sox4 

amplicons. Independent oligonucleotide probes were end-labelled using [!-32P]-

dATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Five and six probes were used in 5’ and 3’ RACE analysis, respectively. 

See Supplementary Information 1 (SI-1) for primers and probe sequences.  

 

The membrane was pre-hybridised in Amersham Rapid-hyb™ Buffer (GE 

Healthcare) with 100µg/ml of herring sperm DNA (Promega) at 42oC. 

Approximately 2x106 dpm/ml labelled probe was added to membrane and 

hybridised for 2 hours. After hybridisation, the membrane was removed and 

washed in 5X sodium chloride/sodium citrate (SSC) with 0.1% (w/v) sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (20 minutes at 37oC) followed by 1X SSC with 0.1% (w/v) 
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SDS (2x for 15 minutes, each at 65oC) or until the recorded radioactivity (with a 

Geiger counter) was below 10 CPM. The membrane was exposed to Amersham 

Hyperfilm MP (GE Healthcare) in an intensifying cassette at -80oC followed by 

standard autoradiography procedures.  

 

Real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) 

Total RNA was isolated from various mouse organs, brain regions and P19 cells 

using TRIzol® Reagent (Invitrogen). Contaminating genomic DNA (gDNA) was 

removed from the total RNAs using the DNA-free™ Kit (Applied Biosystems) 

according to the manufacturers’ protocols. Reverse transcription was performed 

using the Superscript® III Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Invitrogen) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. RT-qPCR was carried out in 10µl reaction volume using 

1X LightCycler 480 (LC480) Probe Master mix (Roche Diagnostics), 0.1µM of a 

relevant Universal ProbeLibrary probe (Roche Diagnostics), 0.25µM of each 

forward and reverse primers and 1µl of 0.1X synthesised cDNA. RT-qPCR was 

performed with an initial denaturation at 95oC for 10 minutes followed by 45 

cycles at 95oC for 10 seconds, 60oC for 30 seconds and 72oC for 10 seconds with a 

final step at 40oC for 1 second.  

 

Real-Time amplification signals were acquired during the elongation step and 

recorded live using LightCycler® 480 Software version 1.5 (Roche Diagnostics). 

The cycle threshold or crossing point (Cp) from each signal was calculated based 

on the Second Derivative Maximum method [40]. Relative quantification using a 

standard curve was employed to estimate the differences between normalised 

expression values according to the method as described [25]. T-tests were used to 

test the differences in normalised expression levels between two groups with a P 

value <0.05 considered statistically significant. 

 

Stemloop RT-qPCR 

Reverse transcription of small RNA was performed based on modified methods 

[41, 42]. cDNA was synthesised from 150ng-2.5µg of small RNA enriched total 

RNA using 0.05!M of an in-house designed stem loop primer (5’-GTTGGCTCT 

GGTAGGATG CCGCTCTCA GGGCATCCT ACCAGAGCCA AACGGAATC-

3’, GeneWorks), and the Superscript® III Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Invitrogen) 

with modifications to the manufacturer’s protocol. The stem loop primer was 
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added after a denaturation step at 65oC for 5 minutes. The last 6nt at the 3’ end of 

the stem loop primer complements with the last 6nt of the 3’ end of Sox4_sir3 

small RNA. The stem loop RT primer contains a target site for a universal reverse 

primer (5’-GTAGGATGCC GCTCTCAGG-3’, GeneWorks) and a target site for 

UniversalProbe Library (UPL) Probe #21 (Roche Diagnostics), which were used 

in subsequent cDNA amplication process together with a specific forward primer 

for Sox4_sir3 (5’-TCTGACTCAA GGACAGCGAC AA-3’, GeneWorks). 

Briefly, cDNA synthesis was performed at 16oC for 30 minutes followed by 60 

cycles of 20oC for 30 seconds, 42oC for 30 seconds and 50oC for 1 second. Final 

incubation at 75oC for 15 minutes was performed to inactivate the reverse 

transcriptase enzyme. 

 

Prior to qPCR, pre-PCR of Sox4_sir3 was performed in a 10µl reaction volume 

containing 1X LC480 Probe Master mix (Roche Diagnostics), 50nM of each 

forward and universal reverse primers and 0.2X of synthesised cDNA. Pre-PCR 

was initially carried out at 95oC for 10 minutes, 55oC for 2 minutes and 75oC for 2 

minutes followed by additional 14 cycles of 95oC for 15 seconds and 60oC for 4 

minutes. After pre-PCR, 0.01X of amplicons were used for RT-qPCR according 

to the conditions above.  

 

Small RNA northern analysis 

Approximately 30!g of total RNA from each sample was denatured in 1X 

Ambion Gel Loading Buffer II (Ambion®) at 85oC for 3 minutes. RNAs were 

electrophoresed in 15% acrylamide/urea gel (48% (w/v) urea, 15% (v/v) 

acrylamide, 0.05% (w/v) ammonium persulfate and 0.1% (v/v) 

tetramethylethylenediamine prepared in 1X TBE) in 1X TBE buffer at 300V for 

90 minutes followed by blotting of small RNAs in the gel onto Hybond-N+ nylon 

membrane (GE Healthcare). Pre-hybridisation, hybridisation, washing and 

visualisation steps were performed according to the protocols mentioned in the 

previous RACE section with the washing conditions changed to 5 minutes each 

time at room temperature. Long dsDNA probes used in the analysis were labelled 

using DECAprime™ II Random Priming DNA Labelling Kit (Ambion®) and ["-
32P]-dCTP (GE Healthcare) according the manufacturers’ protocol. 
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RNA fluorescence in situ hybridisation (RNA FISH) 

Preparation of cells from 56-day old (P56) adult mouse cerebral cortex, 

hippocampus, olfactory bulbs and cerebellum, cell fixation, RNAse A digestion, 

preparation of non-overlapping complementary RNA (cRNA) probes for Sox4 

sense and antisense transcripts (see SI-1), hybridisation, washing steps, staining 

and mounting of slides were carried out according to a method as described 

previously [43]. 

 

Locked nucleic acid-in situ hybridisation (LNA-ISH) 

Paraffin embedded sections (8µm) were used for LNA-ISH. Sections were 

prepared according to the following steps: de-paraffinised with washes in xylene 

(3x for 5 minutes each), rehydrated, fixed in 4% (w/v) PFA (pH7.0) (10 minutes), 

digested in Proteinase K buffer (6.7µg/ml of Proteinase K, 50mM of Tris HCl 

pH7.5, 5mM of EDTA) (30 minutes), re-fixed in 4% (w/v) PFA (5 minutes) and 

acetylated (0.1M of triethanolamine, 0.178% (v/v) of concentrated HCl and 

0.25% (v/v) of acetic anhydride) (10 minutes). 

 

Pre-hybridisation step was carried out in a humidified chamber (50% (v/v) 

formamide, 5X SSC) at 60oC. Amersham Rapid-hyb™ Buffer (GE Healthcare) 

was used for pre-hybridisation with additional Escherichia coli tRNA (Sigma 

Aldrich) and Herring Sperm DNA (Promega) to a final concentration of 100µg/ml 

each. After 1-2 hours of pre-hybridisation, custom-made Sox4_sir3 LNA probes 

(Cat. no: EQ-70537, Exiqon) were added to the buffer to a final concentration of 

0.020pmol/µl. Hybridisation was carried out in the oven for 16-20 hours.  

 

After hybridisation step, sections were washed in 5X SSC (20 minutes at 

hybridisation temperature), then in 0.2X SSC (3 hours at hybridisation 

temperature), rinsed in fresh 0.2X SSC (5 minutes) and incubated in pre-blocking 

buffer (0.1M of Tris HCl pH7.5, 0.15M of NaCl and 240µg/ml of levamisole) (5 

minutes). In a humidified chamber, sections were blocked in 20% (v/v) foetal calf 

serum (Sigma Aldrich) and 2% (w/v) blocking powder (Roche Diagnostics) in 

maleate buffer for 1 hour, then incubated with 0.0002X (0.00015U) anti-DIG 

antibody with alkaline phosphatase, Fab fragments (Roche Diagnostics) in 

blocking buffer (16 hours) in dark. Consequently, sections were washed in NTMT 

buffer (3x for 10 minutes each; 0.1M Tris HCl pH9.5, 0.1M NaCl, 0.05M MgCl2, 
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1% (v/v) Tween-20 and 240µg/ml levamisole) and then in nitro blue tetrazolium 

chloride (NBT)/ 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate, toluidine salt (BCIP) 

colour reaction (0.375mg/ml of NBT and 0.188mg/ml of BCIP in NTMT buffer) 

for 3 hours to 5 days. After colour reaction step, sections were washed with Tris 

EDTA buffer pH8.0 (0.01M of Tris HCl pH7.5 and 0.001M EDTA pH8.0) for 10 

minutes and were mounted in Entellan® media (ProSciTech). 

 

Mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with Dicer1C allele 

Mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with DICER1 activity were obtained from a 

line heterozygous for a conditionally mutant Dicer1 allele (Dicer1c) and a null 

Dicer1 allele (Dicer1-). These genetic modifications were described previously 

[44]. mES cells without DICER1 activity were produced by transient transfection 

of this Dicer1c/- line with Cre recombinase to produce Dicer1-/- subclones (Jeffrey 

R Mann and Deidre M Mattiske, unpublished data). 

 

NIH/3T3 mouse fibroblast cell line 

NIH/3T3 cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection 

(www.atcc.org) and maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (Sigma 

Aldrich) supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated foetal calf serum (FCS; 

Invitrogen), 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 2mM L-

glutamine. Cells were subcultured into new dishes when they reached 80% 

confluence or less using approximately 3-5x103 cells/cm2 inoculums.  

 

P19 teratocarcinoma cell line 

Propagation and differentiation of P19 cells were carried out according to 

protocols described previously [25].  

 

Overexpression of Sox4 NATs  

Full length Sox4 NATs were amplified from mouse gDNA using the paired-end 

ditags sequences as primers (see SI-1). Proofreading polymerase enzyme from 

Expand Long Template PCR System Kit (Roche Diagnostics) was used to amplify 

Sox4 NATs (with sizes between 0.8-3kb) from gDNA. Amplicons were blunt-

end-cloned into pcDNA3 vector (Invitrogen) at EcoRV restriction site. The right 

clones were screened by orientation- and Sox4-specific PCR. The sizes of the 

constructs were validated by gel electrophoresis. Confirmed Sox4 NAT 
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constructs, namely, PET2, PET3, PET5 and PET6, were individually co-

transfected into NIH/3T3 cells together with pcDNA3-eGFP constructs using 

Lipofectamine™ 2000 Transfection Reagent (Invitrogen) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. PET construct to pcDNA-eGFP construct ratio used 

during transfection was 3:2. Equal number of molecules for PET2, PET3, PET5 

and PET6 were considered in each transfection and pUC18 vector was added to 

normalize the total amount of DNA transfected (6µg per 2 million cells) into 

NIH/3T3 cells. Each transfection for PET construct was controlled by a mock 

transfection using pcDNA3 empty vector and without any DNA. 

 

Immunoblotting analysis 

Approximately 24 hours after transfection, cells were lysed in ice-cold lysis buffer 

(50mM Tris.HCl, pH 7.4, with 1% NP-40, 150mM NaCl, 2mM ethylene glycol-

bis(beta-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N,N-tetraacetic acid, 1mM NaVO4, 100mM NaF, 

10mM Na4P2O7, and protease inhibitor cocktail). Protein concentrations were 

assayed using Bradford Reagent (BioRad) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Equal amounts of protein (~20µg) were loaded onto 10% acrylamide 

gels, separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

(SDS-PAGE). Electrophoresed proteins were transferred onto Amersham 

Hybond™-P hydrophobic polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane followed 

by blocking with 5% (w/v) skim milk powder with 0.1% (v/v) Triton-X100 

prepared in 1X PBS. The membrane was probed with a primary polyclonal rabbit 

antibody directed against Sox4 (Cat. No.: AB80261, Abcam) or polyclonal goat 

antibody directed against actin (Cat. No.: SC-1616, Santa Cruz) at 4oC overnight 

followed by ImmunoPure® Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG, (H+L) Peroxidase Conjugate 

(Cat. No.: 31460, Pierce) or Polyclonal Rabbit Anti-Goat Immunoglobulins/HRP 

(Cat. No.: P0449, Dako) secondary antibody. Reactive bands were detected using 

Amersham ECL Plus™ Western Blotting Detection Reagents (GE Healthcare) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 
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Results 
 

Sox4 NATs have multiple transcription start sites and polyadenylation sites 

To characterise Sox4 NATs that were expressed during brain development, we 

performed 5’ and 3’ RACE-southern analyses using E15.5 mouse cerebral cortex 

total RNA and combinations of primers/probes designed across the Sox4 gene 

locus (Figures 1A-1D). To aid identification of full length Sox4 NATs, we 

mapped previously described Sox4 SAGE tags generated from 4 developmental 

stages of the mouse cerebral cortex to both sense and antisense strands of the Sox4 

gene locus [25]. Additional information from the 3’ RACE analysis of Sox4 NATs 

in the same study was also mapped to our data (Figure 1D). Next, we compared 

our results to the FANTOM Paired-End Ditags (PET) sequences, which were 

obtained from the Ensembl website (www.ensembl.org) and mapped to the Sox4 

gene locus (Figure 1E). All Sox4 gene locus annotations are provided in one 

GenBank file (Supplementary information 1).  

 

Surprisingly, we identified multiple transcription start sites (TSSs) as well as 

polyadenylation sites for Sox4 NATs across the entire Sox4 gene locus. 5’ RACE 

analysis showed 19 different TSSs for Sox4 NATs with 9 potential TSSs based on 

the prominent bands in southern analysis (Figures 1A and 1C). A total of 12 

polyadenylation sites were found for Sox4 NATs based on 3’ RACE analysis, 

with four of them represented by prominent bands in southern analysis (Figures 

1B and 1D). This suggests that transcripts with different TSSs or polyadenylation 

sites have different expression levels. 

 

We compared our RACE results with the mapped PET sequences (Figure 1E). 

PET1-5 have TSSs that corresponded well (within ±100nt) to our mapped TSSs of 

Sox4 NATs based on 5’ RACE analysis, whereas the TSS for PET6 was found 

>100nt upstream to the TSS of our dataset. SAGE tags generated from the most 3’ 

regions of PolyA+ RNAs confirmed 8 of the mapped polyadenylation sites for 

Sox4 NATs. Of these, 3 polyadenylation sites from the previous study [25] 

matched with PET3. Other polyadenylation sites without any SAGE tags (beyond 

L6 in Figure 1D) also matched (within ±100nt) with the polyadenylation sites for 

PET1 and PET6. We did not find any polyadenylation sites from our 3’ RACE 

analysis that matched the polyadenylation sites of PET2, PET4 and PET5. This 
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result could be attributed to the primer and/or probe used in our RACE 

experiments, which determine the specificity.  

 

Next, we searched and mapped all the TATA box sequences, and 12 

polyadenylation signal variants [45] across the antisense strand of the Sox4 gene 

locus (Figure 1E). Only six possible TATA boxes were found with two containing 

a very conserved TATA box sequence, TATAAAAAA. The TATA box was 

located upstream of the TSSs of Sox4 NATs from our 5’ RACE analysis (between 

L1 and L3 in Figure 1C) and PET2, PET3 and PET4. On the other hand, 

polyadenylation signal sequences were found in all the mapped polyadenylation 

sites of Sox4 NATs and in all the PETs except for PET4 (>500nt from polyA site) 

and PET5 (no signal). The analysis shows that these Sox4 NATs utilised 

alternative core promoter sequences and polyadenylation signals during 

transcription initiation and polyadenylation, respectively.  

 

Sox4 sense and NATs form cytoplasmic dsRNA aggregates 

To determine whether Sox4 NATs are functional, we first evaluated the cellular 

localisation of these transcripts in relation to sense transcripts. First, we performed 

RNA FISH analysis using non-overlapping RNA probes for both sense and 

antisense transcripts on cells obtained from the adult cerebral cortex, 

hippocampus, olfactory bulbs and cerebellum (Figure 2). The analysis showed 

cytoplasmic co-localisation of sense and NATs as aggregates in 5-10% of cells 

assessed. No sense and NATs aggregates or signals were found in the nucleus 

suggesting Sox4 NATs are not playing a direct role in regulating Sox4 gene 

transcription or chromatin modification. Next, we asked whether NATs formed 

double stranded RNA with the sense transcript in the cytoplasm, an event that is 

important in RNA interference and translation regulation. We performed RNA 

FISH on RNase A treated cells from the same mouse brain regions (Figure 2). 

Additional RNA FISH experiments targeting the Hmbs housekeeping gene were 

performed as a control for the RNase A digestion step. RNA FISH on RNase A 

treated cells confirmed that Sox4 NATs indeed formed dsRNA with the sense 

transcripts. These observations suggest that Sox4 NATs may regulate the 

translation of Sox4 in the cytoplasm. 
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Sox4 NATs did not regulate the transcription or translation of Sox4 mRNA 

To determine whether Sox4 NATs affect the translation of Sox4 protein, we 

overexpressed selected PET2 (3.216kb), PET3 (1.919kb), PET5 (0.807kb) and 

PET6 (1.824kb) NATs in NIH/3T3 cells and assessed the level of Sox4 protein 

expression. The selected PETs were mapped to different regions of the Sox4 

protein-coding (sense) transcript or gene locus. PET2, PET3, PET5 and PET6 

were overexpressed at 24, 16, 32 and 381 times greater than the pcDNA3-empty 

control in NIH/3T3 cells, respectively (Figures 3A-3D). In all the cells that 

overexpressed PETs, we did not observed any changes in Sox4 sense transcript 

levels, except for those cells that overexpressed PET2, which exhibited about 2.6 

times upregulation of the sense transcripts (Figure 3A). These findings support 

our previous RNA FISH analysis that demonstrated Sox4 NATs are cytoplasm-

localised and not involved in regulating nuclear Sox4 protein-coding transcript 

expression. In addition, immunoblotting of protein lysates isolated from these 

cells showed no differential regulation of Sox4 proteins suggesting none of the 

Sox4 NATs inhibit the protein translation process (Figure 3E).  

 

A novel small RNA, Sox4_sir3, originates from the Sox4 sense transcript 

Long dsRNAs can serve as templates for the biogenesis of small RNAs, which 

function via the RNA interference (RNAi) machinery. To answer the question as 

to whether Sox4 sense and NATs dsRNA generate functional small RNAs, we 

screened the entire Sox4 gene locus using 6 different dsDNA probes (Figure 4A). 

Small RNA northern analysis on the E15.5 and P150 whole brain total RNAs 

revealed 5 small RNA fragments (70nt to 140nt) within the Sox4 gene locus 

suggesting the presence of intermediate precursor RNAs, which could serve as 

templates for small RNA production (Figure 4B). The strand specificity of these 

small RNA fragments, however, remains unknown. These findings led us to 

generate ~3.7 million small RNA sequences (36nt) from a mouse E15.5 whole 

brain using a massively parallel sequencing platform, the Illumina Genome 

Analyzer II (GSE22653). Based on the screening of these small RNA sequences, 

we mapped 7 small RNA sequences with a single unique hit to the Sox4 gene 

locus where both sense and NATs were expressed (Table 1; Figure 4A). 

Interestingly, all 7 small RNA sequences were mapped to the Sox4 sense 

transcript and were encountered only once in the dataset and could be generated 

by Sox4 sense transcript degradation. 
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To ascertain whether these small RNAs were not Sox4 sense transcript 

degradation by-products, we performed stem loop RT-PCR to evaluate the 

existence of these small RNAs in the E15.5 mouse brain. The analysis showed 

only Sox4_sir3 small RNA (5’-TCAAGGACAG CGACAAGATT CCGT-3’; 

GenBank Accession: HM596744) was specifically amplified, suggesting that this 

is the only genuine small RNA (Figure 4C). To further validate this small RNA, 

we performed another northern analysis using a radioactively labelled 

oligonucleotide probe that complements Sox4_sir3. We did not find any signals 

from northern analysis performed on the E15.5 and P150 whole brain small RNAs 

(data not shown) and therefore repeated the analysis using small RNAs isolated 

from proliferating and differentiated P19 teratocarcinoma cells. Differentiated P19 

cells have characteristics resembling astrocytes and neurones in the brain [46]. 

The analysis showed a band with approximately 120nt in both the proliferating 

and differentiated P19 cells (Figure 4D) confirming our previous analysis using a 

long dsDNA probe (Figure 4B). In both northern analyses, however, we did not 

detect the mature small RNA sequence suggesting Sox4_sir3 expression is 

specific to a particular cell type, has a very short half life and is beyond the 

detectable limits of northern blotting. We later employed stemloop RT-qPCR to 

confirm Sox4_sir3 expression in both proliferating and differentiating P19 cells. 

This analysis confirmed the existence of Sox4_sir3 in P19 cells as well as a 

significant upregulation of the small RNA (~2-fold) in differentiating cells 

compared to proliferating cells (Figure 4D). 

 

Next, we also searched Sox4_sir3 in other high-throughput mouse small RNA 

sequencing datasets available in the Gene Expression Omnibus 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). We screened 53 high-throughput small RNA 

sequencing datasets generated from various studies using Mus musculus as a 

model (Series records: GSE20384, GSE19172, GSE17319, GSE7414, GSE5026 

and GPL7059). Of these datasets, we found Sox4_sir3 was sequenced in only 2 

datasets, GSM433295 and GSM475280, which were generated from E18.5 mouse 

testis small RNAs and Mili-immunoprecipitated adult mouse testis small RNAs, 

respectively. Similarly to our dataset, Sox4_sir3 from these datasets has a low 

count number suggesting that the small RNA may have been subjected to 

nucleotide modifications at 5’ or 3’ ends or both. By considering both laboratory-
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based and in silico analyses of Sox4_sir3, we demonstrate that the Sox4 sense 

transcript is the origin for the generation of Sox4_sir3 novel small RNAs. 

However, the role of NATs and the mechanism involved in the biogenesis of this 

small RNA remains unknown. 

 

To determine whether Sox4_sir3 small RNA is a novel microRNA (miRNA), we 

used 150nt upstream and downstream of Sox4_sir3 to look for potential hairpin 

stem loop structures using the RNAfold program [47]. Using default 

thermodynamic prediction parameters [48] and based on the uniform miRNA 

annotation criteria [49], we did not find any potent hairpin stem loop structures 

that may have functioned as the Sox4_sir3 precursor (Figure 4E). Therefore, we 

conclude that Sox4_sir3 is not a miRNA.  

 

Sox4_sir3 is an endogenous small interfering RNA 

Thus far, we have confirmed that both Sox4 sense and NATs can form dsRNA 

and Sox4_sir3 originates from the Sox4 gene locus, where both sense and NATs 

are expressed. Since Sox4_sir3 is not a miRNA, we speculated that this small 

RNA could be an endogenous small interfering RNA (endo-siRNA) that is 

generated from a long dsRNA via a Dicer1-mediated mechanism. To prove our 

hypothesis, we evaluated the expression of Sox4_sir3, Sox4 sense and NATs in 

mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with conditional alleles for Dicer1 (Figure 

4F). The analysis showed approximately 32-fold down-regulation of Sox4_sir3 in 

Dicer1 null mES cells, compared to cells expressing Dicer1 (Figure 4F). In 

addition, we observed no difference in Sox4 sense transcripts and slight 

downregulation of NATs expression levels between the two cell types, confirming 

that Sox4_sir3 biogenesis is in fact Dicer1-dependent. 

 

Sox4 NATs are required for the biogenesis of Sox4_sir3  

Next, we wanted to determine whether Sox4 NATs are required for the biogenesis 

of Sox4_sir3. Sox4_sir3 is mapped to the coding sequence (CDS) of the Sox4 

sense transcript, and PET6 is the NAT that overlaps this region (Figure 5A). We 

transfected NIH/3T3 cells with PET6 and assessed the expression level of 

Sox4_sir3. PET3-pcDNA3, a Sox4 NAT that overlaps the 3’UTR of Sox4 sense 

transcript, and pcDNA3-empty were transfected as controls (Figure 5A). We 

observed significant upregulation of both PET3 and PET6 (P<0.001) in the cells 
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and these transcripts did not affect the level of Sox4 sense transcripts supporting 

our findings in the previous transfection analyses (Figures 5B-C). Cells 

overexpressing PET6 showed approximately 63-fold upregulation of Sox4_sir3 

compared to the pcDNA3-empty vector control (Figure 5D). However, we did not 

observe any significant difference in Sox4_sir3 expression between cells 

overexpressing the PET3, and the pcDNA3-empty vector control (Figure 5D). In 

addition, Dicer1 expression was not significantly different between transfection 

groups (Figure 5E), confirming Sox4_sir3 biogenesis is dependent on the 

expression of PET6 and the ability of Sox4 sense and NATs to form dsRNA.  

 

Full-length sequencing of PET6 

In general, NATs are expressed in a specific cell type and stage during 

development. Full-length sequencing of NATs has been difficult due to their low 

expression level. To characterize the structure of the PET6 NAT expressed in the 

brain, we performed full-length sequencing of PET6 NAT isolated from 

transfected NIH/3T3 cells. We predicted that the cloned PET6 would be expressed 

and subjected to post-transcriptional processing similar to the naturally occurring 

PET6. We perform RT-PCR using the primers initially used to amplify PET6 

from mouse gDNA. RT-PCR analysis showed amplification of two amplicons, 

approximately 1.8kb and 0.6kb in size (Figure 6). Full-length sequencing 

confirmed the smaller amplicon as a 0.637kb spliced transcript variant of PET6. 

The transcript was spliced from +354 to +1545 (1.187kb) at the canonical 

AG…GT acceptor and donor site. A BLASTp homology search and protein 

domain analysis using Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool (SMART) 

[50] for open reading frames with greater than 100aa within both transcript 

variants of PET6 did not show any significant protein homologues or functional 

domains within these transcripts (Supplementary information 1). These transcripts 

were not translated into peptides/proteins of known function to date. These 

observations led us to ask which transcripts are involved in the generation 

Sox4_sir3. To address this, we overexpressed both spliced and unspliced PET6 

variants in NIH/3T3 cells and observed upregulation of Sox4_sir3 only in cells 

overexpressing the unspliced variant suggesting the overlapping portion of the 

transcript is required for Sox4_sir3 production (see SI-2). We suspected that the 

spliced variant of PET6 was an in vitro artefact, due to the overexpression of 

PET6 transcript. In addition, we did not find any RT-qPCR amplification of the 
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spliced variant in various mouse tissues such as brain, heart, spleen, pancreas and 

skeletal muscle using a pair of intron-spanning primers (data not shown). The 

unspliced PET6 sequence was termed Sox4ot1 and was submitted to GenBank 

with the accession number HM596742. 

 

Expression pattern of Sox4_sir3 

To investigate the role of Sox4_sir3 during brain development, we performed in 

situ hybridisation (ISH) using Locked-Nucleic Acid (LNA) probes on sections 

obtained from E11.5, E13.5 and E15.5 whole mouse embryos, and E17.5 and P1.5 

whole brains. We observed Sox4_sir3 expression in the telencephalon and 

mesencephalon of E11.5 and E13.5 mouse embryos (Figures 7A-B). The 

expression was gradually downregulated and confined to the ventricular and 

marginal zones (known as layer I after birth) of the cerebral cortex, ventricular 

zone, cerebellar anlarge and the granule layer of the olfactory bulb at E15.5 and 

E17.5 (Figures 7C-G). At P1.5, Sox4_sir3 expression was observed in the 

diminishing ventricular zone of the cerebral cortex, subventricular zone of the 

lateral ventricle, layer I of the cerebral cortex, pyramidal layer of the 

hippocampus, granule cell layer of the dentate gyrus, granule layer of the 

olfactory bulb and Purkinje cell layers of the cerebellum (Figures 7H-J). Besides 

the developing and postnatal brains, Sox4_sir3 was strongly expressed in the 

developing liver between E11.5 and E15.5 (Figures A-C), and the developing 

lungs at E15.5 (Figure 7C). These findings show that Sox4_sir3 is expressed 

mainly in germinative zones and specialised neuronal cell layers in the brain as 

well as the developing lungs and liver suggesting that this endo-siRNA plays a 

role in the development or function of these cells or organs. 

 

We also performed stemloop RT-qPCR to quantitatively analyse the expression 

profile of Sox4_sir3 in whole brains at different developmental stages, different 

adult brain regions and different organs of adult mice (Figure 8). We showed 

Sox4_sir3 expression in the whole brain decreases as embryos developed from 

E11.5 to E17.5. At P1.5, we observed a sudden surge of expression in the whole 

brain with about a 9-fold increase from E17.5, which then decreased (~6-fold) 

through to the adult stage at P150 (Figure 8A). When we analysed different brain 

regions of adult mice, Sox4_sir3 expression was lower in the cerebellum 

compared to other brain regions (Figure 8B). When we compared the adult whole 
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brain at P150 with other adult organs, we observed significantly higher Sox4_sir3 

expression in the heart, kidney and pancreas (Figure 8C). Interestingly, Sox4_sir3 

that was found highly expressed in the liver during embryonic development was 

least expressed among the adult organs screened suggesting that Sox4_sir3 is 

important in embryonic but not adult liver development. 

 

Downstream targets of Sox4_sir3 

Given the specific expression of Sox4_sir3 at mainly germinative zones and 

specialised neuronal cell layers in the brain, we asked whether Sox4_sir3 has any 

downstream targets that are involved in neurogenesis or neuronal cell 

development and function. To predict downstream targets for Sox4_sir3, we 

submitted the sequence to the DIANA - microT 3.0 program [51]. The analysis 

revealed 151 predicted target sites in the 3’ UTRs of 40 genes (SI-3). We 

subjected all 40 genes to functional ontology analysis using Ingenuity Pathway 

Analysis (www.ingenuity.com) and found 6 candidate genes (Creb1, Itsn1, 

Slc6a2, Xpo7, Kcnh1 and Eya3) that were associated with various neurological 

conditions such as neurodegenerative disorders, bipolar disorder and depression 

(SI-2). Based on the conservation analysis of target sites in these transcripts we 

showed 2 sites in Creb1 (+598 to +626 and +4182 to +4210 of 

ENSMUSG00000025958) were conserved across 8 and 11 organisms.  
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Discussion 

 

In this study, we characterised a cluster of NATs that overlap the Sox4 sense 

transcript and described a new mechanism related to the ability of these 

transcripts to form dsRNAs. These dsRNAs served as templates for the 

production of a novel endogenous siRNA, Sox4_sir3, via a Dicer1-mediated 

mechanism in the mouse. Biogenesis of small RNAs from dsRNAs is common in 

viruses and plants where RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) plays a 

pivotal role in catalyzing the RNA replication process [52, 53]. In mammals, 

where no RdRP activity has been reported, the mechanism responsible for the 

generation of dsRNAs remains unclear. In the absence of RdRP, the formation of 

mammalian dsRNAs have been proposed to ensue via other means such as pairing 

of partially or fully overlapping sense and NATs. This postulation, however, has 

never been proven or demonstrated in a mammalian system. The generation of 

functional endogenous siRNAs from dsRNAs in mammals is rare. To date, only 

limited numbers of endogenous siRNAs have been reported as derived from 

naturally occurring long dsRNAs or retrotransposons found in cultured human 

cells and murine germ cells during gonadal development [54-56]. Therefore, this 

is the first study to confirm such a phenomenon in the mammalian system and 

strengthens the role of NATs in eukaryotes especially the mouse or human. 

 

Unlike other well-characterised NATs such as Air, HOTAIR, Evf-2, Kcnq1ot1 and 

NRON, [14-17, 57], Sox4 NATs have a unique role in the cytoplasm instead of 

directly regulating gene expression via chromatin modification, transcription 

activation or repression, or mRNA trafficking within the nucleus. In various 

incidences, sense-NATs formation in the cytoplasm can inhibit protein translation 

such as NOS2A in mollusks [58] and FGF-2 in human [59]. In the central nervous 

system, sense-NATs pairs or NATs alone have been described in the cytoplasm or 

synaptoneurosomes of neuronal cells with specialised function [60-62]. It has 

been suggested that NATs could exert post-transcriptional regulation on sense 

transcripts in the brain [63, 64]. A recent report showed cytoplasmic expression of 

BACE1 NATs in brain samples from Alzheimer’s disease patients stabilizes the 

sense transcript by masking the miR-485-5p binding site thus preventing miRNA-

induced translational repression [60]. However, the functional role of these NATs 

in the development or function of neuronal cells has not been conclusively 
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proven. In our context, Sox4 NATs are cytoplasm-localised and form dsRNAs 

with the sense transcript in vivo. Unlike NATs overlapping NOS2A, FGF-2 and 

BACE1, when overexpressed in vitro, Sox4 NATs (except for PET2) did not affect 

the Sox4 sense transcript or protein levels but gave rise to Sox4_sir3 (via PET6), 

which origin is the sense transcript. However, the ectopic expression of artificially 

induced Sox4 NATs in the cytoplasm may lead to the capturing of only 

downstream targets or functional properties. The method employed in the study 

will not explain any cis regulation features of Sox4 NATs at transcription or 

chromatin level beyond Sox4 gene locus. 

 

Cytoplasmic generation of Sox4_sir3 from the sense transcript prevents self-

targeting and the low expression of Sox4 NATs in the brain [25] would not 

significantly alter the level of Sox4 mRNA or protein levels in vivo. Instead, the 

small amount of Sox4_sir3 generated from the dsRNAs may have regulatory 

effects on other transcripts. This mechanism has been overlooked in the 

mammalian system and the small RNAs generated from the sense-NATs pairs 

could explain the existence of a large proportion of uncharacterised small RNAs, 

which are expressed in low abundance in the CNS [65, 66]. In this study, we 

demonstrate for the first time in a mammalian system that the function of NATs in 

the cytoplasm can contribute to the biogenesis of a small RNA that may regulate 

other transcripts.  

 

Expression of Sox4_sir3 is spatiotemporally regulated during embryogenesis 

between E11.5 and E17.5 with specific expression in the budding liver and the 

telencephalon of the E11.5 embryo. Between E11.5 and E15.5, the developing 

liver bud is a major site for foetal haematopoiesis. During these stages of 

development, haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) increased exponentially in the 

foetal liver [67, 68] followed by mobilisation of HSCs to spleen and bone marrow 

after E16 [68]. Although Sox4_sir3 expression was very specific to the liver 

increasing at E15.5, its role in liver development or foetal haematopoiesis remains 

unclear and requires further experimental validation. Based on the stemloop RT-

qPCR results, we observed a sudden surge of Sox4_sir3 expression in the P1.5 

whole brain. When we compared the sagittal sections of E17.5 and P1.5 whole 

brains, we did not find any obvious differences in term of their spatial expression 

profiles suggesting that the surge may have been contributed by increased 
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expression of Sox4_sir3 in the subventricular/ventricular zones associated with 

gliogenesis, which is at peak afterbirth. The Sox4_sir3 expression was also 

specifically found in the marginal zone and layer I of the embryonic and postnatal 

mouse cerebral cortices, respectively. Interestingly, these regions are 

predominated by Cajal-Retzius neurones that secrete Reelin, a protein involved in 

establishing early neuronal circuitry, cortical lamination and cortical evolution 

[69, 70]. Therefore, the role of Sox4_sir3 in the development and function of 

Cajal-Retzius neurones should be further evaluated.  

 

Sox4 sense transcripts are highly expressed throughout the developing mouse 

brain except at the ventricular or subventricular zones of the cerebral cortex [25, 

32, 71]. Interestingly, Sox4_sir3 was observed mainly in these germinal layers of 

the brain after E13.5 where Sox4 sense was not found. If Sox4_sir3 expression in 

vivo is the outcome of Sox4 sense-NATs interaction outlined by our model, then it 

is not possible to detect both sense and NATs transcripts in these regions because 

they have been processed into Sox4_sir3. When we compared our findings with 

Sox4 antisense expression profiles describe previously [25], we found similarities 

between Sox4_sir3 and Sox4 antisense expression profiles. Both expression 

profiles showed lowest expression in the adult cerebellum and liver among the 

organs screened. The finding supports our overexpression studies that showed 

Sox4_sir3 biogenesis as Sox4ot1-dependent. The balance between sense and 

antisense expression levels influences the level of Sox4_sir3 expression. The 

unequal expression levels observed in the overexpression studies could explain 

why magnitude of changes for Sox4_sir3 was lower than the overexpressed 

Sox4ot1 transcripts. It is worth noting that the Sox4_sir3 biogenesis is Dicer1-

dependent and therefore the amount of Sox4_sir3 production is limited by the 

intracellular Dicer1 activities. Additionally, Sox4_sir3 originates from Sox4 sense 

transcripts with perfect sequence complementarity to Sox4ot1 thus directing 

transcript degradation. The existence of multiple overlapping Sox4 antisense 

transcripts and the above-mentioned factors make the relationship of expression 

profiles between Sox4 sense, antisense and Sox4_sir3 difficult to interpret 

independently. After considering the expression at both the protein and transcript 

levels, we, therefore, propose that these transcripts exist in different levels as an 

outcome of an ‘equilibrium effect’ between each of these transcripts in the cell 

(Figure 9).  
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Sox4_sir3 was predicted to target a set of genes that were implicated in 

neurological disorders especially at a highly conserved target site within the 

3’UTR of the Creb1 mRNA. Mice lacking Creb1 feature extensive apoptosis of 

postmitotic neurones during brain development, linked with progressive 

neurodegeneration of the hippocampus and the dorsolateral striatum of postnatal 

forebrains [72]. Due to the type of sequence complementary between the two 

[73], it is likely that Sox4_sir3 may cause translational repression of Creb1. This 

prediction, however, requires experimental validations of the Sox4_sir3 effect on 

Creb1 at both mRNA and protein levels.  

 

We have demonstrated a unique example of how Sox4 NATs could diversify the 

post-transcriptional regulation of other genes without disrupting Sox4 expression. 

Our findings, when further proven, will have significant implications on our 

understanding of NATs role in fine-tuning post-transcriptional regulation of gene 

expression within the cytoplasm. About 20% of well-defined proteins have at 

least one overlapping transcript [74], thus interactions of these sense-antisense 

RNA pairs may lead to alternative gene regulation pathways. Such unorthodox 

pathways can aid in explaining the diverse regulation of gene expression, hence 

explaining the missing link and the wide-spectrum transcript-protein relationship 

in various complex developmental processes.  
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Table 1: Mapped small RNA sequences at the Sox4 gene locus 

 
ID Sequence nt %GC Mapping Sox4 

strand 
Sox4 

region 
Sox4_sir1 aggcggagagtagacggg 18 67 chr13:29043245- sense 3'UTR 
Sox4_sir2 ccactggggttgtacgaa 18 56 chr13:29044007- sense CDS 
Sox4_sir3 tcaaggacagcgacaagattccgt 24 50 chr13:29044567- sense CDS 
Sox4_sir4 tcagggaaaggggtggggga 20 65 chr13:29045181- sense 5'UTR 
Sox4_sir5 agacgatgtcgctttcctga 20 50 chr13:29045235- sense 5'UTR 
Sox4_sir6 ggacttaggcgctagag 17 59 chr13:29045252- sense 5'UTR 
Sox4_sir7 aggcgctagagacgatgt 18 56 chr13:29045246- sense 5'UTR 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1 RACE-southern analysis of Sox4 antisense transcripts 

expressed in the E15.5 cerebral cortex 

5’ RACE for Sox4 antisense transcripts were independently carried 

out using the universal primer for 5’ and each of the 7 gene 

specific primers designed across the Sox4 gene locus (A). 

Amplicons for each reaction was electrophoresed, blotted and 

specific Sox4 antisense amplicons were detected using independent 

oligonucleotide probes designed downstream to each of the 

original primer used. Similar approach was performed for 3’ 

RACE analysis (B). The oligonucleotide probes used for detection 

are given at the lower right corner of each gel photo and 

represented by a coloured arrow at the lower left corner. These 

colour arrows denote all the corresponding amplicons in each gel 

and are schematically represented in figures (C) and (D) for both 5’ 

and 3’ RACE analyses, respectively. FANTOM Paired Ends di-

Tag (PET) sequences for Sox4 antisense transcripts, which were 

obtained from Ensembl website (www.ensembl.org) were mapped 

to the Sox4 gene locus (E). Previously reported SAGE tags [25], 

selected TATA box and polyadenylation signal sequences were 

also mapped to the gene locus. Detail legend descriptions are 

provided in the bottom panel of the figure. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 RNA FISH of Sox4 sense and NATs 

RNA FISH of Sox4 sense and NATs was performed on trypsinised 

cells obtained from different regions of the adult mouse brain. The 

type of transcripts analysed is shown at the top of the figure and 

the origin of cells are shown to the left of the micrographs. 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 Overexpression study of PETs 2, 3, 5 and 6 using NIH 3T3 cells 

Normalised log2 expression level of Sox4 sense and NATs in NIH 

3T3 cells transfected with reagent only (control), pcDNA3 empty 

vector (pcDNA3) and individual pcDNA3-PET construct is 

illustrated in (A) for PET2, (B) for PET3, (C) for PET5 and (D) for 

PET6. Western blot analysis using antibody against Sox4 and actin 

proteins is shown in (E) with additional control lysates from HeLa 

cells, P1.5 and P150 cerebral cortices (CC). For (A)-(D), N=3 per 

group and asterisks denote significant level at * P <0.05, ** P 

<0.01 and *** P <0.001. Error bars denote standard error of mean. 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 Identification of Sox4_sir3 small RNA 

(A) Mapping of small RNA sequences that were originated from 

the Sox4 gene locus. The probes used to screen for small RNAs in 

E15.5 and P150 whole brain (WB) samples using small RNA 

northern approach (B) are also illustrated in the diagram. P1-P6 in 

(B) corresponds to probes 1-6 in (A). Small RNA northern analysis 

of Rnu6 was performed to serve as a positive/loading control. (C) 

Validation of small RNAs (S4_sir denotes Sox4_sir and NTC 

denotes no template control) using stemloop RT-PCR method 

identified Sox4_sir3 as the only specific amplicon. (D) Small RNA 

northern analysis of Sox4_sir3 using an oligonucleotide probe on 

total RNAs isolated from proliferating (prolif.) and differentiating 

(diff.) P19 teratocarcinoma cells. (E) RNA fold prediction of 

sequences 150nt upstream and downstream of Sox4_sir3. The 

colour in the scale bar presented below to the predicted structure 

denotes the possibility of base-pairing between nucleotides. The 

minimum free energy (MFE) structure, the thermodynamic 

ensemble of RNA structures (pf), the centroid structure (centroid) 

and the positional entropy for each position are presented in two 

separated graphs to right of the predicted structure. (F) Normalised 

log2 expression of Sox4 sense and NATs, Dicer1 and Sox4_sir3 in 

mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with conditional allele for 

Dicer1. Dicer c/- denotes mES cells with Dicer1 activity and Dicer 

-/- denotes mES cells without Dicer1 activity. For (F), N=3 per 

group and asterisks denote significant level at * P <0.05, ** P 

<0.01 and *** P <0.001. Error bars denote standard error of mean. 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 The effect of PET6 overexpression on Sox4_sir3 expression 

(A) A schematic diagram represents the overlapping regions 

between the Sox4 sense transcript, and the PET3 and PET6 NATs. 

Sox4_sir3 and primers used (Primers 1-6) in the study are also 

mapped. Normalised log2 expression level of Sox4 sense (assessed 

by primers 3 and 4) and NATs in NIH 3T3 cells transfected with 

reagent only (control), pcDNA3 empty vector (pcDNA3) and 

individual pcDNA3-PET construct is illustrated in (B) for PET3 

and (C) for PET6. (D) Normalised log2 expression of Sox4_sir3 

small RNA in NIH 3T3 cells transfected with reagent only 

(control), pcDNA3 empty vector (pcDNA3), pcDNA3-PET3 

(PET3) and pcDNA3-PET6 (PET6) constructs. (E) Normalised 

log2 expression of the Dicer1 transcript in all the 3T3-transcfected 

cells. Primers used during the sense- (S-RT) or antisense reverse-

transcription (AS-RT) and sense- (S-qPCR) or antisense-

quantitative PCR (AS-qPCR) are given in parentheses located 

below each graph. For (B)-(E), N=3 per group and asterisks denote 

significant level at ** P <0.01 and *** P <0.001. Error bars denote 

standard error of mean. 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 Sequencing of PET6 transcripts expressed in NIH 3T3-

transfected cells 
RT-PCR of PET6 NATs expressed in NIH 3T3-transfected cells 

revealed 2 transcript variants, which is schematically illustrated in 

the diagram next to the gel. RT+ denotes full RT-PCR reaction 

performed on the total RNA isolated from 3T3-transfected cells, 

RT- denotes a reaction without reverse transcriptase performed on 

the same sample during RT step (genomic DNA contamination 

control), gDNA denotes RT-PCR performed on ~100ng mouse 

genomic DNA (positive control) and no template control (NTC). 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 LNA-ISH of Sox4_sir3 in whole mouse embryo and brain 

sections 

LNA-ISH of Sox4_sir3 was performed on whole embryo sections 

obtained from (A) E11.5, (B) E13.5 and (C) E15.5 embryos. For 

E17.5 developmental stage, only (D) coronal and (E-G) sagittal 

whole brain sections were analysed whereas for (H-J) P1.5, sagittal 

whole brain sections were analysed. ‘bLV’ = budding liver, ‘CB’ = 

cerebellum, ‘CbAn’ = cerebellar anlage, ‘CC’ = cerebral cortex, 

‘DG’ = dentate gyrus, ‘GrOB’ = granule cell layer of the olfactory 

bulb, ‘Hipp’ = hippocampus, ‘LG’ = lungs, ‘LI’ = layer I of the 

cerebral cortex, ‘LV’ = liver, ‘mes’ = mesencephalon, ‘MZ’ = 

marginal zone, ‘SVZ’ = subventricular zone, ‘tel’ = telencephalon, 

‘VZ’ = ventricular zone. 
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Figure 8 Stemloop RT-qPCR characterisation of Sox4_sir3 expression 

The characterisation of Sox4_sir3 expression was performed on 

(A) whole brains obtained from different developmental stages, (B) 

different brain regions of adult mice and (C) different adult mouse 

organs. Data were presented as log2 of normalised expression (to 

Hmbs housekeeping gene). For all analyses, N=2 per sample was 

used except for skeletal muscle where N=3. Asterisks denote 

significant level at * P <0.05 and *** P <0.001. Error bars denote 

standard error of mean. 
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Figure 9 Proposed relationship between Sox4 sense transcripts, NATs, 

Sox4_sir3 and protein expression 
Sox4 NATs are lowly expressed in the cell and form dsRNAs with 

the sense transcripts to produce Sox4_sir3. Since Sox4_sir3 is 

originated from the Sox4 sense transcript, it has perfect 

complementarities with Sox4 NATs, hence causes RNA 

degradation via RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISC). These 

interrelationships seem to be very inefficient in regulating Sox4 

protein expression but in fact very useful in diversifying the 

downstream targets of Sox4 via the action of Sox4_sir3. At a state 

of equilibrium, Sox4_sir3 is capable of regulating both Sox4 NATs 

and other transcripts. At the same time, the amount of Sox4 sense 

transcripts degraded as a result of Sox4_sir3 production is low and 

insignificant, thus do not affect the level of Sox4 protein 

expression. In a different context, Sox4 NATs (such as PET2) 

overlaps 3’UTR of Sox4 sense transcript can mask the miRNA 

target sites, hence stabilising the mRNA within the cytoplasm. The 

possibility of Sox4_sir3 being transported into the nucleus and 

causes transcriptional regulation of other genes via chromatin 

remodelling in the nucleus remains unknown and required further 

experimental validations. 
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6.1 Summary 
 

In the last decade, noncoding RNAs have emerged as important regulators of 

various developmental mechanisms, disease onset and progression in mammals. 

This chapter reports an analysis of about 3.7 million small RNA sequences (36nt) 

generated from an E15.5 mouse whole brain using deep sequencing approach. The 

study reported here did not have direct link with the preceding chapters, but it 

utilises the next-generation sequencing dataset produced in Chapter 5 for novel 

miRNA discovery. Owing to the growing important of miRNAs in various 

mammalian developmental events, the dataset was re-analysed to identify novel 

miRNAs that could be pertinent to the brain development particularly in the 

cerebral cortex.  

 

Analysis of the ~3.7 million sequences revealed putative miRNAs, which were 

validated using northern analysis. Further characterisation of one of the novel 

miRNAs, namely miR-3099, showed that this miRNA biogenesis as Dicer1-

dependent. MiR-3099 expression was observed in as early as E3.5 blastocycts and 

E7.5 embryos. Whole mount in situ hybridisation analysis showed embryo wide 

expression of miR-3099 in E9.5 and E11.5 embryos. Interestingly, miR-3099 

expression was generally down-regulated and restricted to specific layers within 

the developing (E13.5, E15.5 and E17.5) and postnatal (P1.5) brains. MiR-3099 

expression was also upregulated in neurodifferentiating as compared to 

proliferating P19 cells. Taken together, in vivo and in vitro expression profiles for 

miR-3099 suggest that this novel miRNA has potential regulatory effects in early 

embryogenesis, during brain development and postnatal brain function in the 

mouse. 

 

The novel miRNA adds to the very limited number of known mouse miRNA 

suggesting that many miRNAs encoded in the genome are yet to be characterised 

due to their very specific spatiotemporal expression. The study concludes the last 

objective of the thesis leading to the identification of novel targets (ranging from 

mRNAs, NATs and small RNAs) involved in the proliferation, differentiation and 

developmental networks of the cerebral cortex.  
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Deep sequencing analysis of the developing
mouse brain reveals a novel microRNA
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Abstract

Background: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that can exert multilevel inhibition/repression at a
post-transcriptional or protein synthesis level during disease or development. Characterisation of miRNAs in adult
mammalian brains by deep sequencing has been reported previously. However, to date, no small RNA profiling of
the developing brain has been undertaken using this method. We have performed deep sequencing and small
RNA analysis of a developing (E15.5) mouse brain.

Results: We identified the expression of 294 known miRNAs in the E15.5 developing mouse brain, which were
mostly represented by let-7 family and other brain-specific miRNAs such as miR-9 and miR-124. We also discovered
4 putative 22-23 nt miRNAs: mm_br_e15_1181, mm_br_e15_279920, mm_br_e15_96719 and mm_br_e15_294354
each with a 70-76 nt predicted pre-miRNA. We validated the 4 putative miRNAs and further characterised one of
them, mm_br_e15_1181, throughout embryogenesis. Mm_br_e15_1181 biogenesis was Dicer1-dependent and was
expressed in E3.5 blastocysts and E7 whole embryos. Embryo-wide expression patterns were observed at E9.5 and
E11.5 followed by a near complete loss of expression by E13.5, with expression restricted to a specialised layer of
cells within the developing and early postnatal brain. Mm_br_e15_1181 was upregulated during
neurodifferentiation of P19 teratocarcinoma cells. This novel miRNA has been identified as miR-3099.

Conclusions: We have generated and analysed the first deep sequencing dataset of small RNA sequences of the
developing mouse brain. The analysis revealed a novel miRNA, miR-3099, with potential regulatory effects on early
embryogenesis, and involvement in neuronal cell differentiation/function in the brain during late embryonic and
early neonatal development.

Background
A class of small non-coding RNA (19-25 nt in length)
known as microRNA (miRNA) [1-3] can exert multilevel
inhibition/repression processes during post-transcrip-
tional or protein synthesis stages [4,5]. miRNAs are
transcribed in the nucleus into long polyadenylated
RNAs known as primary (pri)-miRNAs that contain
~60-90 nt secondary hairpin structures termed precur-
sor (pre)-miRNAs. The RNase III enzymes Rnasen and
Dgcr8 then excise the pre-miRNA from the pri-miRNA
[1,6-9]. The pre-miRNA hairpin is transported into the
cytoplasm via the nuclear transport receptor, Xpo5, and

further processed by another RNase III enzyme, Dicer,
into a small RNA duplex containing the functional
mature miRNA and a passenger strand known as
miRNA star [9-11]. The majority of the miRNA star are
non-functional and are rapidly degraded, but a small
proportion have conserved seed regions, potentially with
regulatory roles [12]. The mature miRNA forms a com-
ponent of the RNA-induced silencing complexes (miR-
ISC) and guides these complexes to mRNA targets via
sequence-specific pairing between the miRNA seed
sequence (the first 7 nt of the miRNA starting from
position 2) and the mRNA. Typically, miRNAs guide the
RISC complex to the target mRNA 3’ UTR, but inci-
dences where 5’ UTR and coding-sequences were tar-
geted have been reported [13-15]. In mammals, miRISC
normally effects translational repression and, depending
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on the degree of miRNA:mRNA sequence complemen-
tation, can direct mRNA degradation [5,16]. Another
intriguing regulatory role of miRNAs is the silencing of
gene transcription which has been observed in plants
[17], but has not yet been reported in the mammalian
system.
Mammalian brain development requires meticulous

spatio-temporal regulation of gene/protein expression,
from the transcription of DNA within the nucleus to
translation of mRNA in the cytoplasm [18,19]. At
embryonic day 15.5 (E15.5), the mouse brain undergoes
rapid cellular and anatomical changes involving neuro-
nal migration in the cerebral cortex, proliferation of
neural progenitor/stem cells at germinative zones, glio-
genesis, axonogenesis and rostro-lateral to caudo-medial
structure patterning [20-22]. MiRNAs play crucial roles
during brain development and function. MiR-134, for
example, is localised to the synapto-dendritic compart-
ment of rat hippocampal neurones and has been linked
to synaptic development, maturation and plasticity [23].
MiR-9 regulates the patterning activities and neurogen-
esis at the midbrain-hindbrain boundary in zebrafish
[24] and miR-124 triggers brain-specific alternative pre-
mRNA splicing leading to neuronal differentiation in
the mouse [25]. MiRNAs are also associated with neuro-
logical disorders such as schizophrenia [26] and Hun-
tington’s disease [27]. To date, there are only 672
mature miRNAs in the mouse genome and 1048 in the
human genome (miRBase release 16.0, September 2010)
[28] in the mouse and human genomes, respectively.
These figures are likely to be a gross underestimate of
the actual number of miRNAs expressed. Most miRNAs
are short lived, expressed in low abundance and found
in specialised cell types during a specific developmental
stage, and are therefore likely to remain uncharacterised
due to technical limitations or the biological complexity
of the tissues and cells of interest.
The emergence of next-generation sequencing tech-

nologies based on the massively parallel sequencing
(MPS) concept has revolutionised the field of genomics
and transcriptomics [29,30]. High-throughput generation
of sequences from DNA or RNA has enabled the dis-
covery of rare transcripts, such as alternatively spliced
or fusion transcripts, as well as transcripts with low
abundance [31,32]. Many next-generation sequencing
datasets for small RNAs have been generated from the
adult rodent and human brains [33-38]. However, to
date, no small RNA profiling of the developing rodent
or human brain has been performed using these meth-
ods. In this study, we performed deep sequencing of
small RNAs prepared from an E15.5 mouse brain.
In silico and laboratory based analyses led us to the
discovery of 4 putative miRNAs; mm_br_e15_1181,
mm_br_e15_279920, mm_br_e15_96719 and mm_br_

e15_294354. Of these, mm_br_e15_1181 is novel and
potentially involved in mouse embryogenesis, and brain
development and function. This novel miRNA has been
identified as miR-3099.

Results and Discussion
High-throughput sequencing and annotation of small
RNA sequences
A total of 3,763,491 36 nt sequence reads were gener-
ated from a cDNA library constructed from mouse
E15.5 whole brain small RNAs. The dataset was depos-
ited into NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus GSE22653
[39]. Clustering of these sequence reads revealed
413,494 unique tags (Additional file 1). Screening for
adaptor sequences (both 5’ and 3’) using a local blastn
program showed 105,993 unique tags (6.9% or 259,681
sequence reads) did not have adaptor sequences indicat-
ing contamination of larger RNA transcripts during
library construction (Figure 1A). Cloning errors resulted
in 40,622 unique tags (11.0% or 413,837 sequence reads)
consisting of only 5’and 3’ adaptor sequences. The
remaining 266,879 unique tags (82.1% or 3,089,973
sequence reads) were considered legitimate as they con-
tained partial adaptor sequences at 5’ or 3’ or both ends.
Of the legitimate unique tags, 59,710 (6.5% or 245,722
sequence reads) belonged to the 26-29 nt category,
whereas 131,383 unique tags (61.5% or 2,314,244
sequence reads) of 20-25 nt were discovered, and there-
fore formed the majority of the small RNAs found in
the cDNA library (Figure 1B). A total of 48,902 unique
tags (3.8% or 141,783 sequence reads) were classified
into the 16-19 nt category and 26,884 unique tags
(10.3% or 388,224 sequence reads) of 16 nt or shorter
were generated from either a pool of very small RNAs
with unknown function or random RNA degradation
by-products. The recent identification of tiny RNAs
(~17-18 nt) shows that these small RNAs are associated
with transcription initiation and splice sites specific to
metazoans [40,41] suggesting that these tiny RNAs
could be functional and represent another level of regu-
lation during gene transcription in the nucleus.
Bowtie analyses, allowing only perfect matches, were

performed on both the 5’ and 3’ end of each of the
unique tags resulting in 339,201 tags (42% or 1,579,209
sequence reads) not finding a match in the mouse gen-
ome. This large proportion of unmatched unique tags
included adaptors and low quality tags with errors in
sequencing/base-calling. In exceptional circumstances,
these unique tags could be derived from intron/exon or
exon/exon boundaries, fusion transcripts or uncharac-
terised genomic regions. These unique tags with their
corresponding sequence reads were not included for
further analysis. The number of unmatched sequences
varies from one study to another. Morin and colleagues
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reported 29-35% of their total sequence reads generated
from human embryonic stem cells and embryoid bodies
small RNA libraries either consisted of errors or were
not perfectly matched to the human genome [42]. In a
different study, deep sequencing of small RNA libraries
generated from cold-treated and untreated Brachypo-
dium monocot plants resulted in only 49-54% of total
sequence reads matching perfectly to the genome [43].
These studies suggested that a large proportion of the
total sequence reads produced by deep sequencing are
discarded from further analysis due to the quality of the
sequence reads and stringency imposed during sequence
alignment.
A total of 74,293 unique tags (58% or 2,184,282

sequence reads) were perfectly matched to the mouse
genome. Of these, 7,136 (6.2% or 234,381 sequence
reads) were matched to repetitive elements, and 6,929
(0.5% or 17,853 sequence reads) were matched to ‘infra-
structure’ non-coding RNAs such as tRNA, rRNA,
scRNA, snRNA or snoRNA (Table 1; Additional files 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12). These unique tags and
their corresponding sequence reads were also excluded
from further analysis. A total of 45,623 unique tags
(49.6% or 1,867,113 sequence reads) were matched to
either mature miRNA, miRNA star or pre-miRNA from
miRBase, 2,448 (0.1% or 2,775 sequence reads) were

matched to RefSeq, 6,584 (1.3% or 48,465 sequence
reads) were matched to redundant mouse EST
sequences, 1,752 (0.2% or 7,656 sequence reads) mapped
to a single genomic locus and 3,821 (0.2% or 6,039
sequence reads) mapped to multiple loci within the gen-
ome (Figure 1C). Intriguingly, a large number of
mapped unique tags in unique genomic loci have low
abundance and lack association with any known mouse
mRNAs, ESTs or miRNAs suggesting that these small
RNAs could be generated from specific type of cells at
specific stages of development and therefore have not
been characterised to date.

The most abundantly expressed known miRNAs
To assess the expression of known miRNAs in the devel-
oping mouse brain at E15.5, we analysed all 294 mapped
miRNAs in the dataset. Their counts ranged from 1 to
487,654 sequence reads or 0.27 to 129,575 per 1,000,000
sequence reads (CPM). The top 10% of the most abun-
dantly expressed miRNAs are presented in Table 2 (see
full list of known miRNAs in Additional file 13). The most
abundantly expressed miRNA in the E15.5 developing
mouse brain is let-7c-1 with its 7 family members (let-7a-
2, let-7b, let-7d, let-7e, let-7f-2, let-7g and let-7i) having a
combined 335,288 CPM. Our finding agrees with the first
report by Lagos-Quintana and colleagues [44] regarding

Figure 1 Generation and analysis of small RNAs sequences. There were 3,763,491 sequence reads generated. (A) Distribution of the small RNA
sequences based on the analysis of 5’ and 3’ adaptor sequences. (B) Distribution of the small RNA sequences based on their size group. (C)
Distribution of the small RNAs according to their annotations. All values presented in the figure were calculated based on the total sequence reads.
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Table 1 Annotation of unique tags
Unique tags

Annotation of unique tags 22 nt of
3’ end*@

22 nt of
5’ end*@

Combined
non-redundant^

Total combined
counts^

Additional file(s)#

Repetitive elements 4,651 3,266 7,136 234,381 2 and 3

’Infrastructure’ non-coding RNAs 6,907 30 6,929 17,853 2 and 3

miRNAs, miRNA stars and pre-miRNAs 45,623 0 45,623 1,867,113 4

RefSeq 2,431 22 2,448 2,775 5 and 6

Redundant mouse ESTs 5,954 737 6,584 48,465 7 and 8

Unique locus in the genome without annotation 1,377 439 1,752 7,656 9 and 10

Multiple loci in the genome without annotation 3,761 241 3,821 6,039 11 and 12

Total 70,704 4,735 74,293 2,184,282

* No mismatch was allowed during Bowtie analysis.
^ Combined non-redundant values.
@ Redundant values are presented. Redundant values were due to the same unique tag being analysed twice in both 5’ and 3’ Bowtie analysis.
# Annotation of unique tags based on 3’ or 5’ end sequences are presented in the additional files 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, respectively.

Table 2 Top 10% of the most abundantly expressed known miRNAs
Small RNA
ID

Accession
ID

miRNA
ID

Count per
million

Chromosome Start
locus

Stop
locus

Strand

mm_br_e15_1 MI0000559 mmu-let-7c-1 129574.91 16 77599901 77599995 +

mm_br_e15_1010 MI0000563 mmu-let-7f-2 59507.25 X 148346888 148346971 +

mm_br_e15_1001 MI0000557 mmu-let-7a-2 56984.06 9 41344798 41344894 +

mm_br_e15_10749 MI0000721 mmu-mir-9-3 27058.39 7 86650149 86650239 +

mm_br_e15_103211 MI0000137 mmu-let-7 g 25511.42 9 106081170 106081258 +

mm_br_e15_10459 MI0000561 mmu-let-7e 21824.95 17 17967315 17967408 +

mm_br_e15_1036 MI0000558 mmu-let-7b 19422.39 15 85537748 85537833 +

mm_br_e15_10 MI0000588 mmu-mir-103-2 16537.04 2 131113787 131113873 +

mm_br_e15_101787 MI0000138 mmu-let-7i 13005.48 10 122422695 122422780 -

mm_br_e15_10133 MI0000157 mmu-mir-9-2 11269.06 13 83878418 83878490 +

mm_br_e15_106 MI0000720 mmu-mir-9-1 9653.54 3 88019519 88019608 +

mm_br_e15_10266 MI0000405 mmu-let-7d 9457.18 13 48631380 48631483 -

mm_br_e15_10166 MI0000689 mmu-mir-25 7797.55 5 138606548 138606632 -

mm_br_e15_10031 MI0000155 mmu-mir-128-1 7303.33 1 130098937 130099007 +

mm_br_e15_1011 MI0000147 mmu-mir-99b 6712.12 17 17967151 17967221 +

mm_br_e15_10023 MI0000152 mmu-mir-125b-2 5810.83 16 77646517 77646588 +

mm_br_e15_1017 MI0000146 mmu-mir-99a 5567.70 16 77599180 77599245 +

mm_br_e15_13198 MI0000150 mmu-mir-124-3 3957.50 2 180628744 180628812 +

mm_br_e15_10339 MI0000144 mmu-mir-30a 3903.82 1 23279107 23279178 +

mm_br_e15_10279 MI0000165 mmu-mir-140 2629.74 8 110075143 110075213 +

mm_br_e15_1000 MI0005450 mmu-mir-181d 2452.78 8 86702614 86702686 -

mm_br_e15_10303 MI0000697 mmu-mir-181a-1 2322.84 1 139863031 139863118 +

mm_br_e15_11367 MI0000148 mmu-mir-101a 2237.28 4 101019549 101019632 -

mm_br_e15_10306 MI0000704 mmu-mir-320 2137.64 14 70843316 70843398 +

mm_br_e15_10234 MI0000684 mmu-mir-107 2068.03 19 34895176 34895263 -

mm_br_e15_10302 MI0000723 mmu-mir-181b-1 1851.47 1 139863215 139863295 +

mm_br_e15_11023 MI0000549 mmu-mir-30d 1836.86 15 68172769 68172851 -

mm_br_e15_10013 MI0000154 mmu-mir-127 1646.61 12 110831055 110831125 +

mm_br_e15_11551 MI0000729 mmu-mir-7a-2 1597.19 7 86033162 86033259 +

mm_br_e15_100 MI0000719 mmu-mir-92a-1 1563.97 14 115443648 115443728 +
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the high representation of let-7 family members in the
mouse brain, which was also later found in the primate
brain [45]. Despite their high level of expression in the
brain, the functional role of let-7 in the development of
the central nervous system is poorly characterised. How-
ever, the expression of let-7 has been associated with
neural differentiation and lineage specification processes
in early brain development [46].
Other miRNAs or miRNA families that were abundantly

expressed in the E15.5 developing mouse brain include
miR-124 (3,958 CPM), which promotes and regulates neu-
ronal differentiation [25] and miR-9 (47,981 CPM), which
has a role in the patterning activities and neurogenesis of
the central nervous system [24]. MiR-128 (7,303 CPM)
was highly expressed in our dataset and the finding is in
agreement with a previous study [47]. Down-regulation of
miR-128 expression has been associated with glioblastoma
multiforme [48] whereas its up-regulation has been impli-
cated with reduced neuroblastoma cell motility, invasive-
ness and cell growth [49]. In addition, both miR-128 and
miR-9 are highly expressed in the foetal hippocampus and
differentially regulated in the normal adult hippocampus
as well as the hippocampus of Alzheimer’s disease suf-
ferers [50]. MiR-125 (5,811 CPM) and miR-99 (12,280
CPM) were also expressed highly in the developing mouse
brain. Together with let-7c, both miR-125 and miR-99 are
over-expressed by at least 50% in the foetal hippocampus
of individuals with Down syndrome compared to age and
sex matched controls suggesting that miRNAs are playing
an important role in this brain region, which is pertinent
for learning and long-term memory formation [51]. Inter-
estingly, the miR-103-2 (16,537 CPM), miR-107 (2,068
CPM), miR-181 (6,627 CPM) and miR-30 (5,740 CPM)
families have not previously been associated with the
development of the brain, but were found to be highly
expressed in our dataset. Both miR-103 and miR-107 are
paralogous miRNAs and have been associated with lipid
metabolism [52]. MiR-181 plays a crucial role in modulat-
ing haematopoietic lineage differentiation [53] whereas
miR-30 has been strongly implicated with kidney develop-
ment and nephropathies [54].
The identification of brain-related miRNAs by our

deep sequencing analysis shows that the dataset is reli-
able not only for characterising expression profiles of
known miRNAs but also for discovery of novel miRNAs.
Further investigation of these miRNAs may shed light
on their regulatory roles in various molecular pathways
underlying the development of the embryonic brain.

Screening and validation of putative miRNAs and pre-
miRNAs
To identify putative miRNAs, we analysed unique tags
with a single match to the genome that were annotated
as matched to RefSeq or redundant mouse EST

sequences or were without annotation. A total of 10,784
unique tags (1.6% or 58,896 sequence reads) were
selected under these criteria. We included all sequences
with 1-2 counts into the analysis because we had found
34 known miRNAs residing in a similar range of expres-
sion within the dataset (see Additional File 13), suggest-
ing some of the single count unique tags might be true
positives. Pre-miRNA sequences were predicted using
the RNA22 program, a pattern-based method reported
previously [55]. The program predicted 8 putative miR-
NAs with pre-miRNA sequences; mm_br_e15_1181,
mm_br_e15_279920, mm_br_e15_96719, mm_br_
e15_294354, mm_br_e15_276138, mm_br_e15_331608,
mm_br_e15_255873 and mm_br_e15_363469 (see Addi-
tional File 14). The resulting candidate pre-miRNA
sequences were subjected to hairpin structure or fold
prediction using the RNAfold program [56]. Of all the
candidate putative miRNAs, only 4 fulfilled the criteria
outlined for mature miRNA and pre-miRNA [2]. These
were mm_br_e15_1181 (chr7:6756349-6756370),
mm_br_e15_279920 (chr2:29597247-2959768), mm_br_
e15_96719 (chr7:68982209-68982231), and mm_br_
e15_294354 (chr7:68935407-68935429) which featured a
22-23nt mature miRNAs and a 70-76nt predicted pre-
miRNAs (Figure 2A B and 2D). The other 4 putative
miRNAs, mm_br_e15_276138, mm_br_e15_331608,
mm_br_e15_255873 and mm_br_e15_363469 contained
a large internal loop, branching stem or oversized pre-
miRNA structural properties (see Additional file 14).
These putative miRNAs were excluded from further
analysis.
Mm_br_e15_1181 was matched to the second intron of
the ubiquitin specific peptidase 29 (Usp29) gene.
Mm_br_e15_279920 was matched to a single locus
within the mouse genome without any annotations,
whereas both mm_br_e15_96719 and mm_br_
e15_294354 miRNAs were matched to two different
introns of the same EST, BU505171. We performed a
small RNA northern analysis on the E15.5 whole brain
small RNAs to validate all the 4 predictions. We also
included mm_br_e15_276138, mm_br_e15_331608,
mm_br_e15_255873 and mm_br_e15_363469 in our
northern analysis to serve as negative controls. The ana-
lysis confirmed all 4 predictions at the mature miRNA
level for mm_br_e15_1181, mm_br_e15_96719 and
mm_br_e15_294354, and at the pre-miRNA level for
mm_br_e15_1181 and mm_br_e15_279920 (Figure 2C).
As expected, the northern analysis of negative controls
showed no detectable signals for mm_br_e15_276138
and mm_br_e15_363469, and multiple bandings for
mm_br_e15_331608 and mm_br_e15_255873, signifying
random by-products due to RNA degradation (see Addi-
tional file 14). Depending on the biological context of
the assessed tissue, miRNA may be preserved or
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Figure 2 Validated putative miRNAs. (A) Sequences for both mature miRNA and predicted pre-miRNA. Copy number refers to the occurrences
of the mature sequences in the E15.5 whole brain small RNA sequencing analysis. (B) RNAfold prediction of the stemloop hairpin structure. The
colours in the vertical bar denote the base-pairing probability between two nucleotides within the structure. The black line located next to the
hairpin structure denotes the position of the small RNA within the pre-miRNA. (C) Small RNA northern analysis using radiolabeled
oligonucleotide probes. ‘p’ and ‘m’ refer to pre-miRNA and mature miRNA, respectively. Four independent small RNA northern blots were used
to validate the putative miRNA. After hybridization and washing steps, mm_br_e15_1181 blot was exposed to phosphor screen for 1 day
whereas the other 3 blots for mm_br_e15_279920, mm_br_e15_96719 and mm_br_e15_294354 were exposed for 8 days. (D) Mapping of the
mature miRNA to the mouse genome and other corresponding features such as RefSeq genes, miRNAs from miRBase, mouse ESTs, mammalian
conservation information and repeating elements.
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accumulated at the pre-miRNA level due to specific fac-
tors such as the activity levels of dicer, argonaute or
nuclear export receptors [57-59]. Therefore, we consid-
ered the existence of these small RNAs validated when
either the mature or precursor miRNA with specific size
was detected using the northern analysis.
Further analysis using the University of California,

Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser [60] showed that
mm_br_e15_1181 was mapped to a region within the
mouse genome that is homologous to the rat and
horse genomes. Other putative miRNAs were mapped
either to a region specific to the mouse genome
(mm_br_e15_294354) or a region homologous to the
rat only (mm_br_e15_279920 and mm_br_e15_96719)
(Figure 2D). By using both the full-length and seed
sequences of all the 4 putative miRNAs, we performed
homology searches against all the known miRNA
sequences and were unable to find any orthologous
miRNAs, indicating that these putative miRNAs could
be specific to the mouse or rat especially
mm_br_e15_1181 and mm_br_e15_96719. Sequence
conservation of miRNAs is relatively common among
vertebrates as well as invertebrates. For example miR-
263 (consisting of miR-263a and miR-263b) and miR-
183 (consisting of miR-96, miR-182 and miR-183)
families are found in many organisms including
human, mouse, chicken, zebrafish, frog, worm and
fruit fly, with high sequence and expression profile
similarity particularly in sensory organs [61,62]. How-
ever, lack of sequence homology among miRNAs from
different organisms does not negate the possibility of
functional conservation among them. For example,
both lin-4 and let-7 target multiple sequence motifs at
the 3 ’ UTR of Caenorhabditis elegans hunchback
homolog mRNA, hbl-1, and regulate its expression in
the ventral nerve cord neurones [63]. In addition, dif-
ferent miRNAs with similarity at the seed region may
exert the same effect on a same mRNA. Drosophila
bearded (Brd) gene has motifs that are complementary
to two different miRNAs, miR-4 and miR-79, which
bear the same seed sequence. Both the miRNAs target
the motifs based entirely on the seed sequence with
little or no base-pairing to the 3 ’ region [64].
Although this phenomenon is rare across different
organisms, it proves that functional conservation
between non-conserved miRNAs may lie within the
seed region alone.

Mm_br_e15_1181 biogenesis is Dicer1-dependent
Of the 4 putative miRNAs, we selected
mm_br_e15_1181 for further characterisation due to
its high copy number. First, we evaluated
mm_br_e15_1181 expression in mouse embryonic
stem (mES) cells, with and without Dicer1 enzyme

activity using the stemloop RT-qPCR technique
(Figure 3A). Mm_br_e15_1181 was expressed in mES
cells with Dicer1 activity, however its expression was
not detected or was weak in cells lacking Dicer1 activ-
ity confirming that mm_br_e15_1181 biogenesis is
Dicer1-dependent (P < 0.01). The evaluation of Dicer1-
dependency using the mES cell model is limited to
miRNAs that are expressed in this cell type. It is worth
noting that Dicer1-dependency is not a definitive prop-
erty for defining mm_br_e15_1181 as a novel miRNA
because endogenous small siRNAs are also subjected
to the same dicing mechanism in the cytoplasm [1]. A
recent study reported the Dicer1-independent biogen-
esis of miR-451, in which the catalytic activity of Argo-
naute2 was responsible for the pre-mir-451 hairpin
cleavage process [65].
In this study, we used a number of validation analyses

for mm_br_e15_1181: Dicer1-dependence, pre-miRNA
structure prediction and northern analysis to define
mm_br_e15_1181 as a novel miRNA. This novel
miRNA has been identified as miR-3099.

Expression profiling of miR-3099 throughout
embryogenesis
The expression of miR-3099 in mES cells led us to
hypothesize that this miRNA may play a role in early
embryogenesis and therefore we characterised its
expression profile throughout development. Using stem-
loop RT-qPCR, we showed that miR-3099 was expressed
in E3.5 blastocysts (Figure 3B). The expression of miR-
3099 reduced (by ~9-fold; P < 0.001) as the blastocysts
developed into an early stage embryo at day 7 (E7), sug-
gesting that miR-3099 was either expressed in a spatially
restricted manner or generally down-regulated at this
stage. To specifically locate the expression of miR-3099
during embryogenesis, we performed whole mount in
situ hybridisation on E9.5 embryos (n = 3) and showed
that miR-3099 was expressed throughout the embryo
with the exception of the developing heart (Figure 3C).
Stronger expression was observed in the telencephalon,
somites, branchial arches, and both forelimb and hin-
dlimb buds. Cross sectional analysis of the telencephalon
confirmed that miR-3099 was expressed in the neuroe-
pithelium (Figure 3D). Whole mount ISH analysis on
embryos of the same age was performed using miR-
scrambled LNA probe to serve as the background con-
trol (n = 2) (Figure 3E &3F).
To evaluate the expression profile of miR-3099 in the

later stages of embryogenesis, we performed section
ISH. Section ISH of the E11.5 whole embryos showed
that miR-3099 was expressed throughout the embryo,
especially in the preplate of the telencephalon, somites
and hindlimb region (Figure 4). By E13.5, miR-3099
expression was restricted to the cortical plate of
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the cortical neuroepithelium, striatum, medial pallium
(hippocampal allocortex) and subventricular/ventricu-
lar zone of the superior and inferior colliculi. In E15.5
embryos, miR-3099 expression was observed primarily
in the cortical plate of the cerebral cortex. In E17.5
whole brains, miR-3099 expression was prominent in
the cortical plate, piriform cortex and at lower levels,
in the hippocampal formation. Embryo-wide expression
of miR-3099 during early embryogenesis suggests a
pan-regulatory role, possibly functioning as a ‘house-
keeping’ miRNA in basic cellular processes. This fea-
ture has been described in a few clusters of miRNAs
expressed in the mouse retina, brain and heart [66].
Many miRNAs have ubiquitous expression patterns
and their function remains unclear as they may have
roles in subtle miRNA networks, which exert combina-
torial effects during development [67,68]. Contrasting
with the almost ubiquitous expression profile in early
development, miR-3099 was not detected in a few
regions such as the E9.5 developing heart and the ven-
tricular zone of the telencephalon/developing cere-
brum. This suggests that the function of miR-3099
may be tissue or cell-specific, especially after E11.5,
this warrants further characterisation.

We also performed stemloop RT-qPCR expression
analysis of miR-3099 in various regions of the mouse
brain and organs. Using the mouse whole brain, there
was a significant difference (P = 0.02) in the miR-3099
expression among E11.5, E13.5, E15.5, E17.5, postnatal
day (P) 1.5 and P150 samples (Figure 5A). MiR-3099
expression was found to be increased after E11.5 and
was maintained in postnatal day 1.5 (P1.5) and P150
whole brains. The qPCR analysis supports the previous
section ISH analysis. No significant differences (P =
0.45) in miR-3099 expression were observed among cer-
ebellum, cerebrum, hippocampus, medulla, olfactory
bulb and thalamus (Figure 5B). When we compared the
expression of miR-3099 in various adult mouse organs
to the P150 whole brain, we found significant differ-
ences in the expression levels among the organs (P <
0.001) (Figure 5C). MiR-3099 was found to be expressed
at the highest level in the pancreas, followed by the thy-
mus, large intestine, heart, small intestine, kidney, brain,
testis, ovary, skin, skeletal muscle, liver, stomach and
spleen. Similar to the embryonic expression profiles, the
diverse expression profile of miR-3099 in multiple
organs of the adult mouse further supports a widespread
role in the development and function of these organs.

Figure 3 Expression profiling of miR-3099 novel miRNA in mouse embryonic stem cells (with conditional allele for Dicer), E3.5 blastocysts,
E7 and E9.5 embryos. (A) Stemloop RT-qPCR analysis of miR-3099 novel miRNA in mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with conditional allele for
Dicer1. mES cells with and without Dicer1 activity are denoted by Dicer c/- and Dicer -/-, respectively (n = 3 per group). (B) Expression of miR-3099 in
E3.5 blastocysts (n = 14; pooled) and the E7 whole embryo (n = 3). (C-F) Whole mount ISH of E9.5 embryos using DIG-labeled LNA probes for miR-
3099 (C and D) (n = 3) and miR-scrambled (E and F) (n = 2). Cryosection of the stained embryos shows expression of miR-3099 in the neuroepithelium
of the telencephalon (D, inset in C). BA = branchial arches, DH = developing heart, FLB = forelimb bud, HLB = hindlimb bud, Mes = mesencephalon,
NE = neuroepithelium, SO = somite, Tel = telencephalon. The mean ± SE for each tissue is presented in the bar graphs. Asterisks denote the statistical
significance level at P < 0.01 (**) and P < 0.001 (***) based on the one-way ANOVA test (see Additional file 14 for analysis details).
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Figure 4 Expression profiling of miR-3099 novel miRNA in E11.5-E15.5 whole embryos and the E17.5 whole brain . In situ
hybridisation analysis using LNA probes for miR-scrambled and miR-3099 was performed on E11.5-E15.5 developing embryos and E17.5
whole brain paraffin sections. Strong expression of miR-3099 was detected in the E11.5 embryo. From E13.5 onwards, the expression was
retained only in the neuroepithelium (NE) or cerebral cortex (CC). Under high magnification, miR-3099 was found to express specifically in
the preplate (PP) of telencephalon (tel) (E11.5), cortical plate (CP) of the CC (E13.5-E17.5) and the germinal layer of mesencephalon (mes)
(E11.5-E13.5). Aq = aqueduct, CB = cerebellum, Cp = caudo-putamen, dien = diencephalon, Hpf = hippocampal formation, IC = inferior
colliculus, IZ = intermediate zone, LV = lateral ventricle, met = metencephalon, Mo = molecular layer, MPall = medial pallium (hippocampal
allocortex), MZ = marginal zone, PIR = piriform cortex, SC = superior colliculus, SP = subplate, Str = striatum, SVZ = subventricular zone,
V = ventricle.
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Expression of miR-3099 is upregulated in differentiating
neuronal/glial cells
Expression of miR-3099 was observed in the preplate of
the E11.5 telencephalon and later in the cortical plate of
the E13.5-E17.5 cerebral cortex, by which time the
majority of the cells in these structures are committed
to their respective neuronal lineages. This finding

further suggests that miR-3099 may play an important
regulatory role during neurogenesis or in neuronal func-
tion. To further test this idea, we used P19 teratocarci-
noma cells as an in vitro model. Upon retinoic acid
induction and under reduced serum concentration, P19
cells differentiate into glutamatergic and glutamate-
responsive neurones, glial and fibroblast-like cells
[69-72]. We analysed the expression level of miR-3099
in P19 cells (Figure 6A) and found a statistically signifi-
cant (P = 0.04) ~2-fold upregulation of miR-3099 in
~50% differentiated P19 cells compared to the prolifer-
ating cells (Figure 6B). Various miRNAs have been
found to be upregulated during neural differentiation
and some of their expression could be negatively regu-
lated by important transcription factors such as Oct4
and Sox2, the expression levels of which gradually
diminish as cells differentiate into neurones [73]. There-
fore, increased miR-3099 expression during P19 differ-
entiation raises the possibility that this miRNA may

Figure 6 Expression of miR-3099 in P19 teratocarcinoma cells.
(A) Phase contrast micrographs of differentiating and proliferating
P19 cells. (B) Stemloop RT-qPCR analysis of miR-3099 expression in
differentiating (diff.) (n = 3) and proliferating (prolif.) (n = 2) P19
cells. The mean ± SE for each cell type is presented in the bar
graph. The asterisk (*) denotes statistical significance at P < 0.05
based on the one-way ANOVA test (see Additional file 14 for
analysis details).

Figure 5 Expression profiling of miR-3099 novel miRNA in the
whole brain of different developmental stages, different adult
mouse brain regions and organs. Stemloop RT-qPCR analysis of miR-
3099 in E11.5-P150 whole brain (A), brain regions in P150 whole brain
(B) (n = 2 for each group) and various mouse organs harvested from
P150 adult mouse (C) (n = 2 for all except P150 whole brain, skeletal
muscle, spleen, stomach and testes, where n = 3). The mean ± SE for
each organ is presented in the bar graphs. The one-way ANOVA test is
significant at P < 0.05 for (A), not significant for (B) and P < 0.001 for
(C) (see Additional file 14 for analysis details).
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have a functional role during neural differentiation or
neuronal cell function.

Conclusions
In this study, we have reported the first deep sequencing
analysis of small RNAs of a developing mouse brain. We
have identified and validated 4 putative miRNAs from
the analysis and further characterised one of them, miR-
3099, during embryogenesis. A significant finding of the
study was the embryo-wide expression profile of miR-
3099 in mid-gestation embryos, which became restricted
to the central nervous system, suggesting a role for this
miRNA in neural differentiation or function.

Methods
Animals and dissections
The Melbourne Health Animal Ethics Committee and
the University of Adelaide Animal Ethics Committee
approved procedures involved in the breeding and hand-
ling of animals. Mice were housed under a 12-hour light
and 12-hour dark cycle with access to unlimited food
and water. Mice were culled by CO2 inhalation and all
dissections of mouse embryos, brains and organs were
carried out according to the methods described pre-
viously [18].

Deep sequencing and analysis
Total RNA was isolated from a whole brain dissected
from an E15.5 embryo of C57BL/6 background using
TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol. Small RNAs with sizes ranging from
16-30nt were isolated from 10 μg total RNA using poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis. The complementary
small RNA library was constructed using the Small
RNA Sample Prep Kit version 1.0 (Illumina) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol with 5’-GTTCAGAGTT
CTACAGTCCG ACGATC-3’ and 5’-TCGTATGCCG
TCTTCTGCTT GT-3’ adapters at the 5’ and 3’ ends,
respectively. Sequencing was carried out using a Gen-
ome Analyzer II (Illumina). Image data was generated
by the Genome Analyzer II and was processed using the
Illumina pipeline software (Pipeline version 1.0 was used
for the FASTQ data). This consists of an image analysis
module (Firecrest), followed by basecalling using the
BUSTARD module and finally production of a data file
in FASTQ format using the GERALD module.

Sequence annotation pipeline
The FASTQ data was ranked according to decreasing
abundance of the unique tags. This file was created
using a PERL script in Linux without taking into consid-
eration any filters (adapter sequences) or quality. A file
with unique tags and their corresponding counts was
generated. All unique tags (including those with a single

count) were mapped to the NCBI Mouse Assembly
Build 37.1 using the Bowtie program [74]. Two sets of
alignments were carried out: one stripping off 14 bases
from the 5’ end of unique tags and the other stripping
off 14 bases from the 3’ end. In both alignments, no
mismatches are allowed and unique tags that hit more
than one locus within the mouse genome were dis-
carded. Unique tags with a single hit within the genome
were further annotated using various databases such as
RepeatMasker (analysis was performed on NCBI Mouse
Assembly build 37.1 and the output was downloaded
from UCSC genome browser on the 28th of November,
2008), mouse RefSeq in release 32, mouse miRNA in
miRBase release 12.0 and redundant mouse EST data-
base (downloaded from UCSC mm9 on 27th January,
2009).

Identification of candidate novel miRNAs
Unique tags that mapped to a genomic locus with a
RefSeq, redundant EST or no annotations were sub-
jected to pre-miRNA prediction using the RNA22 pro-
gram [55]. Sequences encompassing 100- to 200-nt
upstream and downstream of these unique sequences
were used to predict any potential pre-miRNAs with
hairpin structures. The minimum number of patterns
that should support a pre-miRNA before it can get
reported was set to 60, and the minimum and maximum
pre-miRNA lengths were set to 60nt and 150nt, respec-
tively. All predicted pre-miRNA sequences based on
these settings were used to determine the hairpin fold
structure using RNAfold program [56]. The predicted
hairpin fold structure with the lowest minimum free
energy (MFE) (cut off at -30 kcal/mol or lower) and
conforming to the annotation criteria for pre-miRNA
[2] was selected as the final predicted pre-miRNA.
Briefly, the predicted precursor structure must be
between 60-80 nt in size and must not have a large
internal loop or any asymmetric bulges. The predicted
pre-miRNA must contain the aligned unique sequence
within one arm of the hairpin and include at least 16 bp
from the 5’ end of the unique sequence and the other
arm of the hairpin.

Small RNA northern analysis
Eight blots were prepared from four independent E15.5
whole brains. Approximately 30 μg of total RNA was
denatured in 1X Ambion Gel Loading Buffer II
(Ambion®) at 85°C for 3 minutes. RNAs were electro-
phoresed in 15% acrylamide/urea gels (48% (w/v) urea,
15% (v/v) acrylamide, 0.05% (w/v) ammonium persulfate
and 0.1% (v/v) tetramethylethylenediamine prepared in
1X TBE) in 1X TBE buffer at 300 V for 90 minutes.
Separated small RNAs in the gel were then transferred
onto Hybond-N+ nylon membrane (GE Healthcare)
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using Trans-Blot® SD Semi-Dry Electrophoretic Trans-
fer Cell (Bio-Rad) at a constant 0.4 V for 45 minutes.
The pre-hybridisation step was carried out in Amersham
Rapid-hyb™ Buffer (GE Healthcare) with 100 μg/ml of
herring sperm DNA (Promega) at 42°C for 1 hour and
was followed by the hybridisation step. The same pre-
hybridisation solution was used for hybridisation with
addition of 2 × 106 dpm/ml labelled probe prepared
using 20 U of T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (Promega) in
1X kinase buffer (Promega) and 50 pmol of [g-32P]-
dATP (GE Healthcare) (3000 Ci/mmol). Hybridisation
was carried out for 18 hours and filters were washed in
5 × SSC with 0.1% (w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
(20 minutes at 37°C) followed by 1 × SSC with 0.1% (w/
v) SDS and 0.2 × SSC with 0.1% (w/v) SDS (15 minutes
each time at 65°C until a clean background signal was
obtained). The membrane was exposed to a storage
phosphor screen in a cassette at room temperature for 1
day for miR-3099 blot and 8 days for other blots before
scanned using Typhoon™ 9400 (GE Healthcare).

Stemloop RT-qPCR
Reverse transcription of the small RNA was performed
based on modified methods [75,76]. cDNA was synthe-
sised from 150 ng-2.5 μg of small RNA enriched total
RNA using 0.05 μM of an in-house designed stem loop
primer (5’-GTTGGCTCT GGTAGGATG CCGCTC
TCA GGGCATCCT ACCAGAGCCA AACTCCCCA-3’,
GeneWorks), and the Superscript® III Reverse Tran-
scriptase Kit (Invitrogen) with modifications to the man-
ufacturer’s protocol. The stem loop primer was added
after a denaturation step at 65°C for 5 minutes. The last
6nt at the 3’ end of the stem loop primer complements
the last 6nt of the 3’ end of miR-3099 small RNA. The
stem loop RT primer contains a target site for a univer-
sal reverse primer (5’-GTAGGATGCC GCTCTCAGG-
3’, GeneWorks) and a target site for UniversalProbe
Library (UPL) Probe #21 (Roche Diagnostics), which
were used in subsequent cDNA amplification processes
together with a specific forward primer for miR-3099
(5’-CGCGTAGGCT AGAGAGAGGT-3’, GeneWorks).
Briefly, cDNA synthesis was performed at 16°C for 30
minutes followed by 60 cycles of 20°C for 30 seconds,
42°C for 30 seconds and 50°C for 1 second. A final incu-
bation at 75°C for 15 minutes was performed to inacti-
vate the reverse transcriptase enzyme.
Prior to qPCR, pre-PCR of miR-3099 was performed

in a 10 μl reaction volume containing 1X LC480 Probe
Master mix (Roche Diagnostics), 50 nM of each forward
and universal reverse primers and 0.2X of synthesised
cDNA. Pre-PCR was initially carried out at 95°C for
10 minutes, 55°C for 2 minutes and 75°C for 2 minutes
and followed by 14 additional cycles of 95°C for

15 seconds and 60°C for 4 minutes. After pre-PCR,
0.01X of amplicons were used for qPCR.
QPCR was carried out in 10 μl reaction volume using

1X LightCycler 480 (LC480) Probe Master mix (Roche
Diagnostics), 0.1 μM of a relevant Universal ProbeLi-
brary probe (Roche Diagnostics), 0.25 μM of each for-
ward and reverse primers and 1 μl of 0.1X of
synthesised cDNA. Reactions were prepared in 384-well
plates and RT-qPCR was performed using a LightCy-
cler® 480 Real Time PCR System instrument (Roche
Diagnostics). QPCR was performed with an initial dena-
turation at 95°C for 10 minutes followed by 45 cycles at
95°C for 10 seconds, 60°C for 30 seconds and 72°C for
10 seconds, and a final step at 40°C for 1 second.
Real-Time amplification signals were acquired during

the elongation step and recorded live using LightCycler®

480 Software version 1.5 (Roche Diagnostics). The cycle
threshold or crossing point (Cp) from each signal was
calculated based on the Second Derivative Maximum
method [77]. A 4-data point standard curve was con-
structed using serially diluted pooled cDNAs for each
primer set used in qPCR in each run. The standard
curve was used to determine the PCR efficiency and
reproducibility of each PCR system. The Hmbs gene was
used as reference gene normalisation according to the
method as described [18].

Statistical analysis
Two or three independent biological replicates were
used for each tissue/organ in each experiment. Two
qPCR experiments were performed on the tissue of each
biological replicate. The qPCR results were normalized
to Hmbs, and those that were not outliers, log2 trans-
formed and then averaged to give the expression data
for the biological replicate. One-way ANOVA was used
to compare the expression levels among the tissues.
A P value of <0.05 was considered statistically signifi-
cant. Where significant differences were detected among
the tissues the least significant difference(s) (LSD) were
provided with the analysis (see Additional file 14 for
analysis details).

Locked Nucleic Acids - In situ hybridisation
Paraffin embedded sections (8 μm) were used for LNA-
ISH. Sections were de-paraffinised with washes in xylene
(3× for 5 minutes each) and hydrated in a series of etha-
nol concentrations into RNase-free water. Subsequently,
sections were fixed in 4% (w/v) PFA (pH7.0) in 1X PBS
(10 minutes) followed by Proteinase K digestion (6.7 μg/
ml of Proteinase K, 50 mM of Tris HCl pH7.5, 5 mM of
EDTA) for 30 minutes, re-fixed in 4% (w/v) PFA in 1X
PBS for 5 minutes and acetylated (0.1 M of triethanola-
mine, 0.178% (v/v) of concentrated HCl and 0.25% (v/v)
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of acetic anhydride) for 10 minutes. Between each step,
sections were washed multiple times using 1X PBS.
The pre-hybridisation step was carried out in a humi-

dified chamber (50% (v/v) formamide, 5X sodium chlor-
ide/sodium citrate, SSC) at 60°C. Amersham Rapid-
hyb™ Buffer (GE Healthcare) was used for pre-hybridi-
sation with additional Escherichia coli tRNA (Sigma
Aldrich) and Herring Sperm DNA (Promega) to a final
concentration of 100 μg/ml each. After 1-2 hours of
pre-hybridisation, custom-made Sox4_sir3 LNA probes
(Cat. no: EQ-70537, Exiqon) were added to the buffer to
give a concentration of 0.020 pmol/μl. Hybridisation was
carried out in the oven for 16-20 hours.
After the hybridisation step, sections were washed in 5

× SSC (20 minutes at hybridisation temperature) fol-
lowed by 0.2 × SSC (3 hours at hybridisation tempera-
ture). Sections were then rinsed in fresh 0.2 × SSC for 5
minutes and in pre-blocking buffer (0.1 M of Tris HCl
pH7.5, 0.15 M of NaCl and 240 μg/ml of levamisole) for
a further 5 minutes. In a humidified chamber, sections
were blocked in 20% (v/v) foetal calf serum (Sigma
Aldrich) and 2% (w/v) blocking powder (Roche Diagnos-
tics) in maleate buffer for 1 hour. After blocking, sec-
tions were incubated with 0.0002X (0.00015 U) anti-
DIG antibody with alkaline phosphatase, Fab fragments
(Roche Diagnostics) in blocking buffer for 16 hours in
the dark. Subsequently, sections were washed in NTMT
buffer (3× for 10 minutes each: 0.1 M Tris HCl pH9.5,
0.1 M NaCl, 0.05 M MgCl2, 1% (v/v) Tween-20 and 240
μg/ml levamisole) and then with nitro blue tetrazolium
chloride (NBT)/5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate,
toluidine salt (BCIP) colour reaction (0.375 mg/ml of
NBT and 0.188 mg/ml of BCIP in NTMT buffer) for
3 hours to 5 days. After the colour reaction step,
sections were washed with Tris EDTA buffer pH8.0
(0.01 M of Tris HCl pH7.5 and 0.001 M EDTA pH8.0)
for 10 minutes and were mounted in Entellan® media
(ProSciTech).

P19 teratocarcinoma cells
Propagation and differentiation of P19 cells were carried
out according to protocols previously described [18,78].

Mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with Dicer1c

conditional allele
Mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells with Dicer1 activity
were of a line heterozygous for a conditionally mutant
Dicer1 allele (Dicer1c) and a null Dicer1 allele (Dicer1-),
these genetic modifications have been previously
described [79]. mES cells without Dicer1 activity were
produced by transient transfection of this Dicer1c/- line
with Cre recombinase to produce Dicer1-/- subclones
(JRM and DMM, unpublished data). The mES cells were
propagated as previously described [80].

Mouse E3.5 blastocysts
C57BL/6 females of 3-4 weeks of age were superovu-
lated using 5IU of Folligon (PMSG) followed by 5IU of
Chorulon (HCG) 47.5 hours later and mated with
B6D2F1 entire stud males. Microdrop culture dishes
were set up to equilibrate in 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator
4 hours prior to culture. KSOM (Millipore) media was
used in 20 μl droplets in a 35 mm dish, overlaid with
Embryo Tested Mineral Oil (Sigma). Superovulated
female mice were sacrificed after 2.5 days of superovula-
tion induction and mating, and oviducts were collected
into M2 handling media (Millipore). Oviducts were
flushed using M2 media, a blunt 30G needle and a1ml
syringe. Morulae were collected and cultured in pre-
equilibrated KSOM. Blastocysts were collected from cul-
ture a day later under a dissecting microscope. These
were considered E3.5 blastocysts.
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CHAPTER 7 
 

General discussion and conclusion 
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7.1 Molecular networks involved in mammalian 

cerebral corticogenesis 
 

Global gene expression profiling of mouse cerebral cortices procured from 

different developmental stages has the potential to provide insights on the 

underlying mechanistic events, which govern the embryonic development as well 

as postnatal function of the cerebral cortex. With as much as 85% similarities in 

genes shared between the mouse and human, outcomes of this study can be 

extrapolated to explain the regulatory processes that govern human cerebral 

corticogenesis. To date, information on causative genes that predispose an 

individual with a higher risk to acquire neurological and neuropsychiatric 

disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, motor-neurone 

disorders, intellectual disabilities and schizophrenia remains elusive. Additionally, 

the onset as well as progression of these disorders is often caused by the 

dysregulation of expression profiles involving multiple genes that interact with 

each other and the environment, thus forming a ‘mesh of interconnected 

molecules’. It is essential to elucidate the fundamental molecular networks in 

normal cerebral corticogenesis before comprehending the underlying causative 

molecular networks that lead to various neurological or neuropsychiatric 

disorders. Therefore, this study attempts to decipher the fundamental molecular 

networks in cerebral corticogenesis and will serve as benchmark information for 

future comparative analysis involving samples with pathological conditions.  

 

SAGE technique was employed in this study to characterise the different 

fundamental molecular networks in cerebral cortices obtained from mouse aged 

E15.5, E17.5, P1.5 and P150. These timepoints resemble all the major 

developmental events throughout cerebral corticogenesis ranging from the 

neuronal cells migration to neuronal maturation, differentiation, axonogenesis, 

gliogenesis and synaptogenesis. Network analysis involving all the 70 validated 

differentially expressed tags (DETs) showed a massive interconnection among 

these DETs throughout the embryonic, postnatal and adult stages of development. 

These networks have been associated with disease-causative DETs such as Actb, 

App, Atp7a, Cdkn1c, Clcn2, Dcx, Hprt1, Mapt, Mbp, Plp1, Sncb and Tspan7. 

More importantly, these DETs are also interconnected with 150 molecules, which 
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have never been associated with any neurological conditions in human. These 

molecules provide immense insights on how these molecular networks (contain 

disease-causative DETs) play a role in the onset and progression of neurological 

disorders. These molecules not only provide information to understand the role of 

the known disease causative DETs, but also serve as therapeutic candidates in the 

future.  

 

A different analytical approach such as genomic clustering of DETs revealed 4 

loci within the genome with a significantly higher number of mapped DETs as 

compared to other loci. These DETs were mapped to loci around Sox4, Sox11, 

Nrgn and Camk2n1 genes. DETs mapped to Sox4 and Sox11 genomic loci were 

embryonic specific tags whereas those mapped to Nrgn and Camk2n1 genomic 

loci were specific to the adult cerebral cortex. All genomic clusters have identical 

features where multiple transcripts were expressed from both sense and antisense 

orientations, overlapping each other and have different 3’ UTR lengths due to 

different polyadenylation sites. These loci are considered actively transcribed and 

only specific to certain stages of cerebral corticogenesis. This is the first report of 

such peculiar characteristics at these genomic loci and is the landmark finding of 

the entire study. Genomic clustering of different overlapping transcripts in both 

directions demonstrate the capability of the mammalian genome to store 

information in a multilayer format, hence renewing our faith on existing 

transcriptional regulation mechanisms. 

 

7.2 Discovery of novel transcripts 
 

The aim of this study is to identify genes involved in the development of the 

mouse cerebral cortex as well as to discover any novel genes that could play a 

crucial role during cerebral corticogenesis. One of the many benefits of SAGE 

technique is its ability to discover new transcripts without having to know the 

sequences being analysed. Besides the validation of 10 ESTs with differential 

expression profiles throughout cerebral corticogenesis, further characterisation of 

Sox4, Sox11, Nrgn and Camk2n1 genomic clusters lead to the discovery of novel 

long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) or to be more specific, cis natural antisense 

transcripts (NATs). 
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Since then, these NATs have become the focus of the study. Initial 

characterisation of these loci showed full overlapping between the sense and 

NATs. The presence of an NAT within a protein-coding gene locus is a widely 

accepted phenomenon but the existence of multiple NAT variants with different 

transcript features is relatively novel and has not been reported elsewhere. 

Expression profiling of these NATs in whole brains of different developmental 

stages, different adult brain regions, adult organs and cell lines of mouse origins 

revealed differential expression profile between the sense and NATs from Sox11 

and Nrgn but not the Sox4 and Camk2n1 genomic loci suggesting that these NATs 

may be regulated by different factors or transcriptional elements. Interestingly, 

some of these NAT variants with different 3’ UTR lengths have different 

spatiotemporal expression profiles throughout cerebral corticogenesis. Since all 

the transcript variants are expressed from the same gene locus at either strand, it is 

unclear what determines early polyadenylation of transcripts and how could 

different 3’ UTR lengths dominate when and where a transcript should be 

preserved intracellularly. Additionally, these transcripts do not encode for any 

peptides/proteins of known function, hence their presence during cerebral 

corticogenesis is questionable.  

 

7.3 Novel role of long noncoding RNAs 
 

Neuronal migration, morphogenesis, maturation and synaptogenesis are the 

fundamental processes leading to neuronal network formation or rewiring thus 

underlies the neuroplasticity of the cerebral cortex [reviewed in 1, reviewed in 2, 

reviewed in 3]. The discovery of such an unusual NATs clustering at Sox4, Sox11, 

Nrgn and Camk2n1 genomic loci warrant a further study on the role of these 

NATs especially in the development and plasticity of the cerebral cortex. 

Interestingly, both the embryonic brain specific Sox4 and Sox11 proteins encoded 

within these loci are closely related to each other [4-6]. Both Sox4 and Sox11 are 

categorised under the same SoxC group featuring high structural similarity with 

each other and both are needed for pan-neuronal gene expression that directs 

neuronal-fated cells through migration, differentiation and maturation within the 

central nervous system. In addition, both the adult brain specific Nrgn and 

Camk2n1 proteins encoded in these loci have a closely related function [7-10]. 
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Both of them regulate CaMKII protein, which are involved in long-term 

potentiation processes leading to long-term memory formation. However, the role 

of the NATs transcribed from the opposite strand of these loci remains 

uncharacterised and controversial. Although the unusual clustering of sense and 

NATs at Sox4, Sox11, Nrgn and Camk2n1 genomic loci are yet to be proven as 

the factor responsible for complex developmental events, these features suggest a 

peculiar molecular organisation of transcriptional units within the mammalian 

genome.  

 

Both sense and NATs have perfect sequence complementarities. Based on this 

feature alone, one can predict that the NATs may bind to the sense transcripts or 

DNA sequence and exert different mechanistic outcomes such as transcriptional 

interference, chromatin remodelling, interference of sense transcript trafficking, 

translational repression and transcript stabilisation or degradation. These 

mechanisms have been demonstrated in isolated cases involving the study of 

different organisms [11-16]. RNA FISH analysis of Sox4, Nrgn and Camk2n1 

sense and NATs confirmed the interactions between the two types of transcripts 

leading to the formation of dsRNA pairs. These dsRNA pairs are cytoplasmic-

localised in the cells prepared from the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum 

and olfactory bulbs. When Sox4 NAT-overexpression analysis was performed on 

NIH/3T3 cells, the Sox4 NAT did not cause transcriptional interference within the 

nuclear compartment as expected. Surprisingly, the Sox4 NAT also did not cause 

any translational repression or sense transcripts degradation within the cytoplasm 

but they do cooperate with the sense transcript to produce a novel endogenous 

small interfering RNA (endo-siRNA), Sox4_sir3. However, we may only capture 

the downstream effect of the Sox4 NAT based on the artificially induced ectopic 

expression. The system may somehow miss any potential cis regulatory role of 

Sox4 NAT within the nucleus during the interference of transcription or chromatin 

structure beyond Sox4 gene locus. 

 

The biogenesis of an endo-siRNA from dsRNAs is commonly seen in plants or 

viruses due to their ability to replicate RNA via RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

(RdRP) activity to form dsRNAs [17, 18]. However, the sources of endo-siRNAs 

in the mammalian system are mainly retrotransposons, pseudogenes, viral RNAs, 

short-hairpin RNAs or sense-NATs dsRNA pairs. To date, only limited numbers 
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of endo-siRNAs have been discovered in the mammalian system and they were 

mainly originated from naturally formed dsRNA portion of mRNAs or 

retrotransposons [19, 20]. The Sox4 sense-NATs scenario is the first of its kind 

reported in the mammalian system and bears great consequences in the 

mammalian genome regulation mechanism. Sox4_sir3 originated from Sox4 sense 

transcript in the presence of the lowly expressed Sox4 NAT, which the biogenesis 

did not disrupt the overall expression of the Sox4 proteins. This unique 

mechanism provides a win-win situation to preserve the original Sox4-mediated 

cellular regulatory processes and at the same time diversifies Sox4 regulomes via 

Sox4_sir3-mediated RNA interference (RNAi) mechanism against other 

transcripts. The finding may explain the origin of small RNAs abundantly found 

in the cytoplasm, which could serve as another hidden mode of gene expression 

regulation diversity within the cell. 

 

7.4  Discovery of novel miRNAs in the brain 
 

The revolution of sequencing technologies has enabled the discovery of lowly 

expressed small RNAs in an ultra high-throughput manner [21, 22]. Of the many 

different small RNA classes, microRNA (miRNA) is the most studied small RNA 

which has been demonstrated to play a diverse regulatory role during organismal 

development [reviewed in 23, reviewed in 24]. At molecular level, miRNA causes 

either translational repression or transcript degradation via RNAi pathway. Only 

very few miRNAs were reported and even fewer were described to have brain-

specific expression or function. The next-generation sequencing platform that 

utilises new sequencing chemistry was used to discover novel miRNAs in an 

E15.5 mouse whole brain. Analysis of the small RNA sequences revealed 4 novel 

miRNAs with one of them known as miR-3099, which was later found to have 

expression in early mouse embryogenesis and then expressed specifically in the 

brain after E11.5. The study provides not only the first small RNA transcriptome 

generated using the deep sequencing technology for discovering novel miRNA 

but also as a reference dataset describing known miRNAs found in the 

dynamically developing mouse brain.  
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7.5 Limitation to the study and recommendations 

for future work 
 

The study has several limitations. The amount of SAGE tags generated from the 

cerebral cortex using the conventional sequencing technology is considered 

shallow by today’s standard. Employing the next-generation sequencing platform 

to generate SAGE tags will improve the transcriptome coverage tremendously 

hence provide a full sampling of all the expressed transcripts in the cell, especially 

those with low counts or abundance. Subsequent analysis of DETs depends 

profoundly on RT-qPCR validation and pathway analysis approach was adopted 

to implicate the functional properties of DETs. Interactions of novel molecules 

with DETs associated with human neurological disorders can be studied using the 

co-immunoprecipitation technique, electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) 

and western blotting analysis on various mouse cerebral cortices of different 

developmental stages. Loss-of-function approach such as systematic deletion or 

depletion of a candidate DET using either RNAi or relevant transgenic animal 

models would improve our understanding on the role of upregulated DETs in the 

predicted molecular networks. Alternatively, gain-of-function study such as 

transient or stable expression of candidate DETs may be effectively performed on 

downregulated candidates reported in the study. Correlation between transcript 

and protein expression would provide a more complete picture of how the 

cerebral corticogenesis is regulated by differentially expressed molecules. 

 

The study of naturally occurring antisense transcripts (NATs) for all the genomic 

clusters, Sox4, Sox11, Nrgn and Camk2n1, has been very challenging. Multiple 

attempts to fully sequence the NATs using the RACE method have been 

unsuccessful due to the overlapping nature of NATs at these loci. The employed 

method failed to differentiate sequences among overlapping NATs especially 

when primer-walking approach was adopted for lengthy NATs. The approach of 

incorporating PET sequences in the study only confirmed the TSSs and 

polyadenylation sites for NATs but did not provide internal structural information 

such as intron-exon splicing sites. To completely characterise these NATs, a full-

length cDNA library screening should be carried out.  
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When it comes to the preliminary functional characterisation of sense and NATs 

using Sox4 genomic locus as a model, the ectopic expression study of PET2, 

PET3, PET5 and PET6 Sox4 NATs in NIH/3T3 cells are only effectively captured 

in the downstream function of these NATs such as the production of Sox4-sir3. 

To evaluate their potential roles in regulating transcription or chromatin structure 

beyond the Sox4 gene locus, an induction of Sox4 NATs expression in a dosage-

dependent manner should be carried out. This method would unmask any 

mechanism mediated by the transcript in the dosage-related manner within the 

cell. Additional analysis such as RNA protection assay could be carried out using 

independent nuclear and cytoplasmic extracted total RNAs to assess the potential 

role of Sox4 NATs in different cellular compartments. As we demonstrated the 

formation of dsRNA aggregates within the cytoplasm, an additional RNase III or 

VI (digest dsRNAs) treated cells should be included as a negative control for the 

experiment. Performing the RNA ISH experiment on specialised cells such as 

neurones may provide interesting findings on RNA trafficking to synapses and 

subcellular localisation of these aggregates at dendritic or axonal extensions in 

response to long-term potentiation. To date, the study has demonstrated dsRNA 

aggregations of transcripts from four genomic loci in brain cells. Given these 

structures are RNase A resistant, a deep sequencing of transcripts from RNase A 

treated cells may be able to distil more dsRNAs from the transcriptome and 

provide a genomic view of sense and NATs that form dsRNAs.  

 

The study also reported the discovery of novel miRNAs in the developing mouse 

brain. The employment of very stringent screening criteria to filter the deep 

sequencing dataset may have excluded potentially useful small regulatory RNAs. 

Small regulatory RNAs and miRNA-like small RNAs have been previously 

reported to derive from ‘housekeeping’ RNAs such as tRNA [25, 26]. Although 

the main aim of this study was to identify novel miRNA, in silico analysis of 

filtered small RNA sequences for abundantly expressed and precisely 5’- and 3’-

processed sequences, followed by validation using northern blotting analysis may 

lead to the discovery of new classes of potentially functional small RNAs. 

However, to define a small RNA such as miR-3099 as functional, more functional 

analysis has to be carried out. Simple mimicking and inhibitory studies using 

Locked Nucleic Acid (LNA) probe for miR-3099 can be performed using an in 

vitro system such as P19 teratocarcinoma cell line. Functional assays can then be 
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carried out to characterise the proliferation, differentiation and migration 

capability of the cell in the excess or absence of miR-3099 mimics or inhibitors. 

Core component of RISC complexes include Argonaute2 (Ago2) and GW182 

proteins [reviewed in 27, 28]. To investigate downstream targets for miR-3099, 

ribonucleoprotein immunoprecipitation (RNP-IP) of the cells transfected with 

miR-3099 mimics or inhibitors can be performed to isolate miRNA-RISC-mRNA 

complexes [29]. These complexes can be obtained by using Ago2 and GW182 

antibodies followed by reverse-transcription of bound mRNAs into cDNAs using 

the miR-3099 seed sequence and 3’UTR derived primers. Microarray analysis can 

then be performed on these cDNAs to determine DETs between miR-3099 

depleted/overexpressed cells and controls followed by validation at both mRNA 

and protein levels using RT-qPCR and western blotting, respectively. Target sites 

within the validated DETs can be predicted using in silico programs such as 

DIANA micro-T 3.0 [30] and TargetScan [31] followed by laboratory 

confirmation using a gene reporter assay in an in vitro model. Similarly to miR-

3099, the functional properties of the endo-siRNA, Sox4_sir3, produced as a 

result of dsRNA formation between Sox4 sense and NATs can be evaluated using 

a similar approach. 
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7.6 Conclusion 
 

The information obtained from the above studies has provided an overview of 

complicated molecular networks in governing the development of the 

sophisticated mouse cerebral cortex. More importantly, these studies have led to 

the discovery of various novel NATs with potential regulatory properties that are 

involved in novel genetic mechanisms during cerebral corticogenesis. These 

studies have uncovered various novel transcripts that could lead to novel genetic 

mechanisms and also leave many questions unanswered. Additional studies are 

required to further understand the relationships between various molecular 

networks or differentially regulated genomic loci characterised and their encoded 

or regulated proteins, which determine the phenotypic outcomes of an organism. 

In summary, this information will shed light on known/novel candidate molecular 

targets/networks involved in the central nervous system development as well as 

potential causative/therapeutic targets for neurological or neuropsychiatric 

disorders. 
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